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Wednesday, 21 October 1998
The SPEAKER (Hon. S. J. Plowrnan) took the chair at
10.05 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following petitions
for presentation to Parliament:

Steel-jawed traps
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The petition of the Wldersigned citizens in the state of
Victoria respectfully showeth that the steel-jawed leghold trap
causes great suffering to all creatures caught, a great many of
which are native to Australia and some of which are
endangered. Australia's scientific and animal welfare
communities are united in the view that the steel-jawed trap is
a device that is both ineffective in controlling problem species
and cruel in its action.
Yom petitioners humbly pray that yom honourable house will
legislate to totally ban the manufacture, sale and use of the
steel-jawed trap in all areas of the state of Victoria
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr CARLI (Coburg) (821 signatures)

AmcorLtd
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of Friends of the Gippsland Bush
sheweth planning permits applied for by Arncor Pty Ltd to
clear about 2000 hectares of native bushland located
throughout several Gippsland shires.

Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General- Report of the Office for the year 1997-98
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - Section 170A Orders
granting, Wlder Section 170, a lease to the Melbourne City
COWlcil
Emergency Services Superannuation Scheme - Report for
the year 1997-98
Generation Victoria (Ecogen Energy) - Report for the year
1997-98
Harness Racing Board - Report for the year 1997-98
Legal Practice Act 1996 - Report of the Legal Ombudsman
on Multi-Disciplinary Practices, June 1998
Parks Victoria - Report for the year 1997-98
State Trustees Limited - Report for the year 1997-98
Victorian Meat Authority - Report for the year 1997-98
Victorian WorkCover Authority - Report for the year
1997-98

CRIMES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction andfirst reading
Received from Council.
Read first time on motion ofMr STOCKDALE
(Treasurer).

PATRIOTIC FUNDS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction andfirst reading

Your petitioners therefore pray that pennission, granting the
pennits, be denied.
And your petitioners, as in duty boWld, will ever pray.

Received from Council.

By Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) (163 signatures)

Read first time for Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) on
motion of Mr Stockdale.

Ordered that petition presented by honourable member
for Coburg be considered next day on motion of
Mr CARLI (Coburg).

ROAD SAFETY (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL

Laid on table.

Introduction and first reading
Received from Council.

PATRIOTIC FUNDS COUNCIL
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) presented report for
1997.
Laid on table.

Read first time for Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) on
motion ofMr Stockdale.

BAIL (AMENDMENT) BILL
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BAIL (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Council.
Read first time for Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) on
motion ofMr Stockdale.

LITIER (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction

Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) - By leave, I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Litter Act to

incorporate container deposit legislation.

Leave refused.

GRIEVANCES
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That grievances be noted.

Child care: regulations
Ms CAMPBELL (pascoe Vale) - I grieve for the
children's services industry, which is trying valiantly to
operate under the new Children's Services Regulations
introduced by the government. I grieve for the
preschool committees of management that are
grappling with a mountain of infOImation and work that
has been assigned to them by the preschool regulations.

I grieve for preschool commercial child-care operators
whose privacy has been lost as a result of the
regulations, without any measurable improvement to
the services, the care and the education that is provided
to children in commercial child-care services.
I grieve for community child-care centres, which are
based on parent involvement and parent-run
committees of management, who have been ignored
under the new Children's Services Regulations.
I grieve for a minister who is incapable oflistening to
advice and to 1200 responses to his regulatory impact
statement on these regulations, and I grieve for his
management of his portfolio, particularly as it affects
preschools, as he operates on the basis of policy made
on the run.
The Children's Services Regulations, which were
authorised by the Children's Services Act, were
intended to provide quality care and education, not to
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stop preschools from operating, not to intrude into
private operations of commercial child-care centres and
not to deprive preschools and child-care centres of the
opportunity to obtain advice from the Department of
Human Services. But that is in fact what has occurred.
The Children's Services Regulations were an attempt
by the government to illustrate its interest in early
childhood education and to stop paedophilia and
paedophiles in our early childhood services. Although
that is an admirable objective which the opposition
supports, the Department of Human Services expects
parents and commercial operators to shoulder a burden
of responsibility that does not measurably improve the
care and education of children. The department does
not provide advice to the children's services industry.
Instead, a system has been implemented where one can
attend a forum organised by, for example, the
Kindergarten Parents Victoria, and be charged for the
privilege of learning about the new regulations.
The department's advisers are now known as the
thought police - they are the police officers of the
Department of Human Services and are not primarily
interested in the care and education of children but
spend their time picking up breaches of regulations
without providing advice. If a person telephones the
department an operator may attempt to provide an
interpretation of the regulations. However, a variety of
responses can be given based upon which officer and
which region is contacted.
The method of introducing the regulations violated the
rule of law. The regulations became operational on
1 June 1998. The children's services industry was
provided with an information update only on the
Thursday and Friday prior to the introduction of the
regulations, making it impossible for members of
various committees of management to be made aware
of and implement the regulations.
The law must be transparent, but many kindergartens
and child-care centres testify that the regulations are not
transparent They are intrusive, intimidatory and
over-complicated and result in parents feeling
antagonised and bureaucratic controls being increased
with no substantial improvement to the quality of care
and education.
The department has failed to understand the concern or
heed the advice of the 1200 responsible people who
made submissions to the minister through the
regulatory impact statement process. Rather than
assessing that advice, the minister employed the grand
advocates of early childhood care and education Ernst and Young! I obtained a copy of that firm's
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report, which is an addition and subtraction exercise
and works out the number of people who commented
on the regulations. The report was broken down into
various groups, including parents, proprietors, staff
members and volunteers. However, substantial advice
to the minister, which he should heed, from a range of
services across the state concerned about the
regulations is missing.
The volunteer committees of management are already
swamped with regulations and have indicated that the
new regulations are focused on shifting the
responsibility and blame for children's services away
from the department and into their hands. When
something goes wrong they are the ones who will be
fined and prosecuted, thus preventing them from
spending the time they would wish in providing quality
service to children. The regulations increase the liability
and intrusion into people's personal affairs; they
demand an unsustainable commitment of time and
resources from volunteers and teachers who already put
in an inordinate number of hours to keep centres
running.
The first page of the Auditor-General's special report
no. 55 on child care and kindergartens should have set
alarm bells ringing within the Department of Human
Services, but the regulations do nothing to address the
Auditor-General's concerns. Paragraph 1.1.2 at page 3
of the report states:
It was therefore disappointing that quality assessments
undertaken during the audit indicated that many of the state's
children's services do not currently meet minimum standards
in relation to some of the key factors influencing outcomes
for children. These include the provision of developmentally
appropriate programs, sound interactions between staff and
children and the adoption of practices which protect the
health., hygiene and safety of children.

The regulations touch on the safety of children but do
nothing about other points raised by the
Auditor-General in his report.
I want to look at the section of the regulations on
qualifications. The opposition supports the focus on
early childhood qualifications but it believes the
minister has blinkers on and is working in an ivory
tower at 555 Collins Street when he refuses to
acknowledge that in some parts of the state it is
impossible to get appropriately qualified staff to work
in child care, particularly in preschools and when relief
staff is required
Preschools in rural and remote areas face closure when
qualified teachers are ill because there is not an
abundance of early childhood teachers waiting for one
day of relief work. It is not always possible to find
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suitably qualified people, sometimes with less than an
hour's notice when a teacher wakes up, realises he or
she is sick and tries to identify a replacement.
The St Arnaud kindergarten expressed concern after it
had attempted to provide a relief teacher when its usual
teacher was ill. Parents were not happy when it was
unable to find a relief teacher and ended up cancelling
the morning session because many had driven for half
an hour to get to kinder. In the afternoon they worked
out an alternative arrangement, which I will not outline
here in Parliament.
I have received a letter from the Underbool Preschool
and Play Centre, which is part of an isolated
community in the Mallee. Its teacher retires at the end
of the year and will no longer be available. The part of
the letter expressing the centre's dilemma states:
We would of course be more than happy to employ someone
with appropriate qualifications but think it unlikely that we
will have that option available to us.
We are currently operating the outreach centres 26 hours per
week with half of that being here in Underbool and the other
half in Murrayville, some 60 kilometres away. The isolation
along with the limited hours of employment, the travel
requirements and a lack of suitable accommodation are all
factors against us. Rather than have to go through the process
of advertising for a person with the early childhood
development qualifications and risk not receiving any
interested persons, then having to readvertise, we are
requesting the opportunity to include primary teachers as
suitable applicants. We know there are several primary
teachers in the area who may be interested in taking on the
position.

Robyn Hallam, who is the secretary of the Hopetoun,
Beulah and District Preschool, has also written to me.
The letter states:
The committee also acknowledge the importance of the
requirement of a qualified early childhood trained teacher.
However, once again in a ruraI community such as Hopetoun
and district the availability of such specially trained teachers
may not be realistic. It is difficult to attract the required
qualified teachers to the country, especially when that
teaching position is part time. It is doubly difficult to find
such qualifications in relief staff.

The Sea Lake preschool has contacted me. It is alarmed
that it is charging families $80 per term for 9 hours of
service and has to raise $5000 from 10 families. In
effect, families are being charged $850 per year. They
want teachers. The following preschools from the
Horsham district wrote a combined letter to me
expressing the same concerns: the Bennet Road
Kindergarten, the Felstead Avenue Kindergarten,
Natimuk Road Kindergarten, Roberts Avenue
Kindergarten and Robin Street Kindergarten.
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I am pleased that the minister was contacted by the
Swifts Creek kindergarten president, Barb Napthine,
who managed to get the minister to do an aerobic
backflip - given that the kindergarten had to close for
a week because it could not find a teacher the minister
began to listen.
The licensing provisions are onerous. I have received
letters from kindergartens in Horsham, Lake Bolac,
Templestowe and Wangaratta outlining concerns about
the licensing process. It is an absolute debacle. I
understand the minister has done another backflip
thanks to another family contact down his way, who
has pointed out to him that the licensing provisions are
onerous and an unreasonable invasion of people's
privacy.
The other item of concern is the resentment of private
child-care providers at having to put in a profit and loss
statement from the previous year. It is hardly an
appropriate requirement in the provision of a quality
child-care service.
Preschools in Puckapunyal, Yarraville, Kingsville and
the Ryde Avenue Preschool at Bena11a to name only a
few have written to me saying that the regulations are
unworkable. The future of kindergartens is problematic
under these regulations.

AMWU state secretary
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - I grieve today about a
serious matter concerning a trade union official who is
a member of the union commonly known as the
AMWU, namely Mr Craig 10hnston. Mr 10hnston is
well known to many honourable members and the
media because on 19 August 1996 he was one of those
who caused damage costing in the vicinity of$300 000
to the federal Parliament as they sought to wreck the
building while trying to get into the premises. The next
day as union leaders from the Australian Labor Party
distanced themselves from the violence the Prime
Minister described the demonstration as both
un-Australian and ugly. It was a particularly nasty rally
organised by lennie George, President of the ACTU
and a former Labor Senate candidate at the 1993 federal
elections. They stormed the home of our democracy
and smashed the entrance doors.

The same Mr 10hnston seems to have moved on in life.
He was a member of the Guilty Party - and he entered
a guilty plea for being there. I believe he is actually not
a member of the Guilty Party, but has a strong
association with that little group in the Labor Party
called the Pledge group, and has significant influence
over them. However, it is not Mr Johnston's
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participation in the rally that I grieve about today. I
grieve about how this person wound up being the new
secretary of the union in Victoria
Before opposition members jump up and down, I
advise that I am happy to make the material available. I
received a letter dated 25 June from 'Concerned
AMWU members'. Although the letter was anonymous
the court documents are not. The letter states:
During the recent elections the John Corsetti group was
opposed by Craig Johnston, Bronwyn Halfpenny, Michael
Brown and !an Jones under the banner of AMWU Worlcers
First, Printers First, et cetera They conducted a campaign
based on lies and misrepresentation to the members. As in all
elections we had a fairly good response from our members
and were confident of defeating this group. The final voting
figures do not support this. The Workers FiIst Group won
most of the positions across all the divisions of the union ...
Our group will always respect the will of our members and
we are concerned the vote does not represent the true picture.

Indeed it does not. I have a number of documents in my
possession and I will quote sections, which I am sure
will be of interest to the house. The first is an
application for an inquiry relating to an election. It is
signed by a Mr William Morton, boilermaker, of Gove
House in the Northern Territory. He states that he is a
member of the union and a temporary resident of the
Northern Territory. It continues:
My wife Perla Morton currently resides at 117 View Street,
Glenroy. She is recorded in the union records as residing at
this address.
On the evening of5 May, 1998, at about 7.30 p.m. Northem
Territory time, I telephoned my wife. On speaking to my wife
I was told that two persons who said they were from the
union were at the house. I asked my wife to put one of the
persons on the telephone.

I then spoke to a person who identified himself as Craig
10hnston. Mr lohnston told me that he was a member of the
Workers First team. Mr Johnston asked me whether I had
received my ballot paper in the mail. I told Mr Johnston I
knew nothing about a ballot paper because my wife had been
away for four weeks I then overheard my wife saying that she
would go and have a look for my ballot paper.
Mr Johnston asked me for my vote. I told Mr Johnston that I
intended to vote for John Corsetti as I had known him for a

number of years. Mr Johnston said: 'That's fair enough, we'll
leave it at that. See you later'.

This is where it gets interesting:
With this the conversation ended. Mr Johnston did not hang
up the telephone and I was left holding on.

At no time during my conversations with my wife or with
Mr Johnston did I authorise anyone to fill out my ballot paper.
After holding on to the telephone for a few minutes I hung up
and shortly after telephoned my wife again. I was told by my
wife that she had filled out my ballot paper in accordance
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with the instructions given to her by Mr Johnston's
companion.
I am most upset that I have been denied a vote in the elections
by the actions ofMr Johnston and his companion who I
believe deceived my wife into filling out my ballot paper and
recording a vote for Mr Johnston and other members of the
Workers First Team.

I also have a sworn statement from Perla Morton giving
her side of events. She said she had no knowledge and
was under the assumption that her husband was
requesting her to fill out the union ballot paper on
behalf ofMr Johnston, which she did. I shall quote
from an affidavit made out by Mr David Shaw of
350 William Street, Melbourne. It states:
I am a current practitioner within the meaning of the Legal
Practice Act 1966 . " I am a partner of the finn of Holding
Redlich. I have been instructed by William Monon to institute
these proceedings on his behalf. Except where otherwise
stated, I make this affidavit from my own knowledge and
belief.

Later he says the Australian Electoral Commission is
conducting an election in the union:
... for (so far as is relevant to the current application) the
offices of State Secretary (Victoria), Assistant State Secretary
(Victoria), Organiser Division 1 (Ballarat) and National
Organiser ('the Election'). Now produced and shown to me
and marked with the letters 'DS-l ' is a copy of the relevant
part of the Australian Electoral Commission's election
notice ...
I am infonned by Mr John Corsetti, Victorian state secretary
of the union, and believe that apart from OIjay KWldakci who
is a candidate for the position of state secretary, the candidates
in the elections belong to either the 'Workers First Team'
which is comprised of Frank Fairley, Craig Johnston and
Mark Light or a team comprised of Mr Corsetti, Laurie
Phelan, John Verner and Pat Johnston.
On Wednesday, 6 May 1998, I was told by Dave Oliver who
is the assistant national secretary of the union of a complaint
made by the applicant On 6 and 7 May 1998 I spoke with
Mr William Morton by telephone and on 6, 7 and 8 May,
1998 I visited Mrs Perla Morton at her home in Glenroy. I am
therefore aware of the matters declared in their statutory
declarations.
Mr Corsetti has also infonned me and I believe that members
of the Workers First Tearn have been engaging in widespread
door to door canvassing of members voting in the election
and that he had been contacted by several members of the
union who were upset about the door to door canvassing
taking place in the course of the election.

I believe that is what the union calls 'rough stuff'. They
front up at the door and start telling people what they
are to do. It continues:
On 7 May 1998 I was informed by Mr Darren Trask, a
member of the union, and believe that two people attended
the home of his fonner wife who is also a member of the
union, and offered to assist her in filling out her ballot paper.
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The people identified themselves as members of the 'Workers
First' Team. MrTrask informed me and I believe that his
fonner wife told the people visiting her home that she had
destroyed her ballot paper and that she felt upset by the visit
On 7 May 1988 I was infonned by Mr Mark Champion, a
solicitor in my office, and believe that he contacted Mr Brian
Bradshaw, a member of the union, who informed
Mr Champion that persons identifying themselves as
members of the 'Workers First' Team had attended his home
on the evening of Thursday, 30 April 1998, while he was
absent and that his wife had found the visit intimidating

They turned up and intimidated people - and I could
go on. I telephoned the union secretary, who had been
defeated in the elections, seeking his side of the story.
When I started reading sections of the documents you
could hear chairs falling about because he did not
understand how I managed to get hold of them. The
union was formerly run by John Halfpenny and, indeed,
Bronwyn Halfpenny is involved. Presumably she is
related to him. Mr Halfpenny is a member of the
Australian Labor Party. That is the party telling the
government that there should be transparency about
everything it does!
There are also documents from Holding and Redlich,
the handy Labor Party associates, which in some way
seem to be organising the union in order to control it I
make the point: this is the same Mr Craig Johnston who
participated in causing $300 000 worth of damage to
the federal Parliament I refer to the photograph on the
front page of the Age, which shows the anger and
violence that day.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order!
If the honourable member quotes from a document he
should give the date.

Mr LEIGH - The date is 20 August 1996, the day
after the riot It says that the Australian Labor Party
helped organise the rally. Jennie George is a member of
that party. Their actions cost the taxpayers of Australia
hundreds of thousands of dollars, and the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition sits there and smirks. It is not
worth smirking about Many union members are
disaffected by both the way Mr Johnston is running this
union and the misuse of the democratic process. I will
give this material to the federal industrial relations
minister, Mr Peter Reith, in the hope of having the
matter investigated.
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
pecuniary interests
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
grieve today for the standard of government in this
state, particularly the arrogant behaviour of the National
Party, the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
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and the Minister for Agriculture and Resources. Since
the beginning of September the people of Victoria have
been progressively made aware of the contemptuous,
arrogant and inept behaviour of the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services. In any other government
except the former Bjelke-Petersen corrupt National
Party government in Queensland the Minister for Police
and Emergency services would be sacked for being
involved in a business venture - Harvest Grain
Australia - that received state government grants in
direct breach of the state constitution. He would be
sacked for having the temerity to announce $90 000 in
government funding to improve roads at the entrance to
the Horsham industrial estate that houses Harvest
Grain. He would be sacked for his contemptuous and
repeated failures to disclose his interests in Harvest
Grain and Horsham property as required by the
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act.

honourable members know the history of the
spectacular failure that occurred during his tenure at
Moira. He oversaw a debt blow-out of$17 million that
crippled the shire, potentially for decades. More
recently Mr Gaylard' s connections also scored him the
job as chairperson of the Victorian Catchment and Land
Protection Council.

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services should
be sacked for all those blatant breaches of the law. They
were fundamental breaches of ministerial responsibility
and standards. The minister should be sacked not only
for his corrupt involvement in Harvest Grain Australia
but also for totally mismanaging his portfolio
responsibilities. He should be sacked for the appalling
overcrowding and levels of violence in the Victorian
prison system, for boasting that more Victorians than
ever before are in prison, and for his attacks on gays
and lesbians in the police force.

An article published in the Weekly Times of 13 May
under the heading 'Flower Centre Revolt' states:

Melbourne Market Authority: chairperson
A further demonstration of the minister's pathetic
performance was his disgraceful appointment in
December 1993 of prominent National Party identity,
Mr Jeremy Gaylard, as the part-time chairperson of the
Melbourne Market Authority. Mr Gaylard became one
of the authority's seven responsible persons, along with
the four board members, the CEO, and most
importantly, the agriCUlture minister, formerly the
honourable member for Wimmera and now the
honourable member for Benalla, who is also the Deputy
Premier.
At the time prominent National Party identity
Mr Gaylard had no experience in the management and
leadership of any type of market, let alone Victoria's
premier wholesale fiuit and vegetable market In fact,
his management experience extended to running a
small stock and station agency in Shepparton. It appears
the only criteria applied to his appointment were his
extensive Victorian National Party networks.
His connections also scored him the position of chief
commissioner of the Shire ofMoira. I think all

I will now say a little about the Melbourne Market
Authority in my capacity as the shadow minister for
agriculture and rural affairs. The government-owned
authority is currently engaged in providing a wholesale
market for fresh produce, including flowers. The
National Flower Centre at the authority is a tremendous
facility and the produce sold there is of world best
standard, but the stallholders have been neglected by
the authority's management, led by the chairman,
Mr Jeremy Gaylard.

Victoria's $5 million National Flower Centre faces a mass
revolt by its tenants only two years after its opening by
Premier leffKennett. Once considered the centrepiece in
Victoria's drive to boost cut flower exports to $10 million by
200 1, it now has a coalition of 63 stallholders who claim they
face financial ruin ., .
At the heart of the dispute are the centre's licence fees of
about $8000 - 400 per cent higher than when growers
operated three days in the market's wholesale fruit and
vegetable section.

The conditions under which the flower centre
stallholders operate are unfair and inequitable. When in
June of this year I visited the flower centre and met
with stallholders I heard at first hand how the increase
in fees has undermined their livelihoods. The fee
increases have meant that average stallholders at the
flower centre now pay more than double the amount
their Sydney competitors and counterparts are required
to pay.
After a long and protracted campaign by a group of

stallholders the authority finally committed itself to a
review of flower centre fees. The authority engaged a
valuer, Mr Geoff Sutherland, of Sutherland valuers, to
determine the licence fee payable by stallholders. He
received three valuations from the key parties. Two of
the submissions quoted approximately $2500 for a
six-day licence and the third has not been released to
the opposition. It is self-evident that the figure of $2500
is a far cry from the current fee of $8000. However, I
understand the valuation set by Mr Sutherland puts the
current value at almost $7000.
The Melbourne Market Authority will meet this
Thursday to consider this important matter, including
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the valuation by Mr Sutherland. Unfortunately it looks
odds-on that the board, which is chaired by Mr Gaylard
and has as a member the Minister for Agriculture and
Resources, will accept Mr Sutherland's
recommendation because he was appointed by the
board to determine the licence fee payable by
stallholders at the centre.
Before the decision is made it is important that
honourable members, flower centre stallholders and the
Victorian public are made aware of the gross double
standards operating in the Melbourne Market
Authority's management. While stallholders at the
National Flower Centre have struggled to make ends
meet under the exorbitant licence fees imposed by the
authority, its part-time chairman - prominent National
Party identity, Mr Gaylard - has been living in the lap
of luxury at their expense and at the expense of the
Victorian public. The abuse extends across all of
Mr Gaylard's activities, including the amount he
receives as wages, where he lives, what he buys, what
he eats and where he travels - all paid for by the
taxpayers and the stallholders.
Mr Gaylard's expenses as chairman of the authority are
listed in the 1996-97 annual report as being between
$70 000 and $80 000 - not bad for a part-time
chairman. However, documents released to the
opposition under freedom of information show that
Gaylard's expenses total approximately $140 000 per
annum - for a part-time job - and are almost double
the figure disclosed in the annual report. In addition to
being paid a sitting fee of$320 per day, Mr Gaylard has
flouted his part-time capacity unchecked by the
Minister for Agriculture and Resources, who sits with
him on the board.

It should be noted that the report that established the
authority noted that the board itself should focus on
major issues and not become immersed in details while
the day-to-day operations should be a matter for market
managers. Mr Gaylard's behaviour is entirely contrary
to that recommendation. During last year he claimed
allowances for working, allegedly, between 17 and
24 days a month. I say 'allegedly' because on most
days it represented no more than a long lunch or
enjoying overseas travel. While Mr Gaylard is in
Melbourne the Victorian taxpayer also foots the bill for
the rent on his exclusive East Melbourne apartment at
the rate of$I647 per month, yet Mr Gaylard's
contribution to the rent - most other Victorians who
rent have to pay the lot - is only $30 a month.
Apparently the taxpayer is also expected to pay for his
wardrobe. On 19 July 1995 he spent $795 on his
taxpayer-funded credit card at Henry Buck, Melbourne,
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on men's clothing, giving the explanation that it was to
'Replace damaged; Self. I think he is damaged now! In
December the same year Gaylard purchased a $115 tie
on his government American Express card, again from
Henry Buck.
Mr Gaylard's gifts and other expenses are as follows. In
Japan on 10 March 1997 he purchased a $152 tie on his
Melbourne Market Authority Mastercard, presumably
as a gift for his friend the Premier because the notation
is 'Premier tie'. In December 1995 he spent $300 on his
Amex at David Jones on fruit, the annotation being
'Premier, Treasurer, Minister' - presumably it was a
nice Christmas gift. In December 1996 Gaylard again
purchased on his Amex items from David Jones
totalling $180, which were given the notation 'Premier,
Minister, Treasurer', presumably also Christmas gifts. I
do not know what happened to the December 1997
Christmas presents.
Mr Gaylard enjoys eating out He will even go out for
lunch by himself, ifhe has to. Freedom of information
documents indicate that on 35 occasions he has paid for
lunch on his taxpayer-funded credit card when he was
the only person sitting at the table, even though he is
paid $320 a day. Many of these lunches were at
Geppetto's, a restaurant in East Melbourne, and a long
walk from the Melbourne Market Authority's
headquarters in Footscray. In fact, Mr Gaylard between
August 1994 and April 1998 spent more than $35 000
on meals - an average of about $10 000 a year. His
lunch guests have included none other than - can you
guess? - the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and the Deputy Premier.
Mr Gaylard is a busy man. When he is not eating or
buying suits, ties or other gifts for ministers he is a busy
man travelling. Outside his routine trips to Canberra,
Brisbane and Sydney he has visited the following
places: Alice Springs, Austria, Broome twice, Cairns
twice, Darwin twice, Dubai twice, France, Germany,
Hong Kong, Indonesia four times, Japan,
Cunnamulla - this is a part-time position - the
Netherlands, north Queensland, northern Australia
twice, Poland, Queensland twice, Singapore, South
Africa, Tasmania, the United Kingdom twice, and the
United States twice. He missed out on Nigeria and
Uganda!
Mr Gaylard's most recent overseas trip was in April
and May of this year, accompanied by his wife. I repeat
that he is a part-time chairman. He visited Dubai,
Vienna, Linz, Warsaw, Munich, Singapore and Jakarta.
The performance of the chairman of the Melbourne
Market Authority, this prominent National Party
identity, is at best questionable, and at worst criminal.
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His appalling behaviour shows the real colour of the
National Party - its members have their snouts in the
trough and abuse taxpayers' funds, not to mention their
trust.
A look around country Victoria reveals that hundreds of
schools and 12 country hospitals have closed, the state
has the highest rate of youth unemployment in
Australia, there have been record increases in sewerage
rates and water catchment fees, and there are record
high levels of unemployment. Yet we get this
prominent National Party identity, Mr Jeremy Gaylard,
appointed as chairman of the Melbourne Market
Authority after building up $17 million of debt in the
Shire ofMoira. And what has Mr Gaylard been
interested in? He has lunched at fine restaurants, bought
himself suits, bought gifts for ministers and travelled in
style around the world His behaviour has been
endorsed, condoned and accepted by the current
Minister for Police and Emergency Services and the
current Minister for Agriculture and Resources.
It is no coincidence that this cabal of National Party

members is ripping off the taxpayers and Parliament
while people in country Victoria do it tough. Country
Victorians are experiencing high unemployment, high
rates, high taxes and the closure of schools and
hospitals, yet these people have their snouts in the
trough. The opposition will refer the matter to the
Auditor-General. I believe the minister should resign.

Melbourne Market Authority: chairperson
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - I could not resist the opportunity to
respond to the Leader of the Opposition. He has made a
scurrilous attack on an individual and on an authority,
the Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market,
which I think has done an outstanding job.

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order!
The Leader of the Opposition was heard in comparative
silence. I expect the minister to be heard in silence as
well. I ask the house to come to order.

Mr McNAMARA - The contrast in the way the
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market
operates now compared with the way it operated under
the Labor administration marks a huge improvement in
the quality of the administration, the way throughput
has been improved and an improvement in efficiency in
all areas. I had hoped the Leader of the Opposition,
rather than simply walking out of the chamber, would
have been prepared to take it as well as dish it out.
However, his behaviour is typical of his petty-minded
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attitude. The business run out at the market boasts a
turnover of $1.2 billion. It has a budget bigger than
Tasmania's!

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order! I
will not tolerate any more interjections. I believe the
minister has a right to be heard and in the event that
there are certain members out of their place and
interjecting I will take action against them. I ask
honourable members to stop interjecting.

Mr McNAMARA - This government, unlike the
Cain-IGmer government, actually has a strategy to
improve the wealth and efficiency of rural Victoria. In
1993 the government set a target to triple the value of
food exports in Victoria Part of that process is to
ensure that the Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and
Vegetable Market, together with the new flower market
the government constructed at Footscray, operates
efficiently - it is critical if Victoria is to meet its
export targets.
The government has also appointed a skills-based
board, which without doubt is one of the most efficient
boards administering a wholesale fruit and vegetable
and flower market in the southern hemisphere. No-one
doubts it is the most outstanding wholesale market in
Australia, and there is not a market to match it in the
southern hemisphere. Countries such as Indonesia and
others are looking at modelling the administrations and
operations of their markets on ours.
The coalition government had a lot of major problems
with the market when it came into office in 1992. There
was graft and corruption out there - not necessarily by
the growers, but by the administration. The
administration of the market was appalling. I well
remember the current Minister for Police and
Emergency Services approaching me when he was
Minister for Agriculture and I held the police and
emergency services portfolio asking for police
assistance to investigate the problems with the
administration of the market.
The coalition government cleaned out the
Labor-appointed administration and appointed in its
place a highly efficient board that, under the
chairmanship of Jeremy Gaylard, has turned the market
around The government's actions have ensured that the
market is attracting many more growers from right
around Australia I do not in any way begrudge the
chairman of the Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and
Vegetable Market wanting to go to areas like north
Queensland, the Ord River and elsewhere.
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Honourable members interjecting.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order!
The debate is getting out of hand again. I ask the house
to come back to order. The minister has a right to be
heard in silence.
Mr McNAMARA - Many of the products the
market sells are sourced from the tropical end of
Australia, and unlike the situation in many other
markets around Australia, the administration and the
chairman have a great rapport with growers from all
around Australia

In four years the government has been able to double
the value of food exports in Victoria - from $2 billion
to $4 billion. In Victoria's history there has never been
an increase in the value of food exports comparable to
what the government achieved in its first four years of
the program. There is an initial target to increase the
value of food exports to $6 billion by the year 200 1; I
have no doubt the government will achieve it. The
government has now set a target to increase the food
export figure to $12 billion by the year 2010.

The Leader of the Opposition claimed there were
unemployment problems in regional Victoria There are
areas where employment levels are not as good as the
government would like them to be, but I draw attention
to the recently released official ABS statistics, which
show that in the past 12 months there has been a 4.1 per
cent increase in the number of new jobs in regional
Victoria That has taken the number of people in
full-time employment in regional Victoria to 394 000.
The Leader of the Opposition was critical of the level of
youth unemployment. The statistics show that youth
unemployment in regional Victoria has gone up by
7.2 per cent. However, in the six years this government
has been in office there has been a faster growth rate in
the number of new jobs in country Victoria than in the
metropolitan area That has not happened for the past
50 years. Over the past six years the rate of people
entering new employment in regional Victoria has
grown 2 per cent faster than it has in the metropolitan
area.
That has been achieved by the reforms the government
has put in place such as establishing the Melbourne
Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market and building
what is regarded as one of the world's best flower
markets, which was opened by the Premier and is an
outstanding resource. It has been recognised as a model
that should be applied elsewhere. Problems have also
occurred when wholesale fruit and vegetable market
growers have not been paid
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An honourable member interjected.

Mr McNAMARA - You can joke about it. The
important thing is that the government wants to ensure
the financial viability of fiuit and vegetable growers.
Unlike the situation anywhere else in the world, the
government has introduced a farm pay system that
guarantees farmers will be paid It is a world-leading
development and the chairman of the national market
organisation, Jeremy Gaylard, should be congratulated
on the introduction of that program because it is
welcomed by every fiuit and vegetable grower not only
in Victoria but in Australia For the first time in more
thanl00yearsthose~ymentsare~~

The work that Jeremy Gaylard has done in that area has
been appreciated in Victoria and recognised in his
appointment as chairman of the national market
organisation. That position requires him to visit markets
around Australia. Mr Gaylard is also on the executive
of the wholesale fruit and vegetable markets
worldwide, and is required to visit markets in other
parts of the world It is a feather in Victoria's cap to
have in that position a person who has been recognised
as a world leader in the administration of fruit and
vegetable markets.
Over a period of five or six years approximately
$20 000 to $30 000 has been expended on travel for
Mr Gaylard in his role of promoting Victorian markets
and passing on advice to ensure Victoria's market is the
best administered in Australia. It is the most up-to-date,
modern market. The renovations to the wholesale fruit
and vegetable market make it equal to the new
development of the flower market For the first time in
Australia's history growers are guaranteed to be paid
The market turns over $1.2 billion per annum and is
regarded as the best market in Australia for fruit and
vegetable and flower producers to send their produce
to.
It would be worthwhile for the opposition to
acknowledge that for the first time in 50 years new jobs
are being created in regional Victoria at a faster rate
than in the metropolitan area. It did not happen in the
Cain period, under the Kimer government, or during
the previous 40 years. It is happening under this
government because capable people are administering
such authorities, which are driving new developments
and creating wealth and employment in regional
Victoria
I reject the comments of the Leader of the Opposition
and I hope in future he does a bit of research before he
makes such scurrilous allegations.
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Container deposit legislation
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) - I grieve for the people
of Victoria who are forced to endure roadside litter in
enormous proportions because the government refuses
to acknowledge the problem. Why is this so? The
problem may not be so acute in the city, but in country
Victoria it is an absolute disgrace. The fundamental
problem is that the beverage industry has the ear of
government It facilitates financial support, which is
very persuasive on issues such as container deposit An
article in the Herald Sun of 4 February referred to
donations to the Liberal Party by Amcor of$130 000,
Pratt Holdings, $105 000, and McDonalds, $15000,
and it listed other donations from Lion Nathan and
Southcorp.

In December 1997, using an ABS statistical
breakdown, I conducted an electorate survey of
approximately 750 persons. One of the questions asked
was:
In South Australia there is a refund paid for all used cans,
plastic and glass bottles. Would you support this in Victoria
as a way of reducing roadside litter?

The response was that 92.7 per cent of the people
surveyed said yes, 3.6 per cent said no, and 3.7 per cent
said they did not know.
If anyone in the house believes the issue of roadside
litter is under control I suggest he or she venture out
from suburban Melbourne and walk along the road
verge of any major highway to see the scope of the
problem. I have participated in a number of clean -ups
on the Calder Highway between Carwarp and Hattah
organised by my Rotary Club. On the last occasion two
of us collected a utility load of rubbish from both sides
of the highway over a distance of 2 kilometres. More
than 90 per cent of the rubbish was containers of some
description, mainly beer and soft drink. If Rotary and
other service clubs do not conduct highway clean -ups,
who will?
The amount of empty container rubbish is phenomenal
and is clear evidence that all the wonderful strategies
used by Ecorecycle and Keep Australia Beautiful
Victoria are a waste of time. What is more frustrating is
the appearance of new rubbish on the highway on the
same day after the clean -up has been conducted. It is
clear that the sponsorship of Keep Australia Beautiful
Victoria by the Beverage Industry Environment
Council of Australia is an unholy alliance. It is like a
tobacco company sponsoring a lung cancer hospital
ward It is ironic that Keep Australia Beautiful Victoria
has refused to discuss the issue of container deposit
legislation with me but still actively promotes the
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adopt-a-highway concept which exploits the
community spirit in meaningless, repetitive and futile
highway clean-ups.
Keep Australia Beautiful Victoria is to be commended
for many of its programs, such as Tidy Towns and
Rural Pride, but unfortunately the Beverage Industry
Environment Council appears to have some control.
The identity of the members of the Beverage Industry
Environment Council provides an interesting insight
They include ACI Glass Packaging, Continental PET
Plastics, Australasian Soft Drink Association, Cadbury
Schweppes, Carlton and United Breweries, Coca-Cola
Amatil, Coca-Cola South Pacific, Containers
Packaging, Golden Circle, J. Boag and Son Brewing,
Lion Nathan, Packaging Council of Australia, Pepsi
Cola Bottlers, Queensland United Foods and Southcorp
Packaging.
On 3 June this year I attended a Keep Australia
Beautiful Victoria seminar in Mildura at which a
representative of the beverage industry said that his
organisation was opposed to container deposit
legislation because its view is that 90 per cent of the
litter stream is non-container litter. This is a mythical
belief and further proof that Keep Australia Beautiful
Victoria is compromised by the alliance.
In March this year I received a letter from the Lions
Club of Ouyen, which offers the following:
For some time now the Lions Club ofOuyen has been
concerned about the increasing number of bottles littering our
towns and roadways. Over many years club members have
been conducting bottle drives to keep clean the town and its
surrounds. The sale of glass bottles collected has been
providing the club with a source of income.
From 1980 to 1990 the average amount raised was in excess
of $3000 per year. Although this only equates to $2 to $3 per
man hour, there was at least some incentive to collect and
crate up the bottles as they accumulated.
In recent times, however, bottles are no longer being reused
and their value is only for glass recycling, so although we are
collecting more bottles than ever, our payments for 1996-97
were $605.70, well below the cost of collecting them. Our
recent sales to Pearce Recycling were as follows:

... 16 December 1997,1500 kg of bottles, $45
This equates to about 40 cents per man hour without
deducting any costs for vehicle usage, etc. No wonder our
highways are such a disgrace in Victoria
The roads and towns in South Australia, where a very small
deposit is charged on drinking containers and reftmded on
their return, are noticeably cleaner.

This is not a new idea, and we know it has been suggested to
the Victorian government many times, yet for whatever
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reason there seems to be a lack of action which is very
disappointing.
As rural politicians we oUght to take pride in our countIyside.
We urge you to take a good look at introducing any system
which will encourage people not to litter. Clean-up campaigns
such as Keep Australia Beautiful do a great job. However, it
should not be necessary for local volunteers to pick up others'
rubbish.

As a consequence of a survey referred to in that letter I
wrote to 78 councils in Victoria to seek their views on
container deposit legislation. Municipal councils bear
the brunt of kerbside recycling, and the current
arrangements for recycling are a significant burden on
the community. The burden of costs and responsibilities
should be returned to the industry.

In 1984 this Parliament produced a beverage container
deposit legislation report recommending the current
arrangements so long as the beverage industry
supported them, promoted recycling and contributed to
the funding. The current arrangements are not working,
however.
The price paid for glass cullet has been reduced
annually from $115 per tonne in 1991 to $85 per tonne
this year. A further reduction of $5 occurred in July.
Approximately 10 per cent of glass cullet goes to
landfill because of excessive quality control and a
general reluctance by ACI to recycle. The price paid for
PET plastics has been reduced from $700 to $250 a
tonne so that any payment to consumers for this
substance is now unviable. So much for the catchcry of
'industry supporting recycling'!
I refer now to some of the comments on container
deposit legislation made by our local government
colleagues who bear the brunt of litter clean-up costs. In
1984, 159000 tonnes of containers were relegated to
landfill. What is the cost and the amount today?
Central Goldfields Shire Council states:
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The Hindmarsh Shire Council has always been a strong
advocate for container deposit legislation as have its
predecessor municipalities. Being close to the South Australia
border we have all seen the benefits of the legislation in that
state, particularly as it relates to littering.

Maroondah City Council states:
Container deposit legislation appears to offer a lot when
considered in tenns of litter control and has the potential to
significantly reduce the amount of litter left on roads and in
public places. However, the downside is that it can effectively
destroy recycling programs as most of the valuable materials
may disappear from the kerbside collections only leaving the
marginal materials ... Before Maroondah council could be in
a position to support the introduction of container deposit
legislation there would need to be a more comprehensive
study undertaken that showed the likely impact of the
legislation on waste management industIy.

Mount Alexandra Shire Council states:
I wish to advise that the Mount Alexandra Shire Council
supports in principle the concept of container deposit
legislation.

Corangamite Shire Council states:
.. , that council indicates its support for the concept of the
introduction of container deposit legislation within Victoria
similar to that which operates in South Australia

City of Greater Bendigo states:
The group has provided in principle support to container
deposit legislation and the council would endorse this
position.

Delatite Shire Council states:
The shire shares your concerns in regard to recycling and the
problem of having an unstable commodity market for
recyclable product.
The introduction of container deposit legislation would
correct one aspect of the recyclable equation of the product,
ensuring the user pays for the collection or is responsible for
its thoughtful discard.

Brimbank City Council states:
Consequently council resolved to seek your support for the
introduction of container deposlt legislation along the lines of
the (1984) DNRE report provided to Council by Russell
Savage-

It then lists the suggested format of the new legislation.
I quote in part a letter from Northern Grampians Shire
Council:
Last year council resolved to ask the state govenunent to
consider the implementation of container deposit legislation
on the basis that this may be a way of making recycling and
kerbside collections more viable.

Hindmarsh Shire Council states:

I refer to your letter dated 12 Februazy 1998 concerning the
issue of container deposit legislation ... I am pleased to
advise that Brimbank City Council fully supports the
philosophy of container deposit legislation to encourage
recycling-

in order to curb the litter and waste problem at present.

East Gippsland Shire Council states:
In principle, the East Gippsland Shire Council is supportive of
the introduction of container deposit legislation.

Due to a significant decrease in the buyback price for
recycled products the East Gippsland Shire Council, like most
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rural councils, is questioning the viability of supporting
recycling programs, especially kerbside recycling programs.

West Wimmera Shire Council states:
The council totally supports your proposal to introduce a
private member's bill ... As you indicate, the South
Australian model of container deposit legislation has been in
operation for a considerable period of time and has proved to
be extremely effective in reducing the blight on the roadside.

Southern Grampians Shire Council and a number of
other councils have also expressed strong support for
the concept I am convinced that the vast majority of
Victorians support container deposit legislation to
minimise the unholy mess on our roadsides and the
seemingly insoluble problem of roadside litter.
This is a democracy, and it is time we reflected on how
to solve this problem. This issue should not be closed
off. It is now time to have another parliamentary
committee review of the concept of container deposit
legislation.
BuDding industry: on-site toilets
Mr LUPfON (Knox) - I grieve for the people of
Victoria who happen to reside on properties next door
to building sites where no toilets are provided. I also
grieve for the members of the building industry who
have to work on those sites. We will shortly move into
the 21st century, yet at a number of building sites in and
around Melbourne toilets are not being provided for the
workers on those sites.

I brought this matter to the attention of Parliament
during the adjournment debate on 17 March this year. I
raised the issue at that time because I had received
complaints from residents whose properties adjoin
building sites where workers were employed from
7.00 am. until 6.00 p.m. and were using the back fence
and trenches to meet their toilet requirements during the
day. I do not know what happens when there is a
female worker on the site. Apparently workers were
digging holes or, in one case, urinating through the
fence into the neighbour's property.
I find it amazing that section 56 of the Health Act which required that suitable sanitary conveniences to
the satisfaction of the council be provided where any
building works necessitating the employment of
workmen were being carried out - was repealed in
1989 by the former Labor government following a
review of the Local Government Act Apparently the
government of the day was expecting that councils
would pick up the matter and bring in local laws. That
view was confirmed in a letter from the Minister for
Health to me in which the minister said:
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Councils have the power to make local laws in respect to this
issue under part 5 of the Local Government Act 1989. In
addition, councils have powers under the nuisance provisions
of the Health Act 1958 to take action in relation to any
condition which is liable to be dangerous to health or
offensive.

I have carried out an investigation, and it is apparent
that in many cases local government has turned a blind
eye to this situation. As I said, we are about to enter the
21 st century yet here we have situations where people
are required to go to work but no toilet facilities are
provided on the work site.
Although the survey I conducted is now a fortnight old,
it is interesting to note that in the City of Bayside 30
sites were visited, 2 of which had no toilets; in
Kingston 30 sites were visited, and 9 had no toilets that is about one-third; in the City of Knox, much to my
disgrace, of the 70 sites visited 19 had no toilets; in
Brimbank there were 57; in Melton 10 building sites
were without toilets; in Hobsons Bay there was 1; on
the Momington Bay Rise estate there were
7 construction sites with no toilets; in Hume, 76 sites
were visited and 18 were without toilets; in Gee10ng,
there were 4.
I do not know how many people work on a building
site, but in and around the City ofKnox, where I
happen to live, there are sites where three or four units
are being built by a team of five or six brickies and a
few labourers - that's a lot of people who, in line with
normal human behaviour, want to use the toilet from
time to time, but no toilets are provided.
Some of the councils were contacted, and it is
interesting to read some of the responses. The City of
Maroondah said:
... the public health unit requires that all building sites have
an approved toilet facility on site.
In the case of non-compliance council officers will issue a
notice to provide appropriate facilities and may withhold
inspections until this is done. If a builder fails to comply with
the notice an on-the-spot fine would be issued by officers
from council's building department

A person has to lodge a complaint first. Manningham
council had this to say:
Where complaints are received regarding toilets not being
on-site or causing nuisance conditions, these matters are
investigated under the provisions of the Health Act 1958.
Resolution through consultation and notices, rather than legal
action, is the preferred option of obtaining compliance.

Heavens above, you have a situation where toilets are
not provided on the site and they have to argue and go
through a negotiation stage to, one hopes, ensure that
toilets are put on the site.
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The municipal building surveyor of the City of
Whittlesea states in correspondence dated 1 October:
At present we are amending the local law and there will be a
section included to cover this area. At present there is nothing
in the local law.

In correspondence dated 26 September the
environmental health officer of the City of Brimbank
states:
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I nearly died when I read the statistics about the City of
Knox - 79 building sites, 19 without toilet facilities. I
hold the City ofKnox in high esteem, but inspections
showed that approximately 25 per cent oflocal building
sites had no toilets. I urge the government to investigate
the matter and to instruct councils to introduce local
laws as a matter of urgency, which should then be
followed up to ensure compliance.

Nillumbik.: dismissal
At this point we do not actively pursue non-compliant
builders but we do act on complaints.

All the building work is carried on without toilets being
provided, but local councils do not follow up the
requirements until a complaint is lodged. However, it is
always two or three days before action can be taken,
and if there is discussion and negotiation a further two
or three days pass.
In correspondence dated 28 September 1998 the city
local laws officer of the City ofHume states:
The penalty for non-compJiance is an 'on the spot fine' to the
value of$lOO.

He continues:
I would also like to advise that since January 1998 this
department has been actively enforcing this provision of the
local law ...

The hit-and-miss approach by local government is not
good enough. In one of the situations I quoted builders
urinated through the fence into the property next door
because people had dared to complain about seeing
workers on site attending to their toilet requirements.
Workers were digging holes and doing whatever they
had to do around the property.
Although the government is going out of its way 10
clean up the Food Act, this problem remains unsolved
because of a stupid decision by the former Labor
government to repeal an act that required councils to
ensure that toilets were provided on building sites.
It is evident from the correspondence I have read that
several councils are not enacting the necessary local
laws. The number of building sites with no toilet
facilities is unacceptable to the wider community. A
local resident who lodged a complaint was intimidated
by the builder, who believed he had the right to save
money because it made the house cheaper to build. The
situation became nasty when the matter went to court.
A house takes at best 10 weeks to build and more
probably 12 to 14 weeks. It is unacceptable for workers
to be on site for that period with no toilet facilities.

Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - I grieve about
the government's undemocratic and dictatorial
approach to local government, especially its contempt
for the residents and ratepayers of the Shire of
Nillumbik. The government's decision to dismiss the
council was capricious and corrupt A parliamentary
inquiry is required because much has not met the eye.
The ratepayers and residents of the shire deserve to
know what has happened behind the scenes to bring
about the current situation. The Shire ofNillumbik has
not been properly governed since the day in 1994 when
the commissioners were brought in.

The report of Commissioner Abraham, which was
released yesterday, shows that the council was sacked
ostensibly for three reasons, one being that the
councillors do not agree. Heaven forbid! Should the
Parliament of Victoria be sacked? Honourable
members often do not agree, but that is hardly a reason
for dismissing a democratically elected government. At
the end of the day democracy is a process whereby
disagreements are resolved. Its principles do not dictate
that there should be no disagreement

In his report Commissioner Abraham makes the point
that the council has not fully implemented the
recommendations made by the minister on 3 June. In
concluding he states:
I conclude that the recommendations you have made to the
Nillumbik Shire Council on 3 June will not be implemented
either in identical terms or substantially similar terms and
therefore the prospects of achieving the desired outcomes are
rapidly receding.

The reality is that the head of the office of local
government, Mr Ion Hickman, was negotiating at all
stages with the Shire ofNillumbik. Everything done by
the Shire ofNillumbik was a result of negotiation with
the local government office. However, one of the
reasons given for sacking the councillors is their
non-compliance with the minister's recommendations.
His third reason was that the council continued to want
to get rid of the CEO. This is the same CEO whom
Mr Abraham referred to in his report as one who lacked
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effectiveness and had a cascading effect on group
managers, who were increasingly unable to distance
themselves from council dissension, resulting in a flow
through to middle management. He also referred to the
CEO as having flagrantly abused his position, yet
because the council tried to get rid of the CEO
somehow the council had to be sacked. This is a CEO
the commissioner said has flagrantly abused his
position! The office oflocal government was up to its
neck in negotiations with the council about how the
CEO could be got rid of once it finally realised the
bloke was a shook and a shyster, and that he had to go.
The government has sacked the council for events and
circumstances that are largely of the government's
making. The process by which the council was trying to
sort out its problems was never given a chance to work.
The council had been negotiating with Mr Hickman
and the office of local government to appoint a new
CEO and made a choice from the panel presented to it
by that office. The council was sacked within 48 hours
of the new CEO being selected, with the concurrence of
the office of local government
It is a sad and sorry stoI)' of Liberal Party interference
that has severely affected effective government in the
Shire ofNillumbik. From the day of the appointment of
the commissioners in 1994, who were nothing more
than lackeys of the Kennett government, until the
appointment of the CEO, Barry Rochford, at the strong
behest of the federal member for McEwen, Fran Bailey,
there was perpetual Liberal Party interference in the
internal affairs of the Nillumbik council. The
commissioners of the council rode roughshod over a
community panel that existed to advise on the
appointment ofMr Rochford Mr Rochford was their
key and he was going to be appointed come hell or high
water. Mrs Bailey, the Honourable Bill Forwood, the
Parliamentary SecretaI)' to the Premier, and
Mr Phillips, the honourable member for Eltham, have
all interfered in the affairs of the council.

I will quote from a statutory declaration made on
29 August 1988 by Mr Barrie Brady, who is the
chairman of the Diamond Creek Business Development
Group. The declaration states:
Prior to my election as secretary of the Diamond Creek
Business Development Association I have not been interested
or involved in local government
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I believe this because if one were to look at the persons
invited to the course you would discover that, with the
exception ofNatalie Woodley, all the candidates who stood
against the 'SO<alled Marshall supporters' attended.
Following the completion of the course I was in regular
contact with the commissioners and the CEO regarding the
pending council elections. I was briefed by the CEO and the
commissioners on the evilness and corruptness of Marshall.
I believed the information supplied to me and I actively
worked to identify candidates to stand against Robert
Marshall. Information regarding potential candidates, etc. was
given to me by the commissioners and the CEO.
A network was established with the purpose of coordinating
the campaign against the 'Marshall supporters'.
When nominations were called for the councillors' positions I
did not intend to nominate but on the last day, an hour before
the closure of nominations, I was advised by a commissioner
that 'we' did not have a candidate to stand against Robert
Marshall. I was advised that Ross McDonald would stand if I
'ran with him'. I agreed and ran a vigorous campaign against
Robert Marshall.
During the campaign I was in regular contact with the CEO
and commissioners. I attended meetings in the CEO's office
and was given typed lists of people I could rely on to help me.
Because of my inexperience in the political arena I was
regularly briefed in how to develop strategies for my
campaign. The CEO arranged for and personally handed to
me a list of ratepayers names and addresses covering the ward
where I was standing. He regularly rang me at home in the
evenings to discuss the election.
I did not win the election.
I respected the ratepayers' decision and acknowledged Robert
Marshall as the duly elected councillor.
Since the election of councillors and as a result of my
observations and discussions with the CEO I am certain that
the CEO did not accept the ratepayers' decision.
Consequently, I believe he has actively worked to undermine
the effectiveness of the councillors.
1 believe this because I am aware of a number of issues that
affect Diamond Creek where decisions have been made
without the input of councillors.
Until recently I did not have any contact, either officially or
socially, with Robert MarshalI.
I believe, and I am ashamed of the fact, that I was duped by
the CEO and the commissioners into believing that the
election ofRobert Marshall would lead to corruption within
the council.

After my appointment as secretary of the association I applied

This demonstrates a high level of intervention by the
CEO and by the commissioners in trying to determine
who would be elected to council.

for and was fortunate to be selected to attend a 'leadership
course' sponsored by the Shire ofNillumbik. The selection of
participants at the time was the subject of heated community
debate because a number of people and groups alleged that
the participants were 'hand picked' by the commissioners and
the CEO. In hindsight I believe they were correct.

Mr Brady also advised me of meetings that have taken
place at the home ofMr Peter McWilliam, a prominent
member of the Liberal Party in the area and campaign
director to Fran Bailey. He said there were federal and
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state members present, including the Honourable Bill
Forwood and the former Nillumbik chief
commissioner, Don Cordell. Mrs Bailey was invited but
did not attend. The chief commissioner and the chief
executive officer of the Shire ofNillumbik were
running campaigns for certain candidates for the
Nillumbik Shire Council. Mr Rochford has also been
present at the meetings that Mr Brady referred to in the
office of the Honourable Bill Forwood. It is interesting
that Mr Rochford should have such a close relationship
with the Liberal Party.
I found Mr Rochford putting up bunting for Mrs Bailey.
I have a photo of him if anybody doubts that that
occurred. This bloke is obviously very close to
Mrs Bailey and the Liberal Party. It is no wonder he has
been protected to the extent he has. The intervention by
both the government and the office of local government
at all stages in this process is absolutely palpable. I will
quote from an affidavit sworn in the Supreme Court by
Cr Alexander de Man, who states:
On 10 July I requested a meeting with Duffy and Hickman -

Hickman is the head of the office of local government
and Duffy is his offsider to ascertain where things were standing following my
previous meeting on 3 July 1998. The purpose of the meeting
was to gather information so that I could make sense of what
was going on with the Nillumbik Shire Council and why it
was that the recommendations of Commissioner Abraham in
his interim report had not been implemented.

The meeting occurred in Hiclanan's office. Hickman asked
me, 'How are things at Nillumbik Shire Council?' I replied,
'Stuffed'. I said, 'What are you going to do?' Hickman said,
'The CEO must go. I have lost confidence and trust in him
and I do not want to talk to him or see him ever again' .
Hickman then told me to deliver a message to Rochford that
he should accept a departure package similar to that which
was offered at Moira and Mildura shire councils. I understand
Hickman to be referring to the departure package that was
agreed between the Mildura City Council and the Moira City
Council and their CEOs. This departure package was made
up of remuneration of the nine months of the CEO's annual
package and pro rata performance bonus based on a
perfonnance review.

Later he says:
Hickman then stated that if Rochman was to remain in his
position as CEO the final report would reflect on everybody.

In other words: 'If you do not do this we will influence
the report in a way that will reflect on you as well as
everybody else'. He continues:
I understood from the contents of the conversation that
Hickman was referring to the final report of
Commissioner Abraham. Hickman then stated that he could
delay the release of Commissioner Abraham ' s final report
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and said words to this effect: 'I can stop the report from being
tabled in Parliament until after the next election'. I thought to

myself, 'Yes Minister~' From Hickman's statement it was
clear to me that he would control the process and delay the
final report being tabled in Parliament, which indicated to me
that the bureaucracy has taken control of the outcome and the
direction of the commission and I suspected that there was a
level of interference in the legal process established by the
minister which to me smacks of corruption.

That is er Alexander de Man, one of the two minority
councillors on the council. The document says the
office oflocal government, through the minister's
supremo Mr Hickman, was at all stages driving the
report. The office could determine when the report
would be released and what it would say. So much for
the independence of this piece of rubbish! It was
nothing more than a political report that was set up to
try to achieve the Liberal Party's outcomes in the Shire
ofNillumbik and nothing else. Yet the office oflocal
government is saying, 'We can determine when this
report will be released and what it will say. If you do
not behave yourselves we will ensure it will reflect
badly on you'.
The report of Commissioner Abraham is dated
18 August but it is interesting that the minister released
the report only yesterday. The decision to sack the
council was held off until after the federal election.
Certainly it seems there is more than a bit of
coincidence in that. We need a full parliamentary
inquiry so that the minister and others can be called to
give evidence, Mr Hickman in particular, about what
took place. Certainly there is more to this than meets
the eye. It stinks of corruption by a capricious and
corrupt minister.

Supreme Court: jurisdiction
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - I grieve for
the Labor Party and the lack of intellectual consistency
that has been applied to its contributions to this
chamber. I shall relate my comments specifically to the
blowtorch policy analysis the Labor Party has applied
to the government's use during the past six years of
section 85 of the Constitution Act. I make my point by
way of a question to this chamber: if the same
blowtorch analysis were applied to the conduct of the
Labor Party during its period in office, what would be
the result for the Labor Party? I answer that question
now: it would be self-immolation.
To support my argument I draw attention firstly to the
remark made by the leader of the Labor Party a number
of years ago when referring to section 85 of the
Constitution Act. That section provides that the state
Supreme Court shall have unlimited jurisdiction in all
matters; however, under section 18 of the same act an
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absolute majority of both chambers can vary the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. It was stated a
number of years ago that the governments in other
states have not changed the jurisdiction of their
supreme courts. The Victorian Parliament is today
privileged by the fact that whenever the jurisdiction of
the Supreme Court is to be affected or altered that fact
is drawn to the attention of the house, firstly, in the
second-reading speech of the minister, and secondly, by
the requirement that such a change has to be passed by
an absolute majority of both houses of Parliament
Those provisions are unique to Victoria. It is wrong to
suggest that no other states have changed the
jurisdiction of their supreme courts as the Labor Party
alleges.
In support of my argument I direct the attention of the
house to the fact that Western Australia, New South
Wales, South Australia, Queensland and Tasmania
have all altered the jurisdiction of their supreme courts
in one way or another - for example, the Workers
Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 in Westem
Australia and the Arbitration (Civil Actions) Act 1983
in New South Wales. The New South Wales Local
Government Act 1993 vests jurisdiction exclusively in
administrative agencies or offices. Although some acts
allow for appeals on questions oflaw, want of
jurisdiction or denial of natural justice, many do not.
Further examples can be found in the Small Claims
Tnbunal Act 1974 in Western Australia, the Small
Claims Tribunal Act 1973 in Queensland, the
Consumer Credit Act 1995 in the ACT, the Mineral
Resources Development Act 1995 in Tasmania and the
Dust Diseases Tribunal Act 1989 in New South Wales.
Those acts provide that certain jurisdiction is exclusive,
with limited exceptions, to quasi-judicial tribunals.
The Industrial Relations Act 1979 in Western Australia,
the Retail Tenancies Act 1987 in Western Australia and
the Workplace Relations Act 1997 in Queensland
maintain that jurisdiction is generally exclusive to
certain courts other than the Supreme Court. For
example, in the Dividing Fences Act 1991 in New
South Wales it was noted that:
A decision of a local court or local land board under
subsection (2) is final and no proceedings, whether for an
order in the nature of prohibition, certiorari or mandamus or
for a declaration or injunction or for any other relief, are to lie
in respect of the decision.

There are numerous examples of other interstate acts
expressly barring the bringing of proceedings with
regard to prescribed actions. Examples are the
Livestock Act 1997 of South Australia regarding
notices issued for the purpose of controlling or
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eradicating exotic disease; the Interactive Gambling
Act in the ACT regarding the termination of agency
agreements; the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 in New
South Wales regarding anything done or omitted to be
done by a minister, authority, inspector, office or
member of an advisory committee; the Biological
Control Act 1985 in New South Wales regarding
release of agent organisms; and the Revenue Laws
(Reciprocal Powers) Act 1987 in New South Wales
regarding the seizure of goods by a revenue officer.
I reiterate that these are all acts that may impact upon or
vary the jurisdictions of the respective Supreme courts
in other states. They broadly support my contention that
the statements made by Labor Party members in this
chamber are factually wrong.
Other examples are the Commercial Arbitration Act
1996 of Tasmania as well as the Commercial
Arbitration Act 1994 of New South Wales, which
provides that no proceedings may be brought in respect
of an award merely on the basis that the parties
themselves have specifically agreed to exclude them. I
could go on, but because of the time limitation I will
now turn my comments to another matter of
concern. The regular mantra from the Labor side of the
house is that more than 150 bills have removed the
right of individuals to seek a review of administrative
action in the Supreme Court. The honourable member
for Northcote posed the question: is that not a denial of
natural justice? She is reported in Hansard as having
said on 2 September 1998:
I have already referred to the value and the intrinsic role of
Parliament in a democracy as referred to in the Fitzgerald and
other reports.

So the removal of the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court, which is enacted and carried out in other states
on multiple occasions, is now in the context of this
chamber aligned with the Fitzgerald commission
inquiry into corruption in Queensland. I make this point
very strongly. If the same blowtorch of analysis that has
been applied to this government over the past six years
had been applied to the Labor Party in its period in
office between 1982 and 1992, the result would have
been self-immolation.
I will refer to a number of examples that occurred
between 1982 and 1992 of the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court being varied or altered in one way or
another, to a lesser or greater degree. According to
research undertaken by the Attorney -General there are
not only 1, 2 or 3 examples but approximately 300
examples. They include the West Gate Bridge
Authority (Transfer of Functions) Act, the
Parliamentary Committees (Joint Investigatory
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Committees) Act, the Local Government (General
Amendment) Act of 1982, the Burrumbeet (Russell
Reserve) Land Act of 1982 and, interestingly, the St
Nicholas Hospital (Sale of Land) Act. That is just a
small number of the 300 acts that directly or indirectly
impact upon the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
However, all is not bad because some members of the
opposition have occasionally acknowledged the merit
of amending the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. I
am not sure whether the honourable member for
Northcote is aware of it, but a number of the perhaps
150 acts she has aligned with the Fitzgerald inquiry and
suggested corruption were in fact supported by
members of the Labor Party.
The honourable member for Yan Yean, who has just
spoken in this chamber, supported one of the bills that
varied the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. On 27
October 1993 he is reported in Hansard as having said:
The legislative suppon in the bill for medical practitioners
who take blood samples for civil action is commendable. It
removes the vulnerability of those people to suitable action
under section 85 of the constitution. It also seeks to reduce
technical challenges to breathalyser and blood alcohol
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Rural Victoria: sewerage schemes
Ms GARBUIT (Bundoora) - I grieve today for
country Victorians who are suffering from cost burdens
being upon them by this government. I refer to two in
particular: the high cost of unwanted and unnecessary
sewerage schemes, and the new catchment
management tax the government has just announced for
every country Victorian.

Firstly, I will talk about the sewerage schemes. About
60 towns across Victoria are subject to a government
order to the regional water authorities that all small
towns be sewered - even towns with as few as 150
people. Because of the order property owners in the
towns face extraordinary costs. The reason has nothing
to do with problems with disposal of sewage; it has
everything to do with the government's intention to
privatise water authorities after the next election.
When the opposition has asked the government perhaps the minister at the table, the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services, might like to respond whether it will privatise water authorities, the answer is
always the same - -

assessments.

The honourable member for Coburg is reported in
Hansard of 21 October 1994 as saying during the
debate on the Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment)
Bill that initially he was concerned about the change to
section 85 of the constitution but that he had since
considered other similar legislation and was broadly in
support of it. He supported the bill. So the honourable
members for Yan Yean and Coburg have supported
legislation of this nature. Furthermore, the Leader of the
Opposition has from time to time supported the
removal or limitation of the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court for purposes of objectivity.
There has been a lack of analysis of this matter by the
Labor Party. I suggest - the honourable member for
Sunshine has just walked into the chamber - that if in
future--

Mr Baker interjected.
Ms GARBUTT - That is right, he will be buying

shares-The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs Peulich)-

Order! The honourable member for Sunshine is out of
his place and disorderly.
Ms GARBUTT - The answer is always the same:
that the government will not be privatising in this term
of office. It is obvious that the steps being taken by this
government with rural water authorities are leading to
privatisation immediately after the next election. The 60
or so towns around Victoria that are subject to the order
range from Port Albert to Mortlake to Red Cliffs and
everywhere in between. I will provide some examples
of the burden that is being imposed upon the towns.

Mr W. D. McGrath - Minyip?

Mr Baker interjected.
Mr mOMPSON - I have a job for the
honourable member for Sunshine - perhaps to run
tutorials on constitutional law in Parliament during
lunchtime so that in future issues relating to section 85
of the constitution can be analysed with a higher level
of skill and erudition than has been the case in this
chamber during the past six years.

Ms GARBUTT - I will add Minyip to the list, will

I?

Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Ms GARBUTT - Recently I received a letter from
Bev Harper ofBoort enclosing a petition with about
260 signatures, which I will table tomorrow, from
people protesting about the unnecessary cost of a
reticulated sewerage scheme being imposed by Coliban
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Water. The accompanying letter spells out clearly what
is happening. Bev Harper says:
As we went throughout the streets seeking willing signatures
we were able to have a quiet chat to the residents in order to
pacify their outrage as to the dictatorship in this matter. But

we found that the main problem here is the fact that Boort's
population is made up of pensioners, widows and widowers,
retirees and low-income earners with families, with a
minority (e.g. schoolteachers and nursing staff) in the higher
income group.

An honourable member interjected.

Ms GARBUTI' - They will all vote Labor at the
next election. The letter refers to a connection fee of
$1950, on top of which will be plumbing costs. The
letter goes on to say:
People who have verbally commented to Coliban Water
regarding the high cost of connection have apparently been
told to (1) sell their motor vehicle, (2) have St Luke's Family
Care advise them on how to manage their finances and (3)
buy their clothing from charitable institutions such as St
Vincent de Paul's.

Bev Harper's letter continues:
They have also been told that if they do not pay the
connection fee, plus commission ...

That is Up front - people could have the money taken
out of their estates with a caveat placed on their
property. The letter continues:
I agree with them that this kind of talk and action is
intimidation of the lowest form and contradicts the fact that
we are supposed to be living in a democratic country.

Boort is not the only town that is protesting. Last week
the Newstead Waste Treatment Group released a
discussion paper that deals with the costs facing
property owners in Newstead. It states:
Each allotment will contribute $1950 with further estimated
costs of $2000 to $5000 for works on site. The annual rate for
the first three years has been set at $295.

Again those are high costs. Do the people want it? The
answer is no. Of200 survey forms distributed by
NWTG members, 110 were returned and 86 per cent of
the returns indicated support for the delay in the
proposed reticulation scheme until residents' concerns
were dealt with. Both those complaints come from
Coliban Water's area.
The cost of the proposed reticulation for property
owners in Mortlake is around $4450, plus the cost of
their own plumbing - nearly $10 000. The great irony
is that people cannot sell their homes for much more
than $lO 000, if they can sell them at all. I have been
told by Mrs D. Wildfellner of Mortlake that a few years
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ago all residents bad to have their septic tanks replaced
at a cost of around $2000, yet now they are being told
to smash those septics, find $10 000 and get connected
to the sewerage system.
The people of Mortlake were also asked whether they
wanted a reticulation scheme. The response was yes,
they wanted a scheme, but not if it was going to cost
nearly $10 000. The survey asked residents whether
they wanted to keep their septic tanks and 99 people
responded in the affirmative. The alternative position
was for people to join a reticulated sewerage scheme at
no cost other than the cost of their own plumbing and
259 people responded in the affirmative. Only
8 responded in favour of going with the scheme
proposed by South West Water. Clearly people did not
want to incur the cost proposed.
In a letter to the opposition Mrs Wildfellner refers to
some 252 residents of Mortlake presenting a petition to
Parliament on the issue. In the letter she says the town
cannot afford the proposal. It states:
Mortlake has an ageing population with 32 per cent of
low-income earners. Twelve to 13 years ago, we were all
compelled to install septic tanks by the EPA.

So people who forked out for septic tanks are now
being told they are useless and they have to find much
more money. I turn to Clunes, where people said they
did not ask to pay $10 000.
Mr Maclellan intezjected.

Ms GARBUTI' - So you think what you are
pushing onto country people is fair?
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected

Ms GARBUTI' - The honourable member for
Wimmera should know better; he should not be putting
burdens on country Victorians. The government is
hammering country Victorians. I have received protests
from Clunes, which is covered by the Central
Highlands Water Authority. Kayleen Briggs ofClunes
wrote to the Premier with the following advice:
You need to come down off your pedestal. Open your ears
and listen to people who are hurting from the extra financial
pressures you are forcing upon them. You really have no idea
what it's like to struggle on a $200-$300 a week.

That is a very low income. Ms Briggs also spoke to me
about the number of pensioners who simply do not
have a spare $2000, $3000 or $5000 to fork out for this
scheme.
I also have a letter from Mr John Olsen ofWedderburn.
It states:
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The forced sewering of our town, Wedderburn is a financial
bW'den that 75 per cent of our residents cannot afford. We are
told that it will cost $1950 for the main, and an ongoing
annual fee of $295, we look at our pension and say, where is
it going to come from.
Plumbing updates have been quoted as high as a further
$3250, our pensioner couples, widows and widowers are
looking for help not increased charges.

It will cost the people of Red Cliffs $4500 to have the
service go past their doors, yet the minister responsible
for this imposition thinks it is fine. He quite happily
talks about $2500 for the plumbing costs and $4500 to
take it past the door. The residents of Red Cliffs said
no. What about Port Albert? I am pleased the minister
is here, but I wish he would listen to people's concerns
instead of inteIjecting across the table.

Mr McNamara interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs Peulich)Order! I wish the minister would cease interjecting
across the table; it is disorderly.

Mr McNamara interjected
Ms GARBUIT - Still the minister will not listen;
he is yelling instead of listening. I had a conversation
with a widow at Port Albert. Pensioners are being
presented with a bill of $4005 to have the service go
past the house. The woman I spoke to was told she
could defer the payment, but at the cost of 10 per cent
interest per block or having a caveat placed on the
house. The minister seems unable to comprehend what
needs to be done. He talks about leaking septic tanks. I
will explain to the minister what he should be doing.

Mr McNamara - Do you support it?
Ms GARBUIT - No, I do not support it. There is
a process for fixing leaking septic tanks, but the
minister has not found the right process.

Mr McNamara - You sewer the town.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs Peulich)Order! I ask the honourable member for Bundoora to
direct her debate through the Chair and to ignore
inteIjections.

Ms GARBUIT - The minister's remedy is to
sewer the town. There is an alternative.

Mr W. D. McGrath - The night cart!
Ms GARBUIT - No, not the night cart, Minister;
you have to come up to date.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs Peulich)Order! I understand the ministers at the table are trying
to liven up the debate, but I would appreciate it if they
would cease interjecting and if the honourable member
for Bundoora directed her debate through the Chair.
Ms GARBUIT - I express my great concern
about the minister's attitude. It is a very serious
imposition he is imposing on country Victoria, yet he is
trivialising the matter.
Honourable members interjecting.

Ms GARBUIT - Listen to the Chair! The Chair
has given a directive to you, too, that you are absolutely
defying.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs Peulich)Order! I ask all honourable members to assist by
complying with the wishes of the Chair.
Ms GARBUIT - What I have outlined has a
common thread across country Victoria extraordinarily high costs, towns that cannot afford the
scheme, and in some cases do not want it Where a vote
has been taken it has been absolutely ignored. Many of
these towns are facing difficulties because of the
government's action in closing schools and hospitals,
and many pensioners on low incomes live in those
towns.
The other feature is that there are no community
representatives on the regional water authorities so
there is no way people can have their voices heard It is
also unfortunate that the minister is not even willing to
listen. Last year he announced considerable help for
water authorities - large advertisements taken out in
newspapers talked about $1 billion for upgrading. I
received many phone calls on the matter and it was
totally misleading advertising. The $1 billion was not
coming from the government but from country
Victorians.
Alternatives, including composting toilets such as
Rota-Loo, are not being allowed by anyone except
Coliban Water. Anyone in Melbourne can put in a
Rota-Loo, but if you live in country Victoria they are
out. They have been approved by the Environment
Protection Authority and national parks are the biggest
users, but they are not allowed in country Victoria
Country Victorians are being forced to accept the
proposed expensive schemes.
The opposition's commitment is that there will be no
privatisation of the water authorities. I would be pleased
if the minister would get up and say that that is the case
for this term as well as any future terms of government.
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There should be no compulsory sewerage scheme. If
there are problems they should be identified and
rectified. Often it simply means picking the hot spots
and fixing them.
A series of options should be proposed, including the
presentation of an environmental impact statement
which has been costed out, and the towns should be
allowed to vote on that range of options. The regional
water authorities should then abide by the vote. There
should be none of this business where two-thirds or
three-quarters of the population vote against it and the
water authority, backed by the government, simply
overrules them. There has to be a better way, and there
is a better way. The government should understand that
the burdens being imposed on rural people are
enormous.
Last week the Deputy Premier announced a new
$17 million tax on country Victorians. He has his hands
in both their pockets taking money.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs Peulich)Order! The honourable member's time has expired

Rural Victoria: sewerage schemes
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I refer briefly to the
comments made by the honourable member for
Bundoora, the shadow minister for the environment,
about sewerage in country Victoria.
An honourable member intetjected
Mr MAUGHAN - Septic Cheryl, as the minister
states. I recall that at the time her side went out of office
more than 70 per cent of country towns in Victoria did
not have adequate sewerage or waste water disposal
and did not have World Health Organisation standard
water. The government has put an enormous amount of
money - $450 million - into country Victoria to
bring the small towns up to World Health Organisation
standard to attract food processing industries and
provide adequate standards of water and waste water
disposal. The honourable member for Bundoora does
not acknowledge that people in country towns have as
much right to good quality water and proper waste
water disposal as people in the metropolitan area.

The cost of providing that is highly subsidised.
Currently a number of towns in my electorate are being
sewered and the cost to the land-holders is
approximately $2850. Funding is available for those
who cannot afford it - it can be a charge on the
property if necessary - and the cost is more than
recouped over time because of the increased value of
the property. For the shadow minister for the
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environment to be opposing the provision of sewerage
in country towns defies imagination. It is appalling, and
her view should be well known to people in country
Victoria, which will have a sewerage system in place
before the next election. The honourable member for
Bundoora says in effect that country Victorians deserve
to have second best, and government members do not
agree with that The government is providing top
quality water and waste water disposal services.

Life Education Australia
I grieve also about Life Education Australia and
express concern that governments may be considering
reducing its funding. Life Education is a non-profit
organisation dedicated to providing positive preventive
drug education. I have some knowledge of Life
Education, having been involved through the
Shepparton Rotary Club some 15 years ago in raising
funds for it. I have followed its progress with a great
deal of interest.
Life Education Australia provides school-based drug
education to approximately 1.1 million primary school
children annually throughout Australia using a
nation-wide network of more than 150 educators mostly primary-trained schoolteachers - operating
from 112 mobile classrooms. The program was
established in Sydney in 1979 and now also operates in
England, the United States, New Zealand, Hong Kong,
Thailand, Papua-New Guinea and South Africa. It is the
largest provider of school drug education. It is a
registered charity, and approximately 50 per cent of its
funding comes from local service clubs such as Rotary
and Apex; 30 per cent is fee for service and 20 per cent
comes from government funding. In 1996-97 its annual
national budget was approximately $12 million.
Turning to the state scene I advise the house that Life
Education was established in Victoria in 1985. It now
comprises 25 community-based committees and an
administration and training centre. It has 25 mobile
classrooms operating in the state, employs 40 educators
and delivers programs to approximately 200 000
schoolchildren each year.
The organisation has been operating since 1979 and is
probably the first organisation to do anything positive
on a large scale to provide drug education in the
community. The program enjoys widespread
community support. Apart from service clubs it
receives support from school communities, the
community in general, and from government.
In 1995 the then Minister for Health, Mrs Tehan, in
announcing a grant of$4oo 000 from the government,
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stated that Life Education was a vital program owned
and run by voluntary committees of management which
reached the community by using mobile classrooms
and various audio-visual materials. It is a pro-active
organisation that has been in the field for a long time. I
have no hesitation in declaring myself a strong
supporter of the program.
The mission of Life Education Australia is excellence
in drug education. It is non-judgmental and is
concerned with achieving harm minimisation by
teaching children, usually in grade 6 in primary schooL
about the dangers of drugs and alcohol.
In August 1996 a well-researched report was published
in a magazine called Addiction following a review
carried out by Dr Graeme Hawthorn from Fairfield
Hospital, who tried to assess the effectiveness of the

Life Education program. Unfortunately the report
indicated that the program had perhaps had a negative
effect I suspect that may be why governments are
looking at their contnbutions to the program. If the
results of the report are generally accepted I understand
the difficulty, because a proper evaluation of the
programs that Life Education is running is needed.
With the knowledge available to date the beliefhas
been that the programs are worthwhile and positive.
However, the report puts doubt on that and it is
important to read this information before making an
objective assessment Life Education has provided a
worthwhile community activity by teaching young
people about the dangers of drugs, but ifbetter
programs are available, so be it It is important to thank
all those who have worked extremely hard in providing
positive drug education within the community.

Dairy industry: gas crisis
I raise another matter as a consequence of the gas crisis
that Victoria has recently gone through because of the
fire at Longford, and I certainly regret the tragic loss of
life associated with that. The whole community has
suffered, including households, businesses and
manufacturing industries - Ford and Toyota being
foremost among those.
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gas. With the onset of the gas crisis those spray driers
were rendered inoperable. The three large dairy plants
in the electorate of Rodney, all of which have gas
driers, were simply not able to operate for the first
couple of days of the crisis. Milk was tipped out onto
farmland. When the factories changed over to
alternative fuel sources - that is, to diesel fuel- they
suffered a cost increase that can be illustrated by the
following example: one of the factories in my area was
running on gas costing about $7000 a day before the
changeover and on diesel fuel costing about $30 000 a
day after it

About half of the cost of diesel fuel is commonwealth
excise. It appears to me that payment of the excise is a
windfall gain to the commonwealth totalling something
of the order of$1 million across all the dairy factories
in country Victoria And that money is not the dairy
companies' money, it is the farmers' money, because
the dairy companies took steps to ensure that the loss of
milk was shared reasonably and equitably among all
farmers. Therefore, the additional costs resulting from
the gas crisis will be borne not by the dairy companies
but by the farmers. The commonwealth should
seriously consider rebating that $1 million or so that is
farmers' money taken out of their pockets to pay the
excise. I appeal to the commonwealth to give serious
consideration to returning that windfall gain in excise as
a result of the gas crisis.
An honourable member inteJjected.

Mr MAUGHAN - I have already written to the
federal minister asking him to give serious
consideration to returning that $1 million to the farming
community.

Housing: transitional program

I wish to focus on primary industry, the food processing
industry and specifically the dairy industry. Victoria
produces 62-63 per cent of Australia's milk. Last year
close to 6000 million litres of milk were produced in
Victoria, most of it going into manufacturing, because
Victoria is by far the largest manufacturer of dairy
products in Australia

Ms KOSKY (Altona) - I wish to grieve for public
housing and, in particular, for the transitional housing
program established by the Minister for Housing a
couple of years ago. That program was established
under her brave new world tendering process - a
process the minister responsible for human services is
considering extending. I issue a word of caution based
on the experience of observing the transitional housing
program being put out to tender. At that time people
from the housing sector expressed major reservations
about the tendering process, but the minister chose not
to listen to those reservations. In fact, she
misrepresented the level of support she had in this
house.

Most milk goes through huge spray driers during
processing. These driers have traditionally been fired by

People working in the sector continue to have concerns
about the transitional housing program. I emphasise
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that those concerns do not include criticism of the
agencies that won the tenders. The criticism is of the
conditions and contracts under which the tendering
process takes place and the lack of resources for
housing that makes people's jobs virtually impossible
to do. At the time the minister and her department made
promises to the sector about how transitional housing
would be supported. Those promises have not been
kept by the minister or the department.
Transitional housing is emergency housing. It is for
people who are in housing crisis and who have nowhere
else to go. Often they are on public housing waiting
lists, but because of the lengthy waiting period
emergency housing is used as a stopgap measure for
three to six months. The government hopes that by the
end of that time those people will have housing, but the
housing sector has indicated that the situation is
becoming a revolving door because there are no
long-term housing options.
I raise a number of concerns about transitional housing
that exist in the electorate of the Minister for Housing.
The concerns were expressed at the women's housing
forums I conducted around the state earlier this year.
Although concerns were expressed statewide, the
examples I put forward are from the Geelong area.
One major concern is the absolute lack of crisis
accommodation needed now instead of in two months
time. Although transitional housing is meant to deal
with emergencies, there is often a two to three-month
waiting period. During that time people waiting for
emergency housing have to live on the street, in garages
or in cars. It would seem that crisis accommodation
means that those in housing crisis cannot get
accommodation now. Because transitional housing
leases are so cumbersome, the immediate needs of our
youth, women and families are not taken into account.
One transitional housing program finds the crisis
housing demand so great that it has employed a
counsellor for staff who find it stressful that they cannot
provide housing for those in need. Staff involved in the
program have said that even caravans are unavailable
because they are used by others in crisis. Motel rooms
are now paid for from the housing establishment fund
to accommodate people in crisis, and that fund is
quickly drying up.
There are also major concerns about the leasing
program. The Office of Housing leased a number of
transitional houses en bloc without prior inspection, and
many of those houses are now not being used because
they are unacceptable to transitional housing programs.
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Another issue relates to the inflexibility of rent
collection. Some Victorian families are paying rent to
the government twice for public or transitional housing.
A promise was made during the tendering process that
transitional housing rent collection would be flexible to
ensure that those recently accommodated in transitional
housing who could not afford to pay would be able to
remain. But that promise has not been kept.
I refer to one example in the minister's electorate. A
family who lived in public housing in a country town in
the Western District had a 15-year-old son residing at
the Parkville Youth Residential Centre. He was granted
parole on condition that he did not return to his home
town and that he sought special support that was
available in Geelong. Those conditions placed the
family in a major dilemma: they either stayed at home
in public housing or moved to Geelong, where their son
could be reunited with them. Consequently, they would
place themselves in a housing crisis. They chose the
latter course of action and applied for a priority transfer
in public housing, but of course the wait for priority
transfer is significant and they wanted to move
immediately so that their son could be released from the
Parkville Youth Residential Centre and be reunited with
them.
They sought relocation to Geelong in December 1997.
They are on the priority transfer list but the last time I
heard they were still waiting for that priority transfer.
They were subsequently nominated by a support
service in Geelong for transitional housing and were
fortunate that places were available. They moved into
transitional housing for a period while waiting for the
priority transfer. The difficulty is that in order to remain
on the priority transfer waiting list they still had to pay
rent for public housing. Even though they had moved
from the public housing in the country town, they were
required to pay the rent in order to stay on the priority
transfer list. They were also required to pay rent for the
transitional housing. In a sense the government was
double dipping with this family, which was finding it
extremely difficult to meet one rent, let alone two.
The transitional housing manager said the service
would like to waive payment of the rent. A letter sent to
me states:
The transitional housing manager indicated he has no
capacity to waive or reduce rent payments for transitional
housing property. That is a condition of the contract they hold
with the government

It states further:
Unless the family commence paying the rebated rent and $5
per week towards the rental arrears the transitional housing
manager will evict this family.
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The family ended up paying two lots of rent to prevent
being faced with eviction from emergency housing.
That shows the inflexibility of the government in
providing housing for the people who are most in need.
The transitional housing program was established, but
the model is inflexible and works only for people who
can afford to keep up the payments. The model actually
refuses to make arrangements for people who are facing
difficulties.
Another example illustrates the duplication of effort for
tenants who are dealing with a support agency and with
the transitional housing manager. As some honourable
members will be aware, the transitional housing
program and the tendering out have led to the
separation of support services from the allocation of
housing, so tenants have to deal with two sets of people.
A woman who was in hospital with a serious illness
received a notice from the transitional housing manager
asking her to contact her local office about rental
arrears. She contacted the office as soon as she arrived
home, met with the local tenancy worker and agreed to
pay the arrears. On the same day she discovered the
Centrelink payment for her daughter had ceased
because the daughter had turned 16 years of age. The
woman attempted to contact the transitional housing
manager twice, but no-one was available to discuss her
need to alter her arrears payments. She spoke with a
support worker at another agency, who said she would
contact the transitional housing manager. The support
worker subsequently contacted the transitional housing
manager but was told the tenant would have to contact
the manager herself.
By that time the woman was getting quite distressed she had attempted to make phone calls on a number of
occasions, to no avail, yet was being told she had to
have face-to-face contact or speak directly to the
manager over the phone. She was extremely worried
about being evicted from her property. Nine days after
receiving the first letter she spoke to the transitional
housing worker and advised her of the change in
income. Agreement was reached on how her rent
arrears could be paid, the delay in payment being taken
into account
At the same time the transitional housing manager
advised the woman that the Residential Tenancies
Tribunal meeting would take place but that no
application would be made for a warrant to evict
despite the Residential Tenancies Tribunal possibly
making an order for possession of the property. The
poor woman was under great tension because, under the
terms of the government contract, the transitional
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housing manager was unable to take a different course
of action. Even though an agreement was reached the
woman faced the major concern of eviction. Concerns
have also been expressed about public housing tenants
who fled from domestic violence being forced to pay
double rent while staying in transitional housing.

In her brave new world the minister tendered out those
programs. She was warned that they would not work
but she refused to listen to the people who knew best
They did know best because people are now coming to
me with problems the minister was warned about The
minister deludes herself if she believes the system is
working well. It is not The system is inflexible and in
crisis. Emergency housing is not obtainable and people
are often in situations where double rent is being paid
The minister's management of her portfolio is in crisis.
Worse is the situation faced by many families and
individuals whose incomes are reducing and who face
major concerns about eviction from emergency
housing. The consequences of eviction, as everybody
knows, mean sleeping on the streets, living in cars and
sleeping in garages. I have spoken to several people
living in those situations. In conclusion, I congratulate
the people who work under extreme conditions. They
are unhappy about what the government is forcing them
to do, but they have no ability to move.

Education: Anglican synod task group
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I grieve
today about the disrepute into which the Anglican
church slipped during the recent debate at its synod on
education. It is no coincidence that the honourable
member for Footscray will follow me in the debate on
the same subject I thought it appropriate that the
government put its side first. It is no accident that in the
past 12 to 15 months a coalition has emerged with the
aim of attacking the government's education policies
and improvements over the past six years. The irony is
that the attackers comprise teacher unions, left-leaning
academics and Labor Party people such as the
honourable member for Footscray. It is fascinating that
more often than not those people controlled schools
during the 1980s when parents were voting with their
feet and deserting the Cain and Kimer governments.
I must declare my interest: I am an Anglican and I feel
ashamed about what occurred at synod. The Synod
Schools Task Group on Victoria's public education
system prepared a report entitled The State ofour State
Schools. It is no secret that during that period the
Minister for Education prepared a document to counter
the untruths in the report. He was understandably angry
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when it went fotward. In the Herald Sun of 6 October,
Andrew Bolt in his inimitable style states:
In fact education minister, Phil Gude, is angry that he was
never asked to brief the group.

The group comprised several people. The leader was
the former Vicar ofSt Stephens at Mount Waverley,
Reverend John Howells. When asked why the group
did not check its facts with the minister he said in that
same article:
I don't think we felt the need.

I can hear Reverend Howells saying it, 'I don't think
we felt the need'. In other words, he was saying, 'We
will do the report and write whatever we like, but we
will not check with the Minister for Education because
we know better!' It is fascinating to discover the
members of the group led by Reverend Howells. One
extraordinary person, who leads back to my prior
reference to a coalition of people attacking the
government's education policies, is none other than
Ann Morrow. She was the head of education at the time
of former Premier, Joan Kimer. She was head of the
department that overspent by approximately
$350 million. That was when people who were away on
seven years maternity leave were replaced by
permanent staff.
At that time the education department overspent its
budget by $350 million and had to go back to the
Treasurer, who had to put up a Treasurer's advance to
meet unforeseen circumstances. lbat demonstrates
what sort of people were directing the report.
A number of other people acted as consultants. One of
them was Michaela Kronemann, who is currently a
research officer for the Australian Education Union and
was formerly a research officer for the Technical
Teachers Union of Victoria Other consultants were
Bishop James Grant, Reverend Dr Norman Curry and
Alan Gregory. I made a point of checking with
Bishop Grant about himself and the
Reverend Dr Curry, a former head of the department,
both of whom had no idea that they were being used as
consultants. They looked only at the section that dealt
with the history of education and were horrified when
they were considered by some to be associated with
giving some credence to the rest of the report
Bishop Grant said he had no idea he was going to be
known as a consultant to the report He also said he
knew Norman Curry was very angry because he had
been scrupulous since becoming permanent head of the
education department in staying out of controversial
educational matters. Alan Gregory, who is a known
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historian, looked at it and said he had no idea that he
would be called a consultant.
One might ask what sort of document it is. A report
recently issued by the Minister for Education which
deals with the synod task group's report and which is
also headed 'The State of Our State Schools' states:
The report examines the recent trends in Victorian
government schooling with a focus on the changing process
since 1992. Much of the evidence used to support a number
of the report's findings and conclusions is either incorrect or
flawed.

It further states:
The evidence either fails to take into account the most recent
data which has been published available for two or three
years.

The synod task group's report states at page 25:
Since 1994-95 there has been a small increase in spending of
about 3 per cent, but in real terms, expenditure is still below
where it was at the beginning of the decade.

That is blatantly untrue, and the figures are available.
At the same page the report states:
The funding of school education in Victoria has been
declining in real terms for at least the last 15 years.

lbat is incorrect. On another issue, between 1981 and
1992 student enrolments declined by 60000. A decline
of 60 000 over that period is not only nowhere near
what one would consider to be hardly any decline, it is
a huge decline. The students have either left school or
gone into the private education system - and most of
them left during the time of the former Labor
government The figure used in the report is blatantly
untrue.
At page 2 the report states:
Debate is hampered by difficulty in obtaining sufficient
reliable infonnation. Our state government seems averse to
making available information which might be used by critics
of its policies. Much is only obtained after lengthy freedom of

information processes. Teachers and others employed by the
Deparnnent of Education are forbidden to comment on
government policies.

lbat last part has always been wrong. I reiterate that a
Herald Sun article of 6 October on this issue reports
that when the Reverend John Howells, leader of a
synod task group, was asked why the Minister for
Education was not asked to brief the group even though
its report had claimed the department would not give
out any information, he said, 'I don't think we felt the
need'. It is almost unbelievable!
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As a person who has always been brought up in the
Anglican faith, attends church reasonably often and
believes that the church is in a position of leadership, I
believe the report has done a great deal of harm. If one
examines what happened at the synod, that was - -

Mr Mildenhall- It was accepted.
Mr E. R. Sl\fiTII- Yes, it was accepted. It is
interesting that the honourable member for Footscray
says that, but one should look at the figures on its
acceptance. Of the 559 people who were present at the
synod and who could have voted, 217 voted for it being
received, 212 voted against it, and 130 abstained.
According to most of the people with whom I have
spoken the material in the report should have been
corrected and revised in the light of the availability of
the corrected material that was handed out at the back
of the cathedral, I gather by the Honourable Rosemary
Varty, a member for Silvan Province in the other place
and a member of the synod. As a result the average run
of people were caught up in a political debate.
The members of the task group were led by the
left-wing alliance that has been formed to take on the
government over the subject of education. It is the same
group that contains Ann Morrow. One would have to
be blind and deaf not to know that during the time of
Joan Kirner's regime as education minister
Ms Morrow, who is an educator, was out to set a
socialist agenda. Joan Kimer said the agenda was not
about achieving an equality of education but an equality
of outcome. In other words, they were looking not for
the veI)' best in education but at a system that would
just turn people out like a sausage machine - the
pursuit of excellence was not on their agenda.
It was the pursuit of mediocrity. That is why the
government has progressively tried to reintroduce
standards. There is no doubt that when the honourable
member for Footscray speaks next he will attempt to
rebut my comments. However, he cannot rebut what
happened when the Blair government came to power in
the UK. The Conservatives started off an avalanche led
by the inspector-general of schools, Chris Woodhead,
whom I saw when I visited after the first two weeks of
the new Labor government. The catchCl)' of the Labor
government was to raise standards. Chris Woodhouse
said, 'They will either sack me or leave me here'. In
May 1997 Blair said to the teacher unions at a
Scarborough meeting, 'You will not get in my way nor
will you put obstacles in the way of this government'.
This was backed up by his Secretary of Education,
David Blunkett. They realised people wanted to raise
standards so they retained Mr Woodhouse.
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Victorian Labor is trying to go backwards. It is
associating itself with left-wing groups that have been
there before. Those people have their own agendas. It is
a crying shame that the Anglican church had to be
drawn into a debate it did not need Certain people were
named as being consultants, but they had not accepted
the task of consulting on the entire report, particularly
the contentious issues of funding. The three people I
have named today were mentioned to give an
innocuous part of the report credibility. By referring to
the contentious issues of funding, school retention rates,
student expenditure and the marketisation of education,
the report hoodwinked the people at the synod into
believing the government would be taking certain
action. Labor spreads misinformation every time it talks
about education. It will not come out with the facts.
The honourable member for Footscray is the same.
Every time he launches one of his usual attacks on the
government, what happens? The Minister for Education
gets up and says he is wrong, wrong, wrong. It is
unfortunate that the Anglican church, which I have held
in high regard all my life, has been dragged down into
the gutter by a coalition ofleft-wing activists, the Labor
Party and people who are out to denigrate a government
that is trying to raise education standards. This
government believes education is the most important
area for a reformist government to get right. The
education of our children is paramount.

Schools: funding
Mr MILDENBALL (Footscray) - I grieve for the
state of Victorian schools struggling under enormous
pressure to provide quality education programs when
the minister claims schools do not need raise funds to
fund shortfalls. On Monday morning on ABC radio
Jon Faine asked the minister:
Isn't there an element of schools not having enough money
any more from the state government and they need to go out
and raise it for themselves, and that's why you need
guidelines?

The minister replied:
That's the Labor Party comment Nobody else is saying that. I
mean, that just proves how irrelevant they are as a political
force in this state and I think it's rather sad.

Mr Faine said:
It's not just the Labor Party. It's the teachers and the
principals as well.

Mr Gude said:
Well, it isn't because I was actually at a conference where
they were yesterday and they don't say that.
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Schools from around the state are saying just that by
way of letters and newspaper comments. I will detail
some of the comments made to the minister. They show
how extraordinarily out of touch and how wrong the
minister is. St Andrew's Primary School council wrote
to the minister and said:

administration and the parents of school communities. If an
enemy had done this one might well keep silent and wait till it
all went away, but when the one in charge of the whole
education system takes it on himself to misrepresent facts and
figures which were already in the public domain, and to put
on them a spin which would alienate parents from principals
and council, then truth and justice demand that we speak out

It is our strong belief that yourself and your office have no
real idea what is happening in state fwxied schools and finnly
believe that if it wasn't for the many many, many hundreds of
hours of volunteer parent and staff help, our school, along
with many other suburban, semi-rural and isolated schools
may have collapsed from inadequate state ftmding years ago.
Our total funds held and available to us is the accumulation of
over four years of parent group fundraising, not excessive
government funding and school council hoarding. From these
moneys raised school council funds literacy assistance,
numeracy, music, choir and physical education programs
along with maintaining playground and school facilities. This
must be done, as there is a very considerable shortfall
between these programs and government fwxiing. The
statement you made that there is a false perception in the
community that parents are forced to fundraise to support
school programs shows just how out of touch you are, as
parents being forced to raise funds is reality and not a false
perception.

One small example: The department promised $1 for every
$3 we spent on computers. On this basis we went ahead and
allocated $15 000 in the budge for new equipment, the
network system ... when payment time came we learned that
the department had run out of money. Our grant was not
the $5000 as expected but $1447. This left us with an
unfunded liability, as they say.

It is only by our school community realising the mess this
government has put our schools in through totally inadequate
funding that we have the response from them.
We can no longer have faith in your integrity towards our
children's future and firmly believe that it is your own
political future you are more concerned with. We believe that
you do not support our schools and that is what really hurts.

What a damning indictment of the minister for a school
to write to him off its own bat! I shall quote from a note
sent from Badgers Creek Primary School council to
parents:
He-

that is, the ministerhas said the fact that funds are held in reserve clearly
demonstrates that Victorian schools are adequately fimded
The proof that Victorian schools are not adequately fimded is
seen in the fact that we do not have enough teachers to
provide all the courses without putting inhuman burdens on
our staff and unwanted stress on our students. In another
statement to the press Mr Gude has claimed that parent
contributions are voluntary, by which he implies that they are
not really essential to the functioning of school programs.
This is not worthy of comment Anyone who looks at our
balance sheet can see that without parent contributions the
schoolwouldqWddy~toahalt

In his most recent letters to school principals last week

Mr Gude says that the Age made the figures public on
29 August He does not explain why his office sent the details
of our schools to our local newspaper on August 31.
Repeatedly Mr Gude had presented the whole matter in such
as a way that the school administration, the principals and the
councils, seem to have been misbehaving. The result of this
mendacious presentation is to drive a wedge between this

There are dozens of such letters and dozens of
newspaper commentaries where schools have taken the
minister to task. Ted Brierley, the principal of
Wangaratta Secondary College writes:
Ironically, schools need money if they are to stay relevant in
the brave new digitised world. The government provides
$1 for every $3 raised by the schools to purchase computers.
Most other state governments provide computers to their
schools. Yet when schools try to save hard-won funds to take
advantage of the pittance available to support computer
purchases, they are belted by the ministers for supposedly
'hoarding' cash. We cannot afford to be the worst-funded
education system in the nation for too much longer.

Mr Brierley is also the president of the Victorian
Association of Secondary School Principals and speaks
on behalf of the majority of secondary school principals
in this state. Those are damning indictments. Clearly,
the minister has been caught out. He has made false
accusations about the state of school finances. He has
belittled schools and initiated an enormously angry and
outraged response from schools around this state.

Mr Elder - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I draw your attention to the fact that the
honourable member for Footscray is misleading the
house in that government funding for schools has
increased by 4 per cent in real terms - The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Maughan)Order! There is no point of order.
Question agreed to.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Melbourne Market Authority: chairperson
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I refer
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to a
$109 fruit pack gift from David Jones he received from
National Party colleague and chairperson of the
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Melbourne Market Authority, Mr Jeremy Gaylard,
shortly after the minister was shifted from the
agriculture portfolio to the police and emergency
services portfolio. Was the gift a thankyou for putting
Mr Gaylard on the National Party gravy train, given
that the minister - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Doncaster and the honourable member for
Mordialloc will remain silent.

Mr Leigb interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not want to warn the
honourable member for Mordialloc again.

Mr BRUMBY - Was the gift a thankyou for
putting Mr Gaylard on the National Party gravy train,
given that the minister appointed him to the Melbourne
Market Authority on a package of around $140 000 per
annum for a part-time job, or was it simply related to
the minister's new appointment as Minister for Police
and Emergency Services?
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - The answer - Mr Thwaites - Oink! Oink! Oink!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I did not hear what the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition said across the table,
but I ask him not to make particularly provocative
interjections across the table.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition - -

Mr Thwaites interjected
The SPEAKER - Order! Is the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition aware that I am addressing remarks to
him?

Mr Thwaites - Yes.
The SPEAKER - Well, take some notice!
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Mr W. D. McGRATH - The answer to the first
part of the question is no; Mr Gaylard was appointed to
that position on merit.

Youth: risk and protective factors
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - Will the Minister for
Youth and Community Services inform the house of
the major research project initiated by the Victorian
government to identify risk and protective factors for
Victorian youth?

Dr NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) - I thank the honourable
member for Knox for his question and his ongoing
interest in young people in his electorate and right
across Victoria.
The risk and protective factors project is based on the
work of Professor Richard Catalano, Professor of
Social Work at the University of Washington, Seattle,
in the United States. Professor Catalano and others have
developed a very innovative and successful project
entitled Communities that Care, which assists young
people in a number of communities in the United States
and which has now been adopted in the United
Kingdom.
The Centre for Adolescent Health has an excellent
reputation in Victoria for the delivery of services to
at-risk adolescents and for the promotion of healthy and
positive lifestyles to adolescents across Victoria The
Department of Human Services has recently contracted
the centre to undertake on behalf of the government a
major research project on young people and link it to
the Communities that Care project.
Initially the project will involve a survey of some
13 000 young people in years 7, 9 and 11 in more than
210 secondary schools across Victoria The survey will
be conducted in the first half of next year. Already 600
students are being surveyed as part of a pilot testing of
that survey approach.
Ms Campbell- A survey is cheaper than services!

Dr NAPTHINE - The survey is an integral part of
Professor Catalano's Communities that Care model
because it helps predict the problem behaviours of
young people - for example, drug and alcohol abuse,
premature school leaving, break-ups with families and
other at-risk behaviours. The survey is used to predict a
set of risk and protective factors in young people, and
the Victorian survey will identify the profile of those
factors in Victorian youth.
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The factors are grouped under the headings of
community, family, individual, peer and school risk
factors. At the same time as recognising there are risk
factors in young people it is also recognised that young
people have a range of protective factors, which include
bonding to the family, peers and friends or the school
and community - in other words, their connectedness
to those things gives them resilience when exposed to
risks in the community. Issues such as healthy beliefs
and resilient temperament are also protective factors.
Against that model it will be possible to assess the risk
and protective factors within a community, because
they vary from community to community; it will then
be possible to target programs to meet the needs of a
community and various communities can their tailor
individual programs based on the results of the survey.
The Communities that Care model is effective in the
United States and the United Kingdom, and the survey
of the 13 000 young Victorians is an important part of
providing more effective service delivery to them.
The Department of Education, the Australian Institute
of Family Studies, the Catholic Education Office, the
Independent Schools Association, the Department of
Justice and the office of local government will be
involved with the survey, and a range of organisations
is working with the Department of Human Services and
the Centre for Adolescent Health in the conduct of the
survey. The survey is very comprehensive and will
provide extremely valuable information about the status
of Victorian young people. It will help the government
to develop a more effective service system and to
respond positively and constructively to helping young
people meet the challenges of the 21st century.

Melbourne Market Authority: chairperson
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I refer
the Deputy Premier to his endorsement this morning of
the extraordinary and extravagant spending habits of
the chairperson of the Melbourne :Market Authority and
prominent National Party identity, Mr Jeremy Gaylard,
who received a package of up to $140 000 a year for a
part-time job, numerous world trips and a
taxpayer-funded credit card on which he spent $35000
on meals alone. Does the Deputy Premier also endorse
Mr Gaylard' s purchase at taxpayers' expense of a set of
antique cuffiinks for $650 in April 1996 as a gift for the
Melbourne :Market Authority's chief executive officer?
Do you, Pat; $650?
The SPEAKER - Order! The question would have
been better without the latter comment. 'Do you, Pat?'
is not permitted.
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Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - One of the things that always continues
to astound members on this side of the house is the lack
of recognition by the Labor Party of the importance of
rural Victoria The Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and
Vegetable Market is a huge business turning over
$1.2 billion in revenue per annum, but it certainly was
not running up to scratch under Labor's administration.
This government has injected a huge amount of funding
to bring the market up to standard; it has also appointed
a skills-based board The reform process began shortly
after the coalition came into government in 1992 when
it started to investigate the administration of the market.
As a result of that - Mr Brumby - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the minister was asked a very specific question about
the purchase by Mr Gaylard, a prominent National
Party identity, of a $650 set of cufflinks as a gift for the
chief executive officer. The Deputy Premier was asked
whether he endorses that use of taxpayers' money. That
is the question. Yes or no, Pat?
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is fairly
specific. The minister has given some introductory
remarks but I ask him to now come to the nub of the
question.

Mr McNAMARA - The gist of the opposition's
claims made during the grievance debate and alluded to
in this question is that the injection of funds into the
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market has
not been a benefit to Victorian taxpayers. The market is
a great investment on behalf of Victorians. The
coalition government inherited a market which was not
operating well. As a result of investigations, 10 per cent
of the staff were charged with criminal offences. There
were some very lightweight representatives on the
board at that time, including the then honourable
member for Essendon.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the minister to
indicate to me how this is relevant to the question
asked.

Mr McNAMARA - I am not aware of the
individual gift. I will take advice on the matter. The
point needs to be made that the chairperson of the
Melbourne Market Authority is held in high esteem not
only in Australia but throughout the world. He is
chairman of the National Association of Wholesale
Fruit and Vegetable Markets of Australia and vice
president of the world organisation. As a result of
holding that position he travels the world. He has been
part of the overall process of lifting the value of food
exports in Victoria, which has contributed to the
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Victorian economy. The expenditure of that market
authority has been a very real benefit to everyone in this
state. In four years food exports in Victoria have
doubled. The reforms - Honourable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER - Order! I cannot allow the
minister to continue against a barrage of interjections. I
will simply call the next question. The minister will
complete his answer.
Mr McNAMARA - One must look at the total
administration of the market. Without doubt the reform
process that has occurred in the last six years has been
astounding and has been of great benefit to all Victorian
farmers. Members of the Labor Party need to recognise
what they achieved in government - very little!

Apprenticeships: programs
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - Will the Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training inform the house how
the implementation of the new apprenticeships
initiative in Victoria has succeeded in creating
additional employment and training places for young
Victorians?
Mr HONEYWOOD (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I thank the honourable
member for his genuine interest in a real policy issue
before the Parliament. Honourable members will be
pleased to know that right around regional and
metropolitan Victoria parents are very keen for young
Victorians to enter into structured on-and-off-the-job
apprenticeship programs. I am pleased to announce that
apprenticeship intake is at a record high for this year.
Some 24 000 young people have entered into new
apprenticeships for the commencement of this year
from 1 July. Overall, apprenticeships are up to a record
high of 54 292.

Coupled with the government's excellent performance
in reducing the unemployment rate it means that the
government is providing the next generation of skilled,
trained workers to facilitate industry development in
Victoria Importantly, when one looks at new
apprenticeship initiatives one sees that the reason the
take-up rate is so high is that young people are no
longer required to enter into four-year contracts. There
are tailor-made modules designed for the employment
situation. People can also have the training delivered on
or off the job; it does not have to be done entirely at a
TAFE institute. It can be done by a private registered
provider of training.
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The government has introduced a number of good
options with high school apprenticeships. There are
some 300 pilot programs to enable young people to
complete their Victorian certificate of education while
doing an apprenticeship program coupled with an
employer. Equally, group training companies are now a
viable option where an employer may not be able to
take on a young person full time as an apprentice. The
group training companies - of which there are some
26 around regional Victoria and metropolitan
Melbourne - now offer the opportunity for young
people to be employed by two or three employers in a
shared situation. Employers now have an incentive to
take on a young person, whereas before they might
have thought they did not have the work to keep that
person in meaningful full-time training and
employment throughout the traditional four-year
period.

If one looks at the industry-specific sector
apprenticeship intake, one sees that due to the good
work of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government there has been a 39 per cent increase in
building apprenticeships over the past year. The good
work of the Minister for Agriculture and Resources has
produced an 18 per cent increase in the number of
apprentices in the horticultural industries. That is a
wonderful increase in the food marketing industry and
will ensure that the quality of Victoria's food products
is recognised right around the globe and that we have
young people with the skills to provide the productivity
and thus ensure that our food products are leading the
world
I am proud to announce that the number of young
women in apprenticeships is also rapidly increasing. In
this year's intake the overall rate of participation by
young women was up by 28.4 per cent on the previous
year. There has been an increase of 6.8 per cent in the
intake of young women in traditional apprenticeships.
So, whether it be in gender-based or industry-specific
training, Victoria is leading the way in the new
apprenticeship program right across the country. We
should all be proud that we are providing the next
generation of skilled, trained and ready employees to
ensure the productivity of Victorian industries is
recognised around Australia and internationally.

Crown Casino: tax concessions
Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - I refer the Premier to the
myriad of favours and special deals he has already
granted to his mates at Crown Casino, including tax
concessions, undercharging by $174 million for an
increased number of gaming tables and the waiving of
$75 million in penalties. Will the Premier once and for
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all rule out any further tax concessions or favours for
his mates at the casino?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - Firstly, I reject the
connotation on which the question was based. Crown
Casino, both in its application for the tender and in its
dealings, has dealt almost exclusively with the Casino
Control Authority. At times the authority has asked the
government for guidance on policy issues, and it is
typical of the honourable member for Niddrie to use the
house to make incorrect accusations.

Secondly, as I stated to the media today, I am aware of
the comments that have been reported in the paper
supposedly expressing the view ofMr Packer that the
casinos in Australia are uncompetitive with overseas
casinos. Earlier I was asked a similar question by the
media to that which has been asked by the honourable
member for Niddrie. I indicated to members of the
media who accompanied me out to Belgrave that I have
only one concern at the moment about the tax structures
as they concern the operation of casinos in Melbourne,
and that is the change that Bob Carr made in New
South Wales two weeks ago when he lowered the
taxation rate for high rollers below that of the Victorian
casino.
Since the Crown Casino started the Victorian
community has earned approximately $900 million.
That money has provided tax free the Melbourne Sports
and Aquatic Centre, which cost $65 million, and the
Melbourne Exhibition Centre, which cost $120 million,
and is providing funds for the new museum. The people
of Victoria have benefited considerably from the
substantial revenues received
If the casino were to make an application to the
Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority to equate the
taxation rate for high rollers to that which Bob Carr has
introduced in New South Wales, I cannot imagine that
the government could afford not to consider it
favourably. I say that because a Labor Premier in New
South Wales has seen fit to lower the taxation rate
below that of Victoria, and that could not only result in
the Victorian community losing business but could
substantially reduce our revenues, and consequently the
sorts of projects we are providing now for the Victorian
community could be substantially reduced both in item
and volume.
Mr Hulls inteIjected.

Mr KENNETT - That is another juvenile, stupid
comment from you.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Niddrie will cease interjecting.
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Mr KENNETT - The honourable member for
Niddrie does not want Victoria to be competitive with
New South Wales. He is happy for Victoria to lose
business to New South Wales. The government has
tried over the past six years to get Victoria's taxation
level down to the national average. If New South Wales
is going to reduce its taxation level, Victoria has to be
competitive.

Mr Loney inteIjected.
Mr KENNEIT - I did not say 'less'. The
honourable member for Geelong North said 'less' - I
did not say 'less'.

Mr Loney inteIjected.
Mr KENNEIT - You want to go further down, do
you?
The SPEAKER - Order! Members complain that
not enough questions are asked. When there are
questions by interjection and the Premier or any
minister strays from the original question, there cannot
then be a complaint that we either do not have enough
questions or the answer is irrelevant I ask the
honourable member for Geelong North to be his usual
well-mannered self.

Mr KENNETT - If the Crown Casino makes an
application to the gaming authority - Mr Hulls intetjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I will not warn the
honourable member for Niddrie again.
Mr KENNEIT - If the authority approves that
and makes that recommendation to us, because the
government is the ultimate arbitrator in terms of
taxation rates, it would be stupid to deny Victorians the
opportunity of both maintaining the revenue that they
currently earn and reducing the growth rate.

The second issue that was raised this morning was a
comparison between Australian and overseas casinos.
In terms of internal gaming, that which takes place
within Victoria or Australia, there is no doubt in my
mind that the rules are quite fair, although there is some
variance. The domestic rate for high rollers in some of
the smaller casinos in the Northern Territory is 8 per
cent. Victoria's rate is 10 per cent, with an escalator,
and the New South Wales rate is 10 per cent, without
an escalator. For the internal traffic that is fme and that
differential is fine.
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When one looks overseas - at America, for
example - one sees that the high-roller tax is
approximately 2 to 3 per cent. I have no intention of
reducing the taxation rate for high rollers to that level.

Mr Bracks intetjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Williamstown will cease interjecting.

Mr KENNETI - If you want to ask questions you
have to accept the quality of the answers that come
back. If you are not interested and if you want to be
uncompetitive and non-competitive with New South
Wales, you wear that odium. The government is proud
that the Victorian community has grown substantially
over the past six years because of the opportunities it
has provided.
IfMr Packer or anyone else thinks that we are not
competitive against overseas casinos, particularly with
international business and the operation of the major
casinos, the governments of the states in which those
casinos are located should get together and do a little
more research to see whether any lack of
competitiveness is disadvantaging Australia If the
other governments and the operators, all ofus together,
think there is value in trying to compete internationally
for that business on a different scale, perhaps we should
all move together. I do not think that is likely to happen,
but I do think - Honourable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER - Order! I ask honourable
members not to intetject The Premier has now been
speaking for 6'12 minutes, answering about four
different questions from interjections as well as the
principal question. I ask the Premier to wind up his
answer on the original question.
Mr KENNETI - It is a serious issue, and it was
asked seriously, I suspect. I can't help it if the
honourable members don't like the answer. We believe
strongly that we have to be competitive. We do not
intend to have the Victorian community disadvantaged
because the opposition, for its particular hate of
business, wants to disadvantage the state.
There is probably a genuine case for the governments
of Australia to take the issue of gaming on board and to
look at how we run gaming businesses and how we
legislate for them. The operators also want to do so to
see whether there is any advantage - or no
advantage - in competing for international players in a
major way as a country. The only thing we can be sure
of is that the environment is always changing and
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changing quickly. It is very competitive. Very small
percentages of tax returns or incentives can change the
direction of flow, particularly the flow of high rollers.
Suffice it to say that this community has been well
served by the Crown entertainment centre. It is the one
facility that attracts considerable numbers of guests
from overseas, unlike any of the poker machine venues
that exist in any electorate. They do not attract one
single international guest to this state or employ one
extra person to handle such trade.
The situation will change continually. We are prepared
to address it constructively. It is no swprise that the
opposition is always refusing to do so and wants rather
to put Victorians at a disadvantage.

Interact multimedia festival
Mr DIXON (Dromana) - Will the Minister for
Information Technology and Multimedia advise the
house of the benefits to Victoria of the 1998 Interact
Asia Pacific Multimedia Festival that will be held later
this month?
Mr STOCKDALE (Minister for Information
Technology and Multimedia) - Victoria has already
gained national and international recognition for the
excellence of its efforts in promoting the uptake of
information technology and multimedia Few things
could be more important - particularly in
commanding real, cross-party support - than our
efforts to make Victoria a major player in the
21st century in the high technology IT and multimedia
areas.

Later this month we will have a major celebration of
our achievements in this area and the advances on our
achievements to date. This will be the third year in
which Melbourne has played host to Interact, probably
the most significant solutions-based multimedia festival
conducted anywhere in the world It has a particular
focus on multimedia and IT solutions. It was an
initiative of the Victorian government and has been
delivered by a corporation headed by a board chaired
by Mr David Williams. It is no exaggeration to say that
it has done a superb job and every year has significantly
improved on the previous year's achievements. Interact
this year will be staged at the Melbourne Exlubition
Centre from Wednesday, 28 October, to Saturday,
31 October. It represents an opportunity for families,
students, children and business people to experience the
latest developments in IT and multimedia.
This important festival attracted tens of thousands of
visitors in each of its first two years. It has gained a
reputation as the largest festival in the Asia-Pacific
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region and builds on our reputation as a centre of
excellence. Victoria is already recognised throughout
the Asia-Pacific region as one of the leaders in
information technology and multimedia employment.
Drake Personnel recently published the results of a
survey that indicates that Victoria is expected to
produce the highest growth rate in Australia for
information technology jobs over the next three
months. Relevant businesses have expressed great
confidence in the employment prospects and forecast
an 8.2 per cent increase in hiring activity over the next
three months. Some 70 per cent of Victorian firms plan
to hire new information technology staff, which is well
above the national figure.
Interact has built on its success in 199fr.1997. It has
experienced a 60 per cent increase in the number of
exhibitors and has been highly successful in attracting
international delegates, with major visitors coming
from around the world So Interact 1998 promises to be
even more successful, with a conference program that
will attract new attendances. It includes conferences on
electronic commerce, government use of information
technology, applications in education such as School
Tech 98, entrepreneurship, the Asia Pacific Smartcard
Forum, the Virtual Opportunity Congress, the AIMIA
awards and a range of information seminars, many of
which are hosted by major industry players.
This year Interact takes an important step forward by
including PC IT 98, which was previously a
stand-alone PC conference. PC IT 98 will include a
record 220 exhibitors from 250 companies around the
world Prestigious international guests will include the
editor of Wired magazine, Mr Kevin Kelly. Mr John
Wall, who visited Victoria earlier this year, is the
President ofNASDAQ, America's major venture and
development capital exchange, which is vital for the
growth of Australia's information technology sector.
Mr Wall is also the creator of such digital effects as
those seen in the film Titanic, which has drawn so
much attention, and his presence in Victoria is a major
t3ct0r in another effort to kick-start the venture capital
market in Australia Delegations from Malaysia, Korea,
Indonesia and smaller countries such as Vietnam and
Ghana have recognised the importance of Interact and
demonstrate the support of our Asia-Pacific
neighbours.
Interact 1998 will further consolidate Victoria's
reputation as the place to do business in information
technology and multimedia and provide a forum for
local business to showcase its achievements to the rest
of the world
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I hope all honourable members will take the
opportunity of attending Interact. Several opposition
members, unfortunately not on the front bench, have a
lively interest in information technology. I hope even
the frontbench will support this important initiative.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning and
Local Government) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Melbourne
City Link Act 1995 and certain other acts and for other
pmposes.

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I ask the
minister for a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning and
Local Government) (By leave) - The honourable
member for Thomastown asked for a brief explanation
of the bil~ emphasising the word 'explanation'.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the minister to
pause while members take their seats or leave the
chamber. There is too much audible conversation in the
chamber.

Mr MACLELLAN - The bill proposes for the
house's approval and consideration that certain
additional provisions be made with respect to the
privacy of information that might be recorded as a
result of the use of transponders and also makes
provision for fining people who fail to make the
necessary arrangements for payment and who misuse
the project by driving through it without paying.
Motion agreed to.

Read first time.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (NILLUMBIK
SHIRE COUNCIL) BILL
Introduction andfirst reading
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning and Local
Government) introduced a bill to dismiss the Nillumbik
Shire Council and set a date for a general election for that
council and for other purposes.
Read first time.
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RACING AND BETTING ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL

LICENSING AND TRIBUNAL
(AMENDMENT) BILL

Introduction andfirst reading

Introduction andfirst reading

Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport) - I move:

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
amend the C(H)peratives Act 1996, the Domestic Building
Contracts Act 1995, the Motor Car Traden Act 1986, the
Prostitution Control Act 1994, the Second-Hand Dealen
and Pawnbroken Act 1989, the Small Oaims Act 1973,
the Tribunals and Licensing Authorities (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Act 1998, the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 and other acts and for
other purposes.

That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Racing Act
1958, the Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act 1966, the Stamps
Act 1958, the Gaming No. 2 Act 1997, the Gaming and
Betting Act 1994 and for other purposes.

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Dandenong) - I ask
the minister to provide a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport) (By leave)Do you want a real explanation?
Honourable members interjecting.

Read fint time.

LEGAL AID (AMENDMENT) BILL

Mr REYNOLDS - The bill amends certain acts to
do with betting and bookmaking and makes minor
changes to do with the appointment of the Harness
Racing Board and the Greyhound Racing Control
Board and allowing them to set up minor appeals
procedures.

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
amend the Legal Aid Act 1978 to provide for funding
matten, to clarify powen in relation to legal practitionen
and for other purposes.

Motion agreed to.

Read first time.

Read first time.

GAMING ACTS (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction andfirst reading

Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Casino
Control Act 1991, the Casino (Management Agreement) Act

1993, the Club Keno Act 1993, the Gaming and Betting Act
1994, the Gaming Machine Control Act 1991, the Gaming
No. 2 Act 1997 and the Tattersall Consultations Act 1958 and
for other pUIpOSeS.

Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - I seek a brief explanation
of the bil~ in particular in relation to the Casino Control
Act and the Casino (Management Agreement) Act.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport) (By leave)The bill contains minor amendments across the whole
spectrum of acts I listed, the main one concerning
Keno.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

Introduction andfirst reading

CHATIEL SECURITIES (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction andfirst reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
amend the Chattel Securities Act 1987 as a consequence
of the establishment of the national vehicle security
enquiry register and the Victorian Civil and
Admumtrative Tribunal and for other purposes.
Read fint time.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY ACTS
(AMENDMEN1) BILL
Introduction andfirst reading

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to make further
amendments to the Electricity Industry Act 1993 and the State
Electricity Commission Act 1958 and to amend the
Electricity Safety Act 1998 and for other pmposes.

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I request a brief
explanation from the Treasurer, particularly regarding
the amendments to the Electricity Safety Act.
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Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) (By leave) - The
bill deals with several technical amendments clarifying
the application of the cross-ownership rules put in place
by the government as part of the privatisation process.
It clarifies their application to co-generation projects
that potentially involve significant growth areas in
Australia, new generation projects, and further projects
designed to augment the transmission of distnbution
network systems. Secondly, there is some controversy
concerning enforcement powers and actions relating to
powerline clearance.
The bill clarifies the responsibility for enforcing the
powerline clearance code and ensures that action is
initiated by the office rather than another party.
Motion agreed to.
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RAIL CORPORATIONS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BaL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) -

I move:

That I have leave to bring in a bill to make fwther
amendments to the Rail Corporations Act 19% and the
Transport Act 1983 and for other pwposes.

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I ask the
Treasurer to give an explanation of the bill.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) (By leave) - The
bill mainly concerns the implementation of the
government's policy to contract to franchised operators
the operation of public transport services and to
privatise the V!Line Freight business.

Read first time.
Motion agreed to.

GAS INDUSTRY ACTS (AMENDMENT)
BaL
Introduction and first reading

Read first time.

VICTORIAN COLLEGE OF THE ARTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Gas Industry
Act 1994, the Gas Pipelines Access (Victoria) Act 1998, the
Gas Safety Act 1997 and certain other acts and for other

purposes.

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I ask the Treasurer
to give a brief explanation of the bill, particularly the
amendments to the Gas Safety Act.

Opposition amendments circulated by Mr HAMILTON
(MorweU) pursuant to sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 3 September; motion of
Mr HONEYWOOD (Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training).

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) (By leave) - The
bill makes amendments to three gas acts. Firstly, it
clarifies the application of several provisions
concerning the responsibility for system security and
the operation of indemnity arrangements. Those
provisions were foreshadowed following the earlier
ice-plug incident and reiterated after the explosion at
the Longford gas plant on 25 September. Certain
provisions relate to the migration of Victorian gas
companies to the national gas access arrangements.

Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - The opposition will
not oppose the bill. My first task is to pay tribute to the
students and the student union at the Victorian College
of the Arts. They are part ofan ideologically sound
group of people whose jealous protection of the
reputation and rights of the college should be
commended. I took off the Internet a number of press
releases on the activities of the students and I commend
them on their very principled stand against up-front
fees, staff cuts, and the way they led the charge against
reduced federal funding for their college.

The bill also deals with the application of the system
operating rules and makes further arrangements for the
transition to a national market. It also makes a small
number of minor technical amendments to the gas
safety regime. The Office of Gas Safety reviewed the
operation of the act and recommended the minor
amendments that are introduced in the bill.

Mr Honeywood - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, this piece oflegislation is very narrow and
pertains only to governance arrangements - to the
people sitting around the governing council's table and
the positions they hold The bill is not about funding
issues or student unionism - none of that comes into
the bill.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Morwell has been here long enough to know the
rules and I am sure he will abide by them.
Mrs Maddigan - On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, which I wished to raise before you ruled
onit--

The SPEAKER - I am sorry, but I have ruled on
it. The point of order was taken on the remarks of the
honourable member for Morwell. He knows the rules,
and I am sure he knows the bill. I will now have a good
look at it myself.
Mr HAMlLTON - I do know the bill. I am also
aware of the minister's second-reading speech, which is
part of the debate. The minister will recall that in his
speech he virtually gave the opposition carte blanche in
talking to the bill because he talked about the history of
the Victorian College of the Arts, the relationship of the
college with Melbourne University and the funding of
the college. It was all mentioned in his second-reading
speech. The minister's point of order was a bit
pre-emptive and completely out of order given that we
are talking about the governance of the most significant
affiliated college in Australia

The SPEAKER - Order! I did not actually rule on
the point of order; I asked the honourable member for
Morwell to adhere to the rules as he knows them. He
pointed out in his following speech that although the
bill is a narrow one, when a minister gives a
second-reading speech that opens up other areas it gives
members an opportunity to debate the points raised in
that speech. So if ministers want narrow debates I
recommend they keep their second-reading speeches
narrow. The second-reading debate here does cover the
sorts of issues the honourable member for Morwell is
canvassing.
Mr HAMlLTON - Thank you, Mr Speaker. The
opposition recognises the importance of the bill and
commends the minister and the government for
maintaining the integrity of the Victorian College of the
Arts as a separate and self-governing institute of
education. Given the changed situations of universities
broadly and Melbourne University in particular, it is
appropriate that the independence of the Victorian
College of the Arts, which the bill reinforces, is
maintained.

In that context I refer to an article by Raimond Gaita in
the Age of 24 August headed' Academics must fight'.
The author refers to a major and very dangerous change
that has occurred in our universities. The article states
in part:
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Managerial newspeak has triumphed so pervasively that
many academic administrators find it hard to believe that
academics, if they are to be true to their vocations, are
sometimes obliged to criticise the universities that employ
them.

He gives an example involving Monash University,
where Professor Legge was advised by the
vice-chancellor that staff in his position should continue
to focus their interests and actions on academic efforts
and in no way abuse the hospitality of their hosts. That
approach is revolting and goes against the spirit of
universities in this state. Historically academics in this
state, and I believe throughout Australia and the rest of
the free world, have considered they have an obligation
to speak up on matters they think are important The
concept of academic freedom has been treasured and
regarded as precious by academia throughout the ages.
The action of the vice-chancellor ofMonash University
in sanctioning one member of his staff for criticising
what was happening to the university as a result of its
being corporatised and acting in a business-like way is
an indication of the great importance of making sure
that the Victorian College of the Arts remains an
independent organisation.
The same article also criticises the vice-chancellor of
La Trobe University for the same managerial
newspeak. An academic at La Trobe dared to criticise
the way in which that university was operating. He was
soundly berated by the vice-chancellor and in part
threatened with the loss of his job. I find that sort of
thing revolting in any public service but what is now
going on at Monash and La Trobe is absolutely
revolting and unacceptable. The article by Raimond
Gaita further states:
It is not, as the rhetoric of the corporate university tries to
seduce us into believing, a truth written in the heavens that
universities must adjust to the times. Sometimes they
should ...

And sometimes they should not. The author of that
article made an important statement.
The most infamous of all the comments about what is
happening to our universities comes from the host
university of the Victorian College of the Arts, the
University of Melbourne. Peter Craven, the very
well-known author and academic, who has had a rather
interesting if not chequered history in relation to this
place, is a well-respected literary journalist. In an article
in the Age of 28 August he related an event that
occurred at Melbourne University. He states that in the
middle oflast year Tony Coady, a professor of
philosophy, began putting together an anthology that he
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eventually submitted to the Melbourne University
Press. The article states:
It was a book about the idea of the university, and about how
the central values which the universities should embody, and
which were integral to its conception of itself, could survive
the pressures from within its own administration to mime the
strategies of the corporate world.

As history has shown, the administration of the
University of Melbourne instructed Melbourne
University Press not to print that anthology. Of course it
will be printed, because it is an important comment on
what is happening to Victorian universities.

In his final comment Peter Craven speaks about what
would have happened under the administration of
earlier university heads. He refers to David Derham,
Zelman Cowan and even David Penington, who has
proved his broadness of thinking:
... who would not have stooped to this pettiness for all his
'rationalism' - it makes one wonder if academic
administrators are being appointed who know far too little
about the life of the mind, and the distinction that is possible
in the pursuit of 'truth' or the articulation of scepticism, to be
proper overlords of OlD" universities.

Once again, Peter Craven has made an important point
One trend that has become all too evident within
universities can be seen in the model of
corporatisation - where the university has to be run
like a business and make a dollar. Far too often
dangerous signs can be seen in our universities. It is
beholden on parliamentarians, not just members of the
opposition but every member, to protect the rights and
therefore the academic integrity of people who work in
our universities. They are people who are part of
Victoria's future and part of the advancement of
knowledge in this state. We must ensure that they are
not subject to threat, ridicule or criticism because they
dare speak up. If academics cannot speak up, who can?
That is the import of this bill.
To the government's credit, the bill maintains the
integrity of the Victorian College of the Arts under its
own council. Although the bill seeks to change the
structure of the council, the changes will not in any way
detract from the independence of the VCA as part of
the academic world, and in this case the arts world that
is a part of our current and future culture.
I gave notice of a number of amendments. The
amendments are nowhere near as numerous as they
appear to be on the amendment sheet. I never cease to
be amazed at the way parliamentary counsel draft
documents to make things legal. I commend them.
Thank goodness we have them. The way I had
originally presented the amendments would not have
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been a legitimate way of proceeding with the
legislation. However, I will quickly paraphrase the
spirit of the amendments.
The first is an amendment to clause 5, which so far as
the opposition is concerned is a principled one. It
returns the number of staff on the council of the
Victorian College of the Arts to the three it used to haYe
instead of the two recommended in the bill. That leads
to a consequential omission of the appointment of
either the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training
or the Minister for the Arts. To be perfectly honest, the
opposition is not too fussed about which of the
ministerial appointments disappears. However, it is
important that the real stakeholders, the people who
have a commitment to the Victorian College of the
Arts, are part of the governing body. It is therefore an
in-principle amendment, if I can describe it in that way.
The second amendment refers to the structure of the
board of studies of the Victorian College of the Arts.
Perhaps more importantly than the governing council,
the board of studies should have very clear
representation of the stakeholders. The effect of the
amendment is to return the structure of the board of
studies to the same form as currently exists. There will
be direct representation of students, who are the key
stakeholders - and I am talking about young adults,
and in some cases not so young adults. Each school will
be rightfully and properly represented on the board of
studies so that the students can have direct input into
what is in many ways a key body in relation to the
operation of any institution, especially a tertiary
institution.
The third amendment simply broadens the scope of the
responsibilities of the board of studies instead of
maintaining the current restricted scope. The opposition
does not argue against the board of studies having a
focus on academic matters. However, there oUght to be
an opportunity for the board to look at the other matters
which are relevant to the College of the Arts and which
stakeholders in the college consider significant. If the
board is restricted to a narrowly defined academic
focus, the real spirit of what a board of studies should
do in a tertiary institution will be defied and
contradicted. The board of studies determines how the
institute operates, where it is going, where it has come
from, the impediments to progress, the ways to
maintain and create new innovations, and so on. The
opposition wishes to broaden that to remove the
limitation on its procedures.
Clearly, just as not all wisdom lies with the minister, his
advisers or even the department, not all wisdom resides
on this side of the house. However, the opposition
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believes the government ought to take those
constructive suggestions seriously.
The opposition believes its final amendment is the key
amendment, because ifthere is one thing that is
absolutely critical to the proper operation of any
publicly funded institution it is accountability and
transparency in its operations. When this bill was
introduced I went to the papers office and asked for a
copy of the annual report of the Victorian College of
the Arts. Of course there was no such thing on its
own - the Victorian College of the Arts annual report
and figures appear in the annual report of the University
ofMelboume. The opposition believes that if the VCA
is to receive proper recognition it should be required to
produce its own annual report. Amendment 32
proposes the introduction of a new clause requiring that
to be done. That amendment would be a worthwhile
and proper addition to the bill.
The bill is about the governance of the Victorian
College of the Arts. The opposition supports the spirit
of the bill, because effectively it proposes only three
amendments. It is not a bad bill. Most times the
opposition would either reject a bill outright or move a
reasoned amendment, but in this case it has suggested
some reasonable and proper amendments to improve
the structure of the new council.
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of staff cuts are to be made and that one of the courses
may disappear. The budget cuts will mean that the
college will not be able to fulfil its mission statement
satisfactorily and will not be able to continue to play its
important role in arts education in this state.
I do not think anyone underestimates the importance of
arts in Victoria or of the arts education and training that
takes place at the VCA to ensure the future health of the
arts in this state. I believe there is a requirement for all
of us - including the government and the opposition
as well as our colleagues in Canberra - to review the
budget cuts that have taken place at the VCA. They are
causing tremendous difficulties and will affect the
future strength of the Victorian College of the Arts and
consequently of the arts in this state. We must ensure
that the budget cuts are reviewed and fought against

I have pulled out the budget papers to see the amount of
money the Victorian government spends on the arts. If
one looks at the papers one sees that $355000 has gone
to the Victorian Arts Centre's Fairfax centre, something
like $10 million to the National Gallery for fire safety,
$6.4 million to the Australian Centre for Contemporary
Art, more than $96 million to the National Gallery
building, $603 000 to the Victorian Arts Centre for
emergency lighting and $1.3 million for its fire system.

Mr McArthur inteIjected
However, it is important that when the bill is passed by
both houses the transition from the current council to
the new council - which according to the bill will take
effect on 1 January next year - is transparent. We
suggest that the government, the minister and the
current administration of the VCA reactivate the
important membership subcommittee of the VCA
council to ensure that the transition period is
transparent, that the stakeholders have a say in what is
going on and that the transition is done properly, with
integrity and without providing any avenue for public
criticism or criticism of any kind
We think that is a proper course. The government needs
to direct the 1998 membership subcommittee to meet
before the end of the academic year to discuss the
transition period. The opposition thinks that is a
perfectly reasonable suggestion and hopes the minister
and the current VCA council will take it on board
I have already spoken about financial transparency. I do
not think it is news to anyone that currently the
Victorian College of the Arts is under severe financial
pressure. It has a shortfall in the budget and has to take
a number of unsatisfactory and, I would think,
unsavoury measures to enable it to meet its budget
There have been suggestions that a significant number

MrHAMILTON - We are talking about
expenditure at the arts precinct, if! can describe it as
such. We certainly commend the government on
spending multimillions of dollars on those facilitiesand I have not listed them all. The minister's
second-reading speech states that the state government
made a grant to the Victorian College of the Arts. It is
all well and good to build arts monuments and
monuments to the government around the state, but the
government should look carefully at the approximately
$12 million shortfall in the VCA's operating budget
and consider providing that $12 million to ensure the
college does not have to make cuts that will badly affect
it
We accept that spending on the arts must be a matter of
priority, but the priority should be to ensure that arts
education and training at the Victorian College of the
Arts, one of the greatest sources of pride in the
Victorian arts world, does not suffer because of
government cuts. If the federal government has no arts
conscience and no affinity for or commitment to the
arts and arts education, and if one compares the way the
Australian Film, Television and Radio School is funded
to the way the film and television section in Victoria is
funded - I have the figures, which show that a fairly
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odious comparison can be made - perhaps the
Victorian government should take up the challenge and
say, 'If you mob in Canberra are too lousy to do it and
do not care, we will make a commitment to it' .
Perhaps the government's priority should be not only
the big flash buildings that ministers and ministerial
secretaries can open and get a bit of kudos from. In my
book there is far more kudos in securing the future of
the arts by ensuring that valuable staff members and
courses are not lost and that the strength of the future is
retained in important organisations like the Victorian
College of the Arts. There should be a re-examination
of the funding of the arts and Arts Victoria to make sure
we do not lose the strength of the Victorian College of
the Arts.
There has already been a significant reduction in the
number of staff employed at the VCA. I have some
statistics on the issue. I do not intend to go through all
the details, but the trend sets off warning bells and is a
reason for concern. On 1 January 1996 the VCA bad a
total of 203 staff, but by the end of that year the number
bad dropped to 183. In March of 1998 the college had
the equivalent of 166.7 staff, but by June of this year
that number bad dropped to 160.7. Those drops in the
number of staff are significant drops.
Some of those that have gone have been general staff
positions, but I do not think anybody who has ever
worked in a tertiary institution undervalues the
importance of general staff and the absolutely
invaluable support they provide. The role of general
staff should never be undervalued - there have been
significant losses in that area - but a more worrying
trend is the decline in the number of academic staff. We
ought to consider that trend as a danger sign when
debating the governance of the Victorian College of the
Arts.
The governance of the college will determine its future,
and I think all honourable members will agree that the
college has an extremely important future in Victoria
The arts has to be very much focused on what is done at
the VCA because if what is done at the college is good
and if its tradition, history and performance has been
critical to where we are now, it will be absolutely
critical to where we are in the future.
These days we often hear the dreadful term 'economic
rationalism' - everything seems to be judged on how
much a buck is worth. It is important to the future
health of the state for us to remember always that the
arts are an extremely important part of our total society
and our total wellbeing. If we concentrate only on the
utilitarian and forget about the things that are
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encompassed in the world of the arts we will become
less as people and can look forward to a far less healthy
future. We need to make sure the arts are not lost.
The arts are relevant not only to world-famous
people - or indeed infamous people, as one might
gather from reading the histories of a number of artists
around the world We ought not to forget that the arts
are a part of humanity and improve quality of life. We
ought not be too quick to put a unit cost against
everything. Not every graduate from the VCA ends up
a millionaire, and few end up in the position of people
such as Jana Wendt or other highly paid television
presenters. Most graduates struggle all of their lives to
make a living and to make ends meet because to them
the arts is more of a calling than an occupation.
Let us not underestimate even for one minute the
importance of the arts in total; and if we are going to
talk about the arts in total let us remember the
importance of the VCA. If one compares the budget
figures of the VCA with that of the federally funded
Australian Film, Television and Radio School- they
are comparable institutions - the VCA is very much
underfunded. I will not go through all the figures, but
we are talking about an overall budget of about
$1.3 million for the VCA and a budget of about
$14 million for the Australian Film, Television and
Radio School. What the college has done on a very
limited budget - in fact, on a shoestring by
comparison - has been magnificent. The graduates of
the VCA have become world famous, and will continue
to do so provided the government makes sure the
college is properly supported.
Many people want to contribute to this debate, and
rightly so. The debate is important in the context of
what Parliament and Victoria are about. Concern has
been expressed about the way the current council of the
VCA has operated its appraisal system. The staff, the
students and the general body of the college are
concerned about how people are being chosen for the
chopping block. A proper performance appraisal
system for the assessment of staff and management at
the college should be set up. Evidence exists that the
appraisal system has not worked in the past and is not
working now.
I refer to a matter which has been raised in other venues
and which needs to be raised in this venue - the
procedure by which, according to the information I
have, the current director was appointed for six years
without the proper process being adhered to. Regardless
of the merits or otherwise of the person it is a pretty
serious allegation. I do not want to cast any aspersions
on the ability of the director, but I do criticise the
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process by which the appointment took place. The
matter ought to be reviewed.
As the body responsible for ensuring the proper

conduct of all of the organisations under its jurisdiction
the government oUght to be aware of concerns and
criticisms. Those criticisms ought to be answered. If
they are not found to be warranted the government
should say so, and if there are problems that need to be
fixed they should be fixed. The government has a
responsibility to the institutions that exist under the
legislation it administers to make sure they are properly
conducted with an appropriate degree of integrity and
transparency.
The allegations of an improper process in the
appointment of the current director should be
investigated by the government. The requirements
under the Melbourne University Act and the Victorian
College of the Arts Act as they exist currently have not
been met and were not properly drafted, and there
ought to be an investigation into that process. I can
supply information about the allegations if that is
necessary, because they are pretty serious. You cannot
get away with a little slip of the tongue. The
government must assume total responsibility and ensure
integrity.
I make that statement about the governance of the
college because if we do not maintain the integrity and
reputation of the governing bodies of any of our
institutions or organisations not only is the reputation of
that institution damaged and scarred but the reputations
of all public institutions and government administration
generally are irreparably damaged. Honourable
members need to take that issue on board I have with
me a number of documents detailing the problems
alleged in relation to the matter and they should be
seriously considered
The opposition commends the government for the spirit
of the bill in that it maintains the Oxford model, if one
can put it that way, where an independent college
becomes part of a greater university and issues degrees
of that university. It is a model that oUght to be
promoted more widely.
There have been disadvantages, with smaller
institutions all over the state being soaked up into large
universities; and one can look, for example, at any of
the former regional colleges of advanced education
around the country. There is much evidence that that
has damaged the communities and that local control,
input and ownership have been lost With ownership
comes responsibility. That model has not been
particularly helpful.
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However, the affiliation between the VCA and
Melbourne University is an excellent model. It allows
the university to overview the quality of the education
at the institution, which is right and proper because the
college confers a University of Melbourne degree. That
is necessary if the record of granting degrees of which
we can all be proud is to be maintained. Some of us will
be in deep trouble if the VCA loses that reputation. The
independence of the employment of staff for the
operation of the college which is provided for within
this Oxford affiliation model is commended by the
opposition.
When the government reviews the structure of tertiary
education the opposition would welcome a review that
led to the creation of more affiliation models of this
type. For heaven's sake, this has been a highly
successful affiliation over a number of years, and that is
why the opposition supports the bill.
Mr WELLS (Wantima) - It gives me great
pleasure to speak on the bill. I listened with interest to
the honourable member for Morwell outlining his
approach to the bill. It is more the area that he
represents in Gippsland than the party he belongs to
that sets the honourable member apart

The Victorian College of the Arts is the premier
training centre for arts in the country. It covers dance,
drama, film, television, music and fine arts, and it has a
school specialising in painting, print making, sculpture,
drawing, ceramics and photography.
The Victorian College of the Arts dates back to 1867
and was formed as some of the other schools
amalgamated. It was proclaimed in October 1972. The
college incorporates the school of music, the school of
drama and the school of film and television, and now
six schools have been amalgamated into one.
I was interested in some of the comments of the
honourable member for Morwell in regard to funding.
Not long ago Victoria looked to the federal government
to make a significant amount of funding available for
the arts. The Keating government short-changed
Victoria in favour of New South Wales. I am sure it
was done along party political lines rather than taking
into consideration the need to support the arts in
Victoria It got so bad at one stage that the Kennett
government - the Premier and the then Minister for
the Arts, Haddon Storey - had to find another
$2.5 million to keep the College of the Arts going. So
when the opposition talks about funding it should
remember that it is not long ago that funding was
desperately needed for the college but was given to
New South Wales instead.
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The bill is straightforward and simple and makes a
number of small changes. One of the changes is to
reduce the council membership from 26 to 18 and to try
to get some other expertise onto it. Rather than being
full of academics the council is starting to move
towards getting business representatives and people of
different specialisations involved. I speak from
experience because when I was involved with the
Eastern College ofTAFE it had a very effective board
with representatives from small business and the public
sector and people from different multicultural
backgrounds, and there was great lateral thinking and
long-term planning. This model has been used across
the state for universities and TAFE institutes alike.
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chosen to accept some of the recommendations and
leave some out.
The amendments moved by the honourable member for
MOlwell will give a far better result in relation to the
development of the college's future than has been
achieved by the government. It is always of concern to
hear of the unwillingness of members such as the
previous speaker to have student representation on
councils, particularly this one. The honourable member
for Wantirna stated that the college is a complex one. It
has separate schools with separate artistic disciplines,
and it is essential that all those schools have an
opportunity to have a representative on the Board of
Studies. The operation of the college involves their
lives and futures.

That is why I oppose the opposition's amendment. The
honourable member for Morwell has moved that there
should be at least one student from each of the schools
on the Board of Studies, which means an additional five
students instead of one. The Eastern College ofTAFE
had four or five different campuses and only one
student representative. The system worked very well.
The students would approach the student union office
and channel in the information to the student
representative on the council, and it was very effective.
If the government took up the opposition's suggestion
of having six students on the board the meetings would
once again become a talkfest and become bogged down
in discussing matters that would not enhance the
long-term future of the Victorian College of the Arts.

Over the more formal 25 years of its life the Victorian
College of the Arts has operated in a way that has
earned it a great deal of credit, as have the students who
have passed through its doors. There is a long list of
students and current performers in a whole range of
artistic endeavours who can trace their teaching back to
the Victorian College of the Arts. Just today, for
example, there were a number of students from the
Victorian University of Technology's school of
performance dancing on the front steps of Parliament
House as part of the 25th anniversary of Ausdance. The
versatility of the VCA - and the versatility of the
students who pass through it - has long been admired.

The minister has asked for the appointment of overseas
members to the council. Other universities have taken
up the option of appointing people from overseas, and
this is also very important for the VCA. It will bring in
outside expertise but we hope it will also attract
overseas students into the college, which will help from
a financial point of view.

Students of the college should have as much
representation as possible. They should be part of the
governance of the college and have their say in how it
operates in the future. The decision by the college
council to introduce up-front fees in 2000 for the first
time in the 25 years of its existence is, as the
honourable member for Morwell has said, a sad one.

When Senator Richard Alston was the federal Minister
for the Arts in the previous Howard government he
made a grant of $1 0 million for capital upgrade works
in the arts. According to press releases some of the new
facilities will be able to be hired out, and this will
attract revenue to the school and improve its facilities.

The students have led a worthwhile campaign to show
their concern, and the staff too have shown concern
about how the college will develop in the future. They
have also shown that they have the skills needed to
make a sensible and meaningful contribution to
discussion about how problems can best be solved. The
previous mode of operation of the Victorian College of
the Arts is now under strong threat.

This is a straightforward, simple bill and I congratulate
the minister on having introduced it.

Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) - I join my
colleague the honourable member for Morwell in
supporting the opposition's proposed amendments to
the bill. As he so rightly stated, the bill is a result of the
review of the government's arrangements undertaken in
line with its general review of government procedures
at universities. From that review the government has

The college celebrated its 25th anniversary last year.
Professor Andrea Hull, who was in charge of the
college at that time, gave us some very good statistics to
show how important the college is - Mr Honeywood interjected.

Mrs MADDIGAN - Yes, I think Professor Andrea
Hull has done a lot for the college. You don't, I
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presume. Perhaps the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training doubts the statistics that Professor Hull
has provided. I encourage him to take up the matter
with her. I would like now, with the approval of the
minister, who had the opportunity of the
second-reading speech to put forward his point of view,
to continue with my remarks.
The minister, unfortunately, gave no indication that the
state government might help the college out in a way
similar to the promise outlined in the federal Labor
Party arts policy - that it would fund an extra
70 places. Perhaps the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training might be better employed in trying to
convince his federal colleagues that they could make a
greater contribution to this unique institution. I invite
him to tell us in his closing speech what action he has
taken to try to match the offer made in the federal
Labor policy to fund 70 places. Ifhe can convince the
federal Liberal government to do that, the students and
staff and everyone on this side of the house will be very
pleased.
In her speech celebrating the 25th anniversary of the
proclamation of the college Professor Hull said that
10 000 Australian artists had graduated in that 25 years
and that the college is a foundation member of an
international bencbmarking consortium that influences
some of the world's finest institutions, including the
lulliard School of Music in New York, CAL ARTS in
California and the Royal Academy of Music in London.

The college is highly regarded as a model of a
multicampus complex. The administration of the
college has been involved in discussions with
representatives from Singapore and Korea, to name just
two countries that have set up institutions along the
lines of the Victorian College of the Arts.
As an institution the college has done well and is
certainly worth supporting. I would like to hear what

else the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training
can do to assure the current students, future students
and staff not only that students will be able to continue
at their present numbers but that there will be no further
staff redundancies. The figures quoted by the
honourable member for Morwell are alarming. In the
first six months of this year eight academic and six
general effective full-time staffhave lost their jobs. The
redundancies have serious effects on teaching quality
and the number of students the college can admit in the
future. The college council, as well as the staff and
students, has a number of major concerns.
Australia has been slower than many countries around
the world to accept the value of arts education. While at
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both the state and federal levels physical education has
been accepted as essential for student wellbeing,
governments have been much slower in accepting the
benefit of arts education for emotional, spiritual and
mental wellbeing. Not all those with an arts education
want to continue their careers in the performing or
visual arts, and business can benefit from employees
who have had a creative education.
America has always understood better than Australia
the value of arts to the business community. In 1996 an
article appeared in America's Business Week
commenting on the value of the arts to business. The
article quotes Paul Chellgren, the president and chief
executive officer of Ashland as having said:
Today's students need arts education now more than ever '"
today there are two sets of basics. The first - reading,
writing and math - is simply the prerequisite for a second,
more complex, equally vital collection of higher level skills
required to function well in today's world. These basics
include the ability to allocate resources; to worlc successfully
with others; to find, analyse and communicate information; to
operate increasingly complex systems of seemingly unrelated
parts; and finally, to use technology. The arts provide an
unparalleled opportunity to teach these higher level basics that
are increasingly critical, not only to tomorrow's worlc force,
but also today's.

Although creative thinking benefits not only the arts
community but also the economy over a broad range,
many people treat arts eduction in a limited way. One
of the patrons of the arts better known to the
government than the opposition is Richard Pratt. He
and his wife are well known for their generous
contnbutions to the arts and particularly their support
for the Victorian College of the Arts. In April Mr Pratt
was reported as having said:
We in the business world start all new ventures with a dream
and the realisation of all dreams starts with the question
'What is desirable and how is it possible?'. The arts show us
different ways of making things possible. They show us how
objectives can be achieved elegantly and effectively. They
give us new ways of thinking, they help us reflect on our
problems and perhaps see them as opportunities.

Arts education must be given broader consideration by

government. It must be seen as essential to student
development not only at the tertiary education level for example, the Victorian College of the Arts - but
also at the primary and secondary school levels. There
is growing concern about the cuts to tertiary education
and about the federal government's policies, which
have reduced the range of opportunities available to arts
students. Concerns that the Victorian College of the
Arts may need to introduce fees, cut student intake or
sack staff reflect those policies. The implementation of
those measures is the least preferred outcome for a
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country that understands the value of the arts for
general wellbeing.

recent! - who have achieved excellence not only in
Australia but overseas.

The honourable member for Morwell suggested
amendments to the bill, and it would be a shame for the
government to ignore those suggestions. They come as
a result of consultations with people associated with the
Victorian College of the Arts and deserve to be
considered in a reasonable way instead of being
dismissed out of hand as the Minister for Education
seems to be doing. The honourable member for
Wantirna spoke about his experience with Eastern
TAPE, but it has a different set-up to that proposed by
the college council. His understanding of what is
proposed appears to be quite different from his
experience, and his comments may not be as valid as he
would wish.

The college is an institution that is well worth our
support. The fact that it now finds itself in a situation
where it might have to charge up-front fees is a great
shame for the state. The introduction of up-front fees
gives rise to concerns about academic standards, who
will be allowed in and whether the college will be able
to maintain the stringent entry standards it now has,
because many more students wish to attend the college
than it can take. All these matters are of concern to the
staff and students. They need to be resolved quickly to
ensure that the Victorian College of the Arts continues
to be seen in the same light as other similar elite
institutions around the world

There is a significant difference between the two
institutions and the way their councils operate, and
there is also of course a significant difference from the
institutions to which he referred. TAFE colleges
provide excellent educational opportunities for many
people, but when we talk about the Victorian College of
the Arts we are talking about a very specific and special
institution. It is unfortunate that because of the way it
has been set up - it was created by a Victorian act it suffers in its funding arrangements compared with
other institutions such as the Australian Ballet School,
NIDA and the Australian Film and Television SchooL
which have access to much greater funds to run their
programs. The Victorian College of the Arts does not
have that sort of access at the moment, and members on
this side of the house would be more than happy to
work with the government to ensure that it gets its just
share of funding and therefore has the opportunity to
remain a peak provider of arts education in this state.
I do not wish to go on forever, but I will run through a
list of some of the people who have been through the
Victorian College of the Arts because that will provide
a clear understanding of what an excellent institution it
is. Some of these people are very well known - they
have almost become household names not only in
Australia but overseas. They include the film director
Gillian Armstrong; the film editor and producer of
Romeo + Juliet, Jill Billcock; Jamie Blanks, the director
of Urban Legend, which was recently written up in the
paper; well-known actors Max Gillies and Alison
Whyte; gallery director James Mollinson; holographer
Paula Dawson; singers Suzanne Johnston and Cheryl
Barker; conductors Richard Diva11 and Hannie Rayson;
writer Andrea Borell; and of course, in dance,
Australian ballet soloists Greg Horsman and Justine
Summers. They are just some of the more recent
graduates - in the case ofMax Gillies, not so

There is nothing in the amendments put forward by the
honourable member for Morwell that would take away
from achieving that aim. In fact they strengthen the bill
in providing support for the Victorian College of the
Arts. In light of what I have said about arts education
being creative and developing opportunities, I should
have thought the council would be pleased to have the
suggestions and creative ability of its students in
helping to formulate decisions about how the college
might continue in future.
I join my colleague the honourable member for
Morwell in supporting the bill, and I strongly support
his amendments and hope the government will not
reject them out of hand but consider them in the spirit in
which they were put forward and see them as a benefit
in ensuring the continuance and strength of the
Victorian College of the Arts.

Ms McCAlL (Frankston) - I am pleased to join
the debate and delighted that the opposition does not
oppose the bill at this stage. I say at the start, however,
that I do not support its amendments. The honourable
member for Morwell made some observations about
academics and members of the general staff. I am
delighted as a government member to be standing as a
former academic and former member of the general
staff of a tertiary institution. I understand only too well
some of the issues he raised but I continue to support
the moves by the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training concerning the streamlining of governance for
tertiary institutions in Victoria
Reducing the governance from 26 to 18, whatever that
composition may be with or without the support of the
honourable member for MorwelL will lead to better
governance of an institution as we move towards the
next century. The other purpose of the bill, which
allows the governance of the Victorian College of the
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Arts to include appointees from overseas on its council,
acknowledges the contribution the college makes in the
pursuit of excellence. It encourages students to achieve
a greater internationalisation of drama and adds further
dimension and perspective.

I am intrigued by the comments of the honourable
member for Essendon concerning arts education. Like
me, some honourable members on this side of the
house are arts graduates. Our education included drama,
which equipped us well for our careers in the
Parliament! The debating skills and drama skills I
learned as part of my arts education have been very
useful over the past two years. I shall quote from Paul
Klee, the Swiss painter, who was born in 1879 and died
in 1940. He stated:
Art does not reproduce the 'visible; rather it makes visible.

I believe that view is embraced by the Victorian
College of the Arts. Students are appointed to the
college on the basis of talent. An enormous pool of
talent exists within the six areas of the college. The
visual arts, whether it be drama, ceramics or music,
make up the fabric of Victoria's cultural society. The
Melbourne International Festival for the Arts, which is
on at the moment, gives Victorians every reason to be
proud I met Professor Andrea Hull some time ago
when she addressed a luncheon group at Frankston. I
was most interested in her positive comments about the
nurturing and support given to students of the college.
People have personal views about art - things that are
liked and not liked, paintings one would like to hang on
one's walls and paintings one would rather see hanging
on somebody else's. That is the very nature of art and
the very nature of going to the theatre. Kenneth Tynan,
the English theatre critic, says one should always go to
the theatre for an experience. Regardless of whether it
is an experience you want to have, it is an experience
nonetheless. I commend Professor Andrea Hull on the
way students are nurtured in the experiential side of the
arts and commend the work of the academic and
general staff at the college.
The Victorian College of the Arts is seen by those who
have an interest in the arts in their electorates as a
natural progression from the school system. I am
fortunate with schools in my electorate such as the
Mount Eliza SecondaIy College, which has a strong
leaning towards arts and community arts. Students are
encouraged by art supporters such as Stuart Purves with
exhibitions at year 12. They are also encouraged by
being told the talents they display provide the option of
their moving on to places like the Victorian College of
the Arts.
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The government supports the college as an efficient and
effective contributor to the arts community. It is
appropriate that it can now attract interesting and
interested people from overseas to its board and
council. Having served on councils of academic
institutions I know that can be a difficult,
time-consuming and challenging position, but life is full
of challenges. I commend the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training on introducing the legislation
as part of the review of all tertiruy institutions in
Victoria It is an important step forward for the
Victorian College of the Arts in its continued
contribution to the finer side of a very fine existence in
Victoria
Ms DELAHUNTY (Northcote) - I appreciate the
opportunity of speaking on the Victorian College of the
Arts (Amendment) Bill and hearing the fair amount of
bipartisan support for that valuable college. I add my
support to my colleague's amendments to the bill. It is
important to reflect on how valuable the Victorian
College of the Arts is to Australia The college is
arguably the pre-eminent arts training institute in the
country, although I concede there is great competition
from NIDA in Sydney. However, surely in a civilised
society such as Australia we can afford to support and
applaud both.
The Victorian College of the Arts has several features
that make it unique among arts education institutions
around the world Importantly, it is concentrated in a
single campus in an arts precinct in the centre of a
major city - Melbourne - that applauds and
celebrates the arts. Six creative arts disciplines are
offered and we trust a very productive relationship is
enjoyed with a leading university. As mentioned by my
colleague on this side of the house, the college enjoys
creative alliances with international jewels in artistic
education such as the Julliard school in New York, the
Royal College of Music in London and the Amsterdam
School of Arts. They are all world leaders in arts
training - a creative alliance that provides great
benefits to students and staff, and the corollary is a
great benefit to society as a whole.
It is worth considering the history of the college
because in the twilight of the 20th century one is often
drawn to the view that we probably would not have the
wherewithal or the will to set up another Victorian
College of the Arts. The VCA campus is situated on
9 acres of the major arts precinct in Melbourne and the
college has a community of around 1300 students and
staff, with another 200 students at the VeA secondaIy
school who specialise in music and dance.
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The college has a distinguished history which is worthy
of recognition and which should not be forgotten. Its
foundation school, the school of art, was formerly the
National Gallery of Victoria Arts School. The original
school has a long and illustrious history, having
admitted its first students in 1867. Some honourable
members might recall that among its illustrious alumni
are Rupert Bunny, Fred Williams, Rick Amor and
Susan Nori.

obsession with bringing arts institutions into a
seemingly obsequious position in relation to itself. The
bill seeks to reduce the membership of the council from
26 to 18. Although some streamlining is usually
valuable for good governance, the bill seeks to amend
the council's powers to borrow money and to acquire
and dispose of property, and proposes to give the
minister the opportunity to personally appoint a
member of the council.

The Victorian College of the Arts was proclaimed in
October 1972. In 1973 the college established the
school of music, followed in 1979 by the school of
drama and the school of dance. The school of film and
television, which was founded at the former Swinburne
Institute of Technology in 1966, became part of the
VCA family at the beginning of 1992. A sixth school,
the school of studies in creative arts, commenced in
1995.

The warning is clear because arts institutions have a
delicate mission in cultivating the precious commodity
of creativity. The council, board of studies and staff of
the VCA have the responsibility on behalf of us all to
cultivate the talent of artists as diverse as violinists,
actors, dramaturges, contemporary dancers,
photographers and film-makers. It is fair to say that
although corporatisation is perhaps good for business
and the bottom line it can be a dead hand on the delicate
mission of the VCA in cultivating the creative artistic
talents of our young people.

It is not only the artists who are part of the
distinguished alumni of the VCA, such as Hannie
Rayson, but some members of the staff are also
considered to be world leaders in their own right. For
example, Lindy Rume, the current dean of drama, is a
personal drama coach to the distinguished actress, Julie
Christie. The VCA did very well to seduce Lindy
Rume from her base in London, where she was
supporting Julie Christie and others of that ilk, to
Melbourne to lead the school of drama at the VCA.
In the spirit of bipartisanship it is important to
remember that it was Sir Rupert Ramer - then
Mr Rupert Ramer - who as Premier and the minister
responsible for the arts made available by stages for the
use of the fledgling VCA most of the property that had
previously housed the Victoria Police training academy
and various other police units. When the major
academy buildings were converted to enable the school
of music to be established and take students in 1974 it
marked the first presence of college students at the
St Kilda Road campus. As honourable members can
imagine, there was a period of adjustment. For some
time there was a cohabitation of the school of music
and the police force. I do not recall how harmonious
that cohabitation was, but nonetheless it existed and
was the precursor to what we now know as the very
successful VCA.
As indicated at the outset, the opposition does not

oppose the bill but win propose amendments in the
committee stage. The debate on the bill provides the
opposition with the opportunity to warn of the risks in
the way the government treats arts institutions. I make
that statement in the spirit of cooperation. The bill
threatens to continue the government's almost

The second-reading speech says the college is a
separate legal entity from the University ofMelboume.
It employs its own staff so that an arts culture that
differs in some important aspects from the academic
culture of the main research university can be
maintained. That is the important point. The
government therefore acknowledges that there is
something called an arts culture which differs from
even the delicate academic culture of a major university
and which should be maintained. Yet within paragraphs
of the second-reading speech there is the inconsistency
of the government demanding what is almost the
homogenisation of arts institutes.
Within paragraphs of acknowledging that an arts
culture is different from any other culture, including an
academic culture, the second-reading speech argues that
the current financial pressures now facing the VCA we have heard those eloquently described - make it
essential that the government's arrangements are as
efficient and effective as possible. It argues further that
although not subject to the review of universities the
recommendations that have been drawn from that
review about the governance of universities should be
applied to the VCA. I urge caution on that. Efficient
and effective, yes; but what does that mean in practical
terms? The word 'efficiency' is becoming a mantra. It
is a little like motherhood: we all agree with it but what
does it mean in certain circumstances?
Let me give you an idea, Mr Acting Speaker. What
does it mean in the milieu of fostering the talent of a
young violinist? The most efficient way to teach
students might be to have a teacher at the front of a
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lecture theatre with - name a figure - 30 to
100 students taking notes. Although that might be the
most efficient way to teach, is it fostering the
idiosyncratic talent of the individual violinist? Music
teachers tell me that one on one or small groups of from
three to five are really the only way to teach or cultivate
violinists or any other type of musician. Therefore the
method might be efficient, but it is not effective. In
many cases it might well be a waste.
The bill seeks to reduce council numbers from 26 to 18.
As I have said, the opposition does not oppose that. The
bill removes several categories of membership to
provide greater flexibility in appointment of individuals
with special expertise. Special expertise has not been
specified, although I note that the honourable member
for Wantima said that perhaps the model needed is the
one that would put more business people on the council
with a view to adding 'a little more lateral thinking',
which is what I think the honourable member suggested
business people would bring with them. Many business
people do bring lateral-thinking skills but they are not
alone in having those skills. Conversely, some business
people are often blinkered by the bottom line.
To be part of a council that directs an arts education
institution you need a very broad perspective on life.
Once again in the spirit of cooperation, I hope the
special expertise referred to in the bill refers to expertise
in the tutelage of artists and all their eccentricities.
The opposition suggests as one of its amendments that
three staffbe added to the council and that one
ministerial appointment be deleted. That would do two
things: it would acknowledge the critical role of the
staff in terms of education and place the arts
educational institution at arm's length. That is very
important because the arts is not an arm of government.
We are all responsible through government to
collectively support the arts, but it is not an arm of
government The role played by government is to
simply direct the governance in general and to appoint
people with expertise in the various areas required. Its
role is also to fund the very delicate mission of
fostering the talent of artists.
It is fair to say that the bill has a symmetry with another
measure that has been debated in this place - the Arts
Act (Amendment) Bill, which relates to the National
Gallery of Victoria The symmetry between the two
bills is the increasing trend towards corporatisation of
arts institutions or, to put it more bluntly, the increasing
emphasis on money men, which I fear - I put it no
stronger than that - will be gained at the expense of
those brilliant, untameable and often unfathomable arts
practitioners. As evidence for that claim one need only
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look at the strategy plan for the National Gallery of
Victoria, which says that the NGV will be a
self-governing enterprise with a management that is
commercially proactive and entrepreneurial in spirit. It
adds that the NGV strategy plan aims to position that
institution of art, that great cathedral of culture, in the
leisure and entertainment markets.
We are not talking about Disneyland; we are talking
about the cathedral of culture, high art. We are talking
about opening it up to more Victorians and visitors,
which is why we applauded the removal of the entry fee
for the NGV. However, I again raise a matter in a spirit
of cooperation to warn of the risks inherent in treating
arts educational institutions as though they are just
another business. The delicate issue of fostering,
supporting and promoting art requires talents other than
those directed to just the bottom line.
The NGV and the VCA, perhaps more particularly the
VCA, should be centres of art that are provocative and
adventurous and a challenge to all of us. They are not
there to produce works of art or students of art to please
us. They are there to challenge us. The board of trustees
of the National Gallery of Victoria and the council of
the Victorian College of the Arts must have as a central
role the nurturing, fostering and finally showcasing of
artistic talent on behalf of all of us.
Corporatisation is a fractious bedfellow for arts
institutions. It has already caused great tensions for the
National Gallery of Victoria but would do so even more
in an institution that I suspect is more vulnerable. It has
already caused tensions. We have heard of the
$12 million shortfall in the budget for the VCA. We
have heard the frightening notion of up-front fees in the
year 2000. We have seen and heard of the numbers of
staff dropped. My scenario of teaching a room full of
violinists becomes less something that we imagined and
more something that could become the reality of the
VCA. Arts education must be nurtured as a long-term
investment - use the language of economic
rationalism if you must It is a long-term investment but
it is also a mark of a civilised society. Surely it is
hypocritical of us to take such expansive pride in
Australia's artistic endeavours without making a
contnbution to the future. When we see a film such as
Shine shining on the international screen we all take
pride in that but let us face the fact that we cannot enjoy
the international accolades without a commitment to the
arts, to arts education and to arts practitioners, decades
before there is any public pay-off.
In conclusion, I do not oppose this bill but urge all
honourable members in the spirit of cooperation to
consider the amendments proposed by the opposition. I
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applaud the bipartisan support of the Victorian College
of the Arts.
Mrs ELUOTf (Mooroolbark) - I support the
Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill and
will oppose the amendments to be proposed by the
opposition. Before launching into the body of what I
wish to say, I point out for the information of the
honourable member for Northcote that Lindy Hume is
the artistic director of Oz Opera and that Lindy Davies
is the dean of the college of drama at the Victorian
College of the Arts.
Ms Delahunty -

Thank you.

Mrs ELUOTf - The bill has bipartisan support.
The Victorian College of the Arts is extremely
important to Victoria As other speakers have pointed
out, it was established under a Liberal government in
1972 during the premierships of both Premier Bolte and
Premier Hamer, was amalgamated with the Swinbume
film school under the Dawkins plan for tertiary
institutions, and subsequently developed an affiliate
relationship with Melbourne University.

The great strengths of the Victorian College of the
Arts - it has a distinguished alumni - are also those
points that make it most vulnerable. The college has a
federated structure of six major schools that offer
programs in art, drama, music, dance, film and
television, as well as studies in the creative arts, under
the guidance of distinguished deans who are eminent in
their fields. As the honourable member for Northcote
has pointed out, Lindy Davies is in great demand to
work on film in England with several distinguished
actors. The director of the college, Professor Andrea
Hull, is absolutely passionate about the college and
advocates for it on every possible occasion she can in
Australia, overseas and with the government.
I warn the honourable member for Morwell against
making unsubstantiated allegations about a lack of
probity in certain appointments at the college unless he
can prove them, which he could have done under the
privilege of Parliament. I think he should remain silent.
The honourable member for Morwell also advocated
that Arts Victoria should help the college with the
difficulties we all realise it currently faces. In 1996 in
the face of the refusal of the previous federal Labor
government to help the Victorian College of the Arts
the Victorian government provided $2.5 million for the
film and television school, and in 1998 provided
$300 000 for the college to start an endowment fund to
help it raise a corpus of money to assist it in its current
financial difficulties. Largely as a result of the advocacy
of the Minister for the Arts, the Minister for Tertiary
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Education and Training and me, this year the federal
government has provided $10 million in capital grants
to the college to enhance and expand its building
program.
However, as I have already said, the strength of the
college also makes it most vulnerable. It finds it
difficult to attract the research grants that are attracted
by other tertiary institutions such as universities that
teach medicine, engineering or science. It is more
difficult for the college to make out a case for research
funding, although I believe similar colleges overseas
have been successful in that regard.
As the honourable members for Northcote and
Essendon pointed out, the alumni of the college are
generally poor. Not many artists, whatever their
discipline, make a great deal of money, and most are
not in a position to fund their former collegealthough it was that college and its teaching that made
them what they are.

The purpose of this bill is to improve the governance of
the Victorian College of the Arts. The proposal to
reduce the number of people on the council from 26 to
18 is a very good move.

Mr Dollis interjected.
Mrs ELUOTI - Mr Acting Speaker, the
honourable member for Richmond is extremely
annoying.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham)Order! The honourable member for Richmond enjoys
the protection of the Chair. I wish he would show the
same courtesy to the current speaker.
Mrs ELUOTI - He does enjoy the thrust and
parry of Parliamentary life.

Mr Dollis - I shall attempt to be annoying.
Mrs ELUOTI - The committee of review, which
was chaired by the Honourable Haddon Storey, a

former arts minister, found that the governing council
of the college was too large - the same was found
with many other tertiary institutions - and reported it
would be better to have 18 instead of26 members. It
also believed that the council sometimes got tied up
with discussing day-to-day administrative matters and
that the appropriate focus on strategic planning and
policy development was therefore diminished.
The opposition wishes to amend the bill to allow more
student representation and, I think, more staff
representation. Of the 18 members of the new council,
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6 will come from within the college: the director of the
college, the chairperson of the board of studies, two
student members elected by the students, and two
members of the faculty - the staff-elected by the
staff. The other 12 members will be drawn from outside
and may include members from overseas. The proposed
composition will give the council the widest possible
representation and skills to enable good governance,
policy development and planning for the future of the
college.

As was stated in the second-reading speech, the
Victorian College of the Arts is highly regarded both in
Australia and internationally. It is a very prestigious
institution and has maintained its reputation despite
funding cuts. The multicampus complex has been very
successful and brings together a number of separate
schools covering different disciplines such as film and
television, dance, drama, visual arts, arts administration
and music. In this regard the college differs from other
similar Australian institutions.

There are probably ways that the college could attract
funding from the corporate sector and private
enterprise. It is no accident that all similar councils - I
have been involved on one or two - have members
with business expertise to assist with financial affairs. It
would in no way interfere with the college's primary
purpose and the function of the teaching staff and the
deans of the various colleges, which is to produce elite
artists.

I turn to the importance of student participation and
why it is disappointing that the bill proposes to reduce
student participation in the management and
administration of the college. Students have a strong
knowledge of what is provided in the classroom and an
even stronger view about what they expect from
education. Much of the research tells us that what is
provided within an institution will best meet the needs
of present and future students when students are
encouraged to participate at an equal level with staff
and other members of the board.

No-one denies that the Victorian College of the Arts
has suffered from the cuts to tertiary funding, but that is
a matter for the federal government. The Victorian
government has assisted in every way it can and is very
alert to the college's current problems. The aim of the
bill is to partially address the existing problems and to
provide for the college to have a council with the widest
possible range of expertise and representation from
both within and outside the college to clearly define its
future. It has a very good director and has had an
outstanding president. It has produced elite artists Gillian Armstrong, Bill Henson, Hannie Rayson, and
many others - who have contributed significantly to
the cultural life of Victoria and Australia
The bill has a very narrow focus: it will improve the
governance of the Victorian College of the Arts, enable
it to advance and improve its ability to relate to the
general community, and raise its profile as it heads into
the 21st century. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms KOSKY (AItona) - I am happy to speak on the
bill and the amendments the opposition will propose in
the committee stage. The bill does a number of things
but has a fairly narrow focus. It restructures the council
and reduces the number of council members from 26 to
18. It also reduces staff and student representation why should opposition members be surprised about
that? - and allows for one ministerial appointment probably a mate who will be looked after. It restricts the
board of studies to dealing only with academic
issues - it cannot talk about funding or management
issues and has a very narrow focus.

Student participation is also a good mechanism for
evaluating in an ongoing way the types of programs
provided; and because it allows a quick response it also
ensures that what is being taught is relevant and that the
way in which it is being taught is appropriate and
assists students to learn. However, because the
government is interested only in business and the
cOIporate identity of organisations it wants to increase
representation from the business world.
Government speakers talked about the importance of
having people from the business world on the board of
the college and said that a whole range of Australian
businesses would do well to have representation from
the arts community on their boards. In fact, if that were
to happen I think many businesses would be far more
creative in fmding solutions to some of their concerns
and would not always be so worried about the bottom
line. As we know, in the arts world if artists focused
only on the bottom line they would probably give up
because it is so difficult for them to survive in
Australia, let alone in the international arena. As a
community we are not good at recognising the
importance of the arts as an essential part of our culture.
The arts are not an add-on; they are critical to our
survival.
The honourable member for Wantirna believed it was
important to reduce the number of academics on the
board. She said they are just staff and do not necessarily
know what the college needs. As staff members
academics know very well what is provided at the
school. Academics are also artists who know the arts
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It is clear that the college enjoys widespread support

world and have very strong networks and connections
in it. They are closely in touch with what is currently
happening as well as with the different trends and ideas
in Australia and overseas. They are therefore best
placed to ensure that the VCA is absolutely up to date
in what it is providing.

across the Parliament. It is important to ensure that the
dollars are there to ensure that the arts and the benefits
they bring to the Victorian, Australian and international
communities are not diminished because of the constant
threat of funding cuts.

People from the business world might be good at
making dollars and avoiding tax - I do not suggest
that everyone from the business world is keen on
avoiding tax, although we know some prominent
members are - but the VCA does not need board
members who are focused only on the bottom line. The
college needs board members who are creative and
think about what is possible rather than only what will
produce dollars. As I have said, the arts do not make
millions, but they contribute enormously to our culture
and to the community. Without the arts we would be a
very poor society indeed.

The opposition's amendments do a number of things to
significantly improve the bill. Student representation
would be increased, and I have stated the importance of
that. It would not be a case of just putting out
questionnaires at various stages but having real and
ongoing input into the decision-making processes of the
students. I have talked about the value of having staff
representation. Staff members are not just academics, as
was stated by the honourable member for Wantirna,
and they are not just staff. They are artists in their own
right and they bring an enormous amount of knowledge
and expertise to the board

An arts education provides students with lateral
thinking, problem solving, communication and
expression skills. I wanted to include an arts course in
my studies while I was doing the maths-science stream
at secondary school, but it did not fit into the timetable
because the two disciplines were seen as completely
incompatible. I suggest I would have been far better at
my maths and science ifI had been allowed to study
arts precisely because the two streams are so
compatible. Instead of teaching students to view
problems in a very narrow way, an arts education
allows for creative and lateral thinking, and education
in the arts is therefore incredibly important for the
community. A mature society values the arts in their
own right; it is not just about business ventures or
increasing dollars or increasing tourism. The arts are
critical because of what they provide to our culture.

The opposition wants the VCA to have greater financial
accountability and be required to submit a separate
annual report to the Parliament, as many other
institutions are required to do under their acts. It is
disappointing that the college is not considered to be
significant enough to have a separate annual report and
that it is not valued enough by the government to
ensure that the proportion of student and staff
representations is higher than is proposed in the bill,
which could only ensure that the college grew into a
better institution than it currently is.

It is disappointing the federal government has

significantly reduced funding to the VCA. I note that
during the recent federal election campaign the Labor
Party opposition gave a commitment to fund an
additional 70 places at the college. I ask the Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training what he has done to
encourage his federal colleagues to match that
commitment to ensure the funding crisis for the
VCA-Mr Honeywood inteIjected.

Ms KOSKY - The Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training cries across the table. He would do better
to focus on what he could do for the VCA rather than
bemoaning what people have or have not done before
him. The minister is in a position to use his power in a
positive way for the VCA. It would be nice ifhe did so.

The VCA enjoys great support from the community
and the Parliament, and it is disappointing that some of
the changes the government wants to make to the
college through the bill will possibly diminish its role. It
is disappointing also that the government wants to
reduce the input of current and potential artists through
the student and staff representation on the board. I
support the opposition's circulated amendments and,
with them, the bill.
Mr TBOMPSON (Sandringham) - The challenge
for the artist may sometimes be described in the words
once used by the great Australian artist Sidney Nolan
when he was asked what was required to enable an
artist to develop. He stated something to the effect that
the artist should 'look around him, use his eyes, and
fight for the opportunity to strengthen his vision'.

In the area of tertiary education there have been three
outstanding achievements that I have had the
opportunity to observe in the past few months. One of
the principal features of the bill is the ability it allows to
bring on board the expertise of individuals from
overseas who can provide a wider perspective and
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insight into initiatives that will benefit the Victorian
community.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr THOMPSON - Obviously the honourable
member for Morwell was not at the second activity I
will refer to, which was the launch of the TAFE virtual
campus. That was regarded by a number of educators
from across the political spectrum as one of the best
launches they had ever attended. It was held at the
Plaza Room of the Regent ballroom, and featured a
portrayal of the arts. The presentation was held in a fine
theatre and included a number of songsters who
displayed acting and creative writing skills. The launch
was addressed by Ross Oakley, Meredith Sussex and
the Minister for Tertiary Education and Training. One
of the most interesting aspects of the display was an
international real-time link-up with an innovator in
education and multimedia, Professor Paine, in Scotland.
The breadth of perspective that can be contributed to a
governing council by people who have a wider life
perspective cannot be under-estimated

The third activity that I mention for the benefit of the
honourable member for Morwell, because he may have
been attending to constituent activities at the time, was
the great achievernent in TAFE education of the
promotional campaign, 'What course? TAPE, of
course', which was launched in a shed by the Yana
River. It was regarded by a number of independent
observers as one of the best launches of its type. Its
leading symbol was the image of an orange fish
swimming upstream against a large number of fish of
different species swimming downstream. It was
symbolic of swimming against the current, and the
objective was to illustrate that people are individuals.
There is a high level of individuality and everyone is
encouraged to choose his or her own course and
participate in lifelong learning.
The immediate reforms to the bill occur in the context
of a review panel consisting ofMr Peter Laver,
Professor Elwyn Davies and Dr !an AlIen. There were a
number of matters of consensus, and Peter Laver
commented informally that the report had attracted
agreement across the board and there was widespread
acceptance of its recommendations.
A number of major conclusions emerged from the
discussions that the review panel held There was
agreement that the existing council was too large; that
the internal-external balance of council and its proper
focus on strategic policy were compromised by the
large number of internal participants; and that
relationships with the University of Melbourne were
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seen to be sound and mutually beneficial. An
underlying problem with the college was that it was
perceived as a weak federation of six strong,
independently minded and resourced schools. This
made it difficult to place the interests of the college as a
whole ahead of sectional interests. The final issue was
the increasing need for the VCA to find funding sources
outside the government.
In terms of the role of a governing council a number of
issues need to be addressed, including the overall
governance of the council, the strategic planning issues,
policy and accountability, academic standards and the
operational administration. The changes that have taken
place in the tertiary education sector need to be
considered in their more immediate context - that is,
what is the policy direction for the institution and what
will its funding sources be in a competitive
environment? There are issues of technology, which is
very expensive to implement, but at the same time it
can often provide enormous opportunity. This was seen
at the TAPE virtual campus launch, where people could
embark upon a magnificent world innovative initiative
by the government under the leadership of the minister
to provide TAFE on-line courses for people throughout
Victoria The courses can be taken even further afield,
and significant government resources have been
directed to the initiative, which enables Victoria to have
a place at the forefront of innovation in the tertiary
education sector.

A number of wider initiatives relate to administration
operation. I reiterate what I regard as the underpinning
factor that will represent one of its strengths, and that is
the diversity of representation on the board
Many opposition members have expressed some level
of concern about notions of a corporatised structure and
of having the expertise of business people at hand The
government is broad enough in its vision to bring on
board all available ideas to assist in the ongoing
direction and development of not only tertiary
education but most enterprises. It may even benefit the
opposition at some stage to take on board a similar
policy to give it a wider breadth of perspective on the
opposition benches so there is a level of confidence in
its policies and so they can be tested against other
minds for both the long-term benefit of the party and its
potential contribution to the state.
The institute, as mentioned by previous speakers, forms
part of a significant arts precinct in Melbourne. The
Arts Centre, the National Gallery of Victoria and the
Victorian College of the Arts are all part of the precinct,
which has tremendous social and aesthetic environs and
is a marvellous centre of wider learning opportunities
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with a community of some 1300 people. It was
established under a Liberal government in 1972 by
order of Governor in Council and further developed again by a Liberal government - under statute.
In the context of the Australian tertiary education sector

the cohort of students of the college is comparatively
small. It provides courses in music, art, drama, dance,
film and television, and the fine arts.
The arts are an essential and integral part of community
life. Music, sculpture, dance and drama, when
incorporated into the fabric of everyday life, certainly
enrich the community. I note that the City of Glen Eira
has placed some fine works of art at the intersection of
Hawthorn Road and Glen Eira Road The City of
Bayside also has an arts policy that is intended to
inspire. In addition, the arts can provide a number of
other focuses. An example is the holocaust museum in
Selwyn Street, Elsternwick, portraying a family in
terror. That artistic portrayal presents more than words
can possibly describe.
I am pleased to support this bill. I again emphasise that
in the tertiary education and training sector in Victoria
in the past 12 months or so some outstanding initiatives
have been taken that will continue to benefit students
both in traditional vocational courses such as those that
were heavily promoted in the recent launch of the What
Course? TAPE of Course campaign and in the sort of
vocational training that is available through the
Victorian College of the Arts. I commend the bill to the
house.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I thank all honourable
members for their contnbutions to the debate on this
bill, and I particularly thank the honourable members
for Wantima, Mooroolbark, Frankston and
Sandringham for their visionary contributions. They did
not choose to nitpick or go back to the past as did the
typical. troglodyte Labor Party members, who took the
time-honoured approach of hanging on to the past by its
coat-tails and not letting it go.

Only a few years ago, in the time of the Keating
government, all arts funding went to Sydney. We heard
nothing but a whimper, however, from the Labor Party
in Victoria at that time. There was no campaign against
that policy. So, for example, the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra became the only federally funded orchestra in
Australia, propped up with millions of dollars of
Victorian taxpayers' money. I well recall attending a
ceremony with the Premier just after we came into
government when we provided the Melbourne
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Symphony Orchestra with the funding the Keating
government chose not to provide to help keep it going.
Speakers from the Labor Party have chosen to gloss
over the fact that the federal minister responsible for
communications, the Honourable Richard Alston,
happened to give the Victorian College of the Arts
$10 million in additional funding a year ago. That is
such a nice, round figure that it has been conveniently
ignored and put to one side. Labor Party members also
chose to ignore the fact that some three years ago the
Victorian government gave the VCA an additional
$2.5 million to assist it to expand or that, quite apart
from that, this government recently provided $300 000
to help the college establish a permanent fundraising
initiative to ensure more contributions from the
corporate and other sectors of the community to support
it.
It is a shame that aspersions were cast on the integrity
of the director of the college, Andrea Hull, upon her
appointment. It is a shame that the student union
provided that information because it should know better
than to shoot the messenger. Andrea Hull is passionate
about looking after student interests and the programs
of the Victorian College of the Arts, and it is a shame
that she was denigrated, given her leadership role in
ensuring that the institution is well recognised It is
certainly well recognised that she was denigrated not
only by the Labor Party but by her own student
union - but that is an issue that will come to light in
the fullness of time, and it is best to move on. We have
a choice: we can look to the past or move to the future.
The problem with the federal system of government is
that there can be overlap and duplication between local,
state and federal governments. This is a problem that
faces the Victorian College of the Arts because five
separate and sometimes competing entities gather
around a governing council table, and that is often not
merely a talkshop problem but also a problem of too
much inward focus and too little outward focus. The
formula applied in the government's changes to the
institution accords with the formula applied to
universities in the legislation passed last year. It ensures
the retention of staff and student involvement in the
governance of the institution and results in a more
focused group, instead of having 20 or 30 people sitting
around a table often relying on others to have read the
governance papers for the evening's meeting. With a
smaller, more focused group there is more likelihood
that true decision making will take place and,
importantly, that the outward-looking approach I have
referred to will be taken.

ROAD SAFETY (DRIVING INSTRUCTORS) BILL
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I commend the bill to the house. It will provide the
Victorian College of the Arts with a wonderful,
forward-looking approach. On the matter of additional
student funding, I was proud to have gained a further
463 HECS funded places in Victoria The Keating
government and Simon Crean as the former federal
minister took funded HECS places from Victorian
universities and the Victorian College of the Arts and
gave them to Queensland and Western Australia At my
request the present federal minister, Amanda Vanstone,
gave 463 funded HECS places back to Victoria The
return of those places recognised Victoria's higher
participation rate in tertiary education instead of the raw
population data used by the Labor Party under the
Keating regime.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Ordered to be committed later this day.

ROAD SAFETY (DRIVING INSTRUcrORS)
BILL
Message from Council relating to amendment considered.

Council's amendment:
Insert the following new clauses to follow clause 3:

'A.

Paid driving instructor dee1lU!d to be in charge of
vehicle
After section 48( 1) of the Road Safety Act
1986 insert-

"( 1AA)

Despite sub-section (1 )(b), a person who for financial
gain, or in the course of any trade or business, is
teaching a person, who does not hold a driver licence,
to drive on a highway a motor vehicle of a kind
described in section 33(3) is to be taken to be in charge
of the motor vehicle being used for teaching pwposes
while the person whom he or she is teaching to drive is
driving or in charge of it

(lAB)

Sub-section (IAA) does not affect any liability of the
person who is being taught to drive for any offence
committed by that person while driving or in charge of
the motor vehicle being used for teaching pmposes. ' .

B.

Driving instructor to have UFO blood alcohol

After section 52(l C) of the Road Safety Act
1986 insert"(ID)
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This section also applies to a person who for financial
gain, or in the course of any trade or business, is
teaching a person, who does not hold a driver licence,
to drive on a highway a motor vehicle of a kind
described in section 33(3) while that person is in

charge of the motor vehicle being used for teaching
pwposes by virtue of section 48( lAA).".'.

Mr COOPER (Minister for Transport) -

I move:

That the amendment be agreed to.

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I wish to
make a few brief comments about the amendment
which arises from consideration by the upper hou~ of
new clauses circulated by me when the bill was first
before this house at the beginning of September. In
leading the debate for the opposition I circulated a
number of amendments that were not accepted by the
government at that time, but while the bill was between
the two chambers the government had a close look at
the new clauses and has, in essence, agreed that they
should both be incorporated into the bill. They were
dealt with and agreed to in the upper house and have
now come back to be passed by this chamber.

The Minister for Transport acknowledges, by
interjection, that I should be patted on the back, and I
guess it is up to me to do that. We will see ifhe makes
some kind remarks in his concluding comments.
The opposition has asked for a commonsense approach
to prevail. A proposal was put forward that, in essence,
did two things. Firstly, it made it clear that while a
driving instructor was teaching a person who did not
hold a driver's licence the driving instructor would be
deemed to be in charge of the vehicle. That important
clarification needed to be made, and the government
accepted it.
The other part of my proposed amendments had the
effect of requiring driving instructors to be included in
that class of individuals who, when in charge of motor
vehicles, are required to have a zero blood alcohol
reading. Section S2(lC) of the Road Safety Act
currently requires probationary drivers, drivers of large
trucks and taxidrivers to have a zero blood alcohol
reading. The amendment will have the effect of placing
driving instructors, when instructing, to also have a zero
blood alcohol reading. That is important. It is a
commonsense approach. It is an obligation that is
placed on driving instructors because they are getting
the benefit of a special licence provision. In essence it
requires a driving instructor to set an example to the
unlicensed person he or she is instructing, and of course
the special nature and extra care and responsibility
involved in teaching another person to drive requires
driving instructors to be in absolute control and in
charge of their faculties.
The amendment was supported in the Legislative
Council, and it is supported in the wider community
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and by the likes of the RACV. I am pleased the
government has acknowledged the opposition's
commonsense approach and has therefore accepted the
amendment It is an example that the opposition had
hoped. would have been followed on other occasions.
The government should acknowledge it was not a
painful exercise and should be prepared to accept such
common sense amendments in the future. I commend
the amendment to the house.
Mr COOPER (Minister for Transport) - I am
disappointed that the honourable member for
Thomastown was not prepared to believe the
government would pat the opposition on the back for
proposing the amendment. The government's
acceptance of the amendment demonstrates one of the
better aspects of Parliament. All oppositions claim that
governments do not listen to them, and having spent
eight years in opposition I can say oppositions believe
that. But when in opposition the coalition put forward
sensible amendments the government of the day was
prepared to consider them - and this government is no
different. As the honourable member for Thomastown
recalls, when he foreshadowed the amendment during
the second-reading debate I said that while the bill was
between houses an appropriate agreement would be
drafted and agreed to, subject to consultation.
As was acknowledged yesterday by the opposition

spokesperson in another place, the Honourable
Pat Power, the commitment I gave during the
second-reading debate was kept. The government
happily acknowledges that the amendment is sensible
and has been agreed to without the need for a division
in either house. The legislation clarifies the matter for
those involved in driving instruction and for the general
community. I commend the amendment to the house.
Motion agreed to.
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made in my capacity as the shadow minister for
agriculture and rural affairs.
The bill has two key outcomes. Firstly, it provides for
the introduction of a permanent identification scheme,
initially for cattle. Secondly, it makes a number of
further amendments to the three acts to better enable the
government to control diseases. The identification
scheme will be a national scheme, but the states will
remain responsible for administering it, including
granting identification numbers, approving the
manufacture of devices and ensuring the integrity of the
operating system. It is envisaged that in the not too
distant future the scheme will be extended to other
animals such as sheep.
The scheme is an outcome of the Agriculture and
Resource Ministers Council of Australia and New
Zealand, known as ARMCANZ. The membership of
the council comprises federal, state and territory
agriculture and primary resource ministers, as well as
representatives of the New Zealand agriculture
department. Since May 1996 ARMCAt"'l"Z has had a
commitment to a national livestock identification
scheme, including the approval of birth tags, transaction
tags and devices and the defining of national property
and animal number protocols.
In August 1997 the resource management group of the
office of the Chief Veterinary Officer reported to
ARMCANZ and outlined the need for a national
livestock identification scheme in the following terms:
Both international and domestic markets for red meat
products have been destabilised in recent years by a range of
disease management, veterinary public health, chemical
residue and food safety concerns especially in the beef sector.
Even though many of these issues lay outside the industty's
direct control, they have had a damaging effect on consumer
demand for red meat and on market and producer returns.

The report continues:

LIVESTOCK DISEASE CONTROL
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Government amendments circulated by Mr COOPER
(Minister for Transport) pursuant to sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 14 May; motion of
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources).

The most effective way to restore consumer confidence and
to improve market perceptions as to the quality and inherent
safety of this product is to place the highest emphasis on
product integrity and to substantially enhance the traceability
of livestock and red meat products up and dOMl the supply
chain.
To this end, it is essential to enhance the national system for
the identification and traceability of bovine and ovine
livestock through the introduction of a national livestock ID
scheme.

The report concludes:
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
welcome this opportunity to join with the Minister for
Agriculture and Resources in supporting the Livestock
Disease Control (Amendment) Bill. My comments are

The clear intention is that cattle should have permanent
whole--of-life identification and be individually identified. The
national ID scheme can be extended progressively to sheep
taking account of the specific requirements of the sector ...
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The national ID scheme needs to be industry driven. It will be
important in the lead-up to implementation to ensure the
industry is fully appraised of the elements of the national ID
scheme, including the property identification code to be used
for identifying each individual herd.

That report went to ARMCANZ and it puts the bill into
context.
Following the presentation of the report and nationwide
consultation with government, industry and producer
bodies ARMCANZ formalised the commencement of
the national livestock ID scheme from 1 January of this
year, with devices becoming available for cattle from
around July. It is quite amazing to think of these
advances and consider the situation that existed in the
industry 20 or 30 years ago.
The elements of the scheme include: the use of
approved and machine-readable birth ID devices, a
unique ID code for every herd called a property
identification code, individual cattle ID based on a
standard 14-digit system that includes the property
identification code, the continuation of existing state
and territory transaction requirements, and the
introduction of legislation underpinning the scheme at
the state and territory level. The bill before us gives
effect to the agreement and to that industry process.
Overseas the whole-of-life tracking approach is
currently being implemented across the European
Union; the EU has required all member states to have
computerised tracing systems by the end of 1999. In
essence the scheme could be regarded as being a sort of
Australia card for cattle - a unique identification
number that will enable the tracing of cattle. The Great
Britain cattle tracing system was launched last month
and became the fourth element in the system of cattle
identification and registration implemented by the UK
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
However, there is one key difference between the
introduction of technology in Britain and the
introduction of a nationwide system in Australia - the
British beef and livestock industry is still recovering
from the outbreak of bovine spongiform
encephalopathy, commonly known as BSE or mad cow
disease. The UK Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food is happy to admit that the cattle tracing system is
intended to strengthen consumer confidence in beef
There have been much greater problems overseas than
we have had in Australia
The Australian beef and livestock industry has been
very fortunate not to have suffered the loss of consumer
confidence that has occurred in the United Kingdom.
However, the Australian livestock industry - the
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Victorian industry in particular - has not been totally
free from exotic diseases. I will return to that matter
later.
It is worth putting on the record that over recent years
the Australian industry has been subjected to export
bans by the United States of America, Japan, Korea and
other trading nations as a result of disease and residue
contamination scares. In 1994 a damaging
contamination took place after Australian farmers fed
cotton waste to starving cattle during a drought. The
cotton had been sprayed with chlorofluazuron. At that
time cattle industry officials said:
... that Japanese consumer confidence in Australian beef,
which had taken many years and a $60 million marl<eting
campaign to develop, had suffered serious long-term damage
from the crisis.

I can vividly remember the headlines from that time
and the damage that occurred to our industry.
Two years later a further chemical scare over the
pesticide, endosulfan, caused great concern in the local
livestock industry. The then New South Wales Director
of Agriculture, Dr Kevin Sheridan, said:
The presence of unacceptable chemical residues has the
demonstrated capacity to close export markets for Australian
agricultural products.

Those issues were about chemical residues in
particular, but there have also been concerns about
antibiotic residues, particularly linked to feed lot
operations. In a broader sense there have also been
concerns about export markets, such as the Victorian
anthrax outbreak last year that resulted in Indonesian
and Korean authorities placing bans on imports of
Victorian beef
The bottom line in all of this is that we cannot ever do
enough to ensure that the quality and safety of the food
we export is of the highest possible standard and that
the nation builds up a reputation for chemical-free,
healthy, safe and clean food exports.
The opposition shares in a totally bipartisan way the
government's objective of trying to boost Victoria's
food exports. An extraordinary capacity exists for food
exports whether they are beef, lamb or grain. The
demand for exports will grow only if Australia has a
reputation for quality products. One way to help
guarantee that, particularly in the livestock industry, is
to ensure that livestock can be traced through the
system and to make quality and safety issues
paramount Therefore, if problems emerge their source
can be very quickly determined and action taken to fix
them.
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The bill makes a number of further amendments
relating to livestock diseases. In particular as a
consequence of the fire blight outbreak last year it
extends the existing legislation to enable the
government to deal with honey bees. The amendments
extend the existing legislation to deal with honey bees,
beeswax, honeycomb, beehives and pollen. The bill
also widens the provisions for persons who can assist in
the payment of stamp duty, which, on cattle, sheep and
goats, has been integral in disease compensation
programs.
Although the opposition supports the bill and the
amendments, some concerns relate to the burdens that
may be placed on the industry and on individual
producers with regard to the funding of the scheme. I
note the minister's comments that after an initial
injection by the government the industry will be
responsible for providing the additional resources to
implement the arrangements. However, the minister's
second-reading speech does not specify funding to the
scheme or the industry's contribution. In his summing
up the minister may enlighten the house about the
expected industry contribution to the scheme.
The government has a history of bungling the
implementation of technology, leading to cost
blow-outs and the breaking of time commitments. This
bill is about the introduction of new technological and
industry change programs. However, examples such as
the computerisation of the Land Titles Office in
Ballarat show that it has been a shemozzle - a disaster.
Intergraph, which is about new technology, has been a
disaster. The minister responsible for Onelink is sitting
on the other side of the table. He knows that Onelink,
which is four years overdue, has been a disaster. On top
of that, the Minister for Agriculture and Resources,
together with his counterparts in the cabinet, has
displayed an inability to work with Victorian farmers to
deal with change or industry-wide livestock programs.
The best example is the government's bungling of the
ovine Johne's control program. Government members
will remember my speaking during a long debate in this
house 18 months ago about that program. It was a
constructive debate and I made a number of points
about the legislation. Every point I made later proved to
be correct. The government bungled hopelessly the
introduction of that program. I hope the same mistakes
are not made with the new program and that the same
incompetence and bungling does not mar what is
otherwise an admirable objective.
The bill also amends the collection and payment of
stamp duties, which is necessary for the funding and
administration of livestock disease compensation
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schemes. The most pertinent example of stamp duty
being used for compensation in Victoria is the payment
of sheep affected by ovine Johne's disease. The original
Victorian scheme was based on farmers taking part in a
compulsory destocking program by a specified date and
then having access to a compensation scheme. As is
well known because it is now history, the Victorian
government backflipped by trying to paint the scheme
as a voluntary one. When the current Minister for
Police and Emergency Services was the Minister for
Agriculture he made it clear that ovine Johne's disease
could never be eradicated and that any program would
have to be voluntary.
The Minister for Agriculture and Resources,
Mr McNamara, introduced the compulsory scheme. He
rushed it through Parliament He made a number of
classic mistakes and acted against the best advice. His
party colleagues, particularly those in the National
Party, unfortunately supported him and the rest is
history. The scheme has been a debacle and the
government has again backflipped. It has gone back to
saying the scheme now involves voluntary agreements.
Quite rightly that has angered producers, industry
organisations and farmers in general. The most recent
announcement by the Minister for Agriculture and
Resources to increase compensation payments to
affected producers by 80 per cent has unfortunately
proved to be too little too late for many of them. The
increase is funded in the same way as the initial
compensation scheme by a levy paid through an
increase in stamp duty on saleyard transactions. The
recent increase in compensation was not only funded by
an increase in the amount paid per head of stock but
also extended the life of the scheme from 3 to 10 years.
When one considers the original legislation one realises
that in every sense of the word it has been a disaster.
Literally hundreds offarmers across the state have been
affected. Many have been put out ofbusiness. The levy
on farmers has increased substantially and the period of
payment for all farmers has been extended from 3 to
10 years. Many sheep producers will be paying an
average of around $2000 towards the levy over the
lifetime of the scheme. It is a big cost at a time when
Australia's success as a nation depends increasingly on
its capacity to be efficient.
Although the recent increase in compensation will be a
valuable injection offunds for affected farmers it does
not include any new money. There is something there
from the state government, but it is all industry driven
to make up for the mistakes caused in the original
policy. The minister had no idea when he introduced
the original OID educational program! He acted
contrary to proper advice and he certainly acted
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contrary to the views expressed by the vast majority of
vets across Victoria I remember debating the issue in
Parliament with the honourable member for Benambra,
who is in the chamber. I remember some of the
inteIjections across the chamber. But I was right and he
was wrong, and the scheme has been bungled. It was
introduced contrary to advice. The government has now
been forced to change its approach but only after a
wealth of information from a variety of sources has
shown it just how wrong it was. Independent analysis
by Mr Andrew Patterson of the Department of National
Resources and Environment showed clearly that
Victorian farmers have lost an average of$86 000 in
income as a result of the Kennett government's aID
program and, on average, Victorian farmers who were
affected lost $29 on each sheep destroyed.
A further demonstration of the government's
mismanagement was the report by the Senate Rural and
Regional Affairs Committee into the incidence of ovine
Johne's disease in the Australian sheep flock. That
report revealed a litany of mistakes, ill-informed
decisions and an arrogant disregard for Victorian
farmers on the part of the minister. He bungled the aID
program so badly that he could not even defend his
actions. On two occasions the Senate committee asked
the Kennett government for a submission, and on two
occasions it got no response. The Senate committee
reported its:
disappointment at this apparent lack of interest in the
experiences of Victorian primary producers affected by the
Victorian OID program.

The Senate report again vindicated state opposition
calls for increased compensation for Victorian
producers affected by the Kennett government's
compulsory destocking program. The Senate committee
was told:
Compensation is inadequate ... it would be difficult to replace
ewes of comparable age and quality for less than double the
compensation rate. Replacement may be in excess of 10 times
the compensation figure . . . [There] has been a lack of
consultation with the veterinary profession ... [The Australian
Veterinary Association] has been disappointed with the level
of [Victorian] government consultation with the veterinary
profession on this major national issue affecting the ruraI
industry ... There was no consultation ... with growers in the
field ... There was no consultation whatsoever. No member
of this [VFF] branch knew anything at all about the
agreement between the ... VFF and the government to enter
into an eradication program. We simply knew nothing about
it

They were part of the formal submissions put to the
Senate committee. I wish to recount my experiences
over the past 12 to 18 months at a number of meetings I
have attended with affected producers and aID groups
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in western and central Victoria and in Gippsland. The
most recent occasion was in August, when I spent
2 hours in central Victoria talking to a group of farmers
about the effects of aID on their stock and the impact
of the state government's response.
To give a clear picture of how disastrously the issue has
been handled I will refer to some of the concerns they
raised with me. One member of the group told me that
he had initially spent $14 000 and all up probably
$20 000. He killed the mothers and put the lambs out.
He has now been told by a DNRE vet that the lambs,
too, might be at risk.
Another member told me that 3000 of his sheep were
under surveillance. The honourable member for
Benambra may remember that I raised exactly the same
types of issues in a speech 18 months ago. That
producer is now being told that even though his sheep
are under surveillance he can do whatever he wants
with them and that stock are put under surveillance
after only one blood test. Again I remind honourable
members of the advice from the Australian Veterinary
Association and other organisations about the reliability
of just one sample and one blood test.
I was also told that the local Department of Natural
Resources and Environment - I have been told this
right across the state - is unable to provide answers
about aID so it refers callers to Melbourne, where they
find only that there are no comprehensive guidelines or
plans and that no-one is treated the same under the
scheme. I have received information that farmers with
the same problem ring up and get different answers
from different advisers, which is a hopeless situation.
Wherever I have been those affected have told me they
have wanted proper compensation; at least they are
starting to get it.
Another issue that was raised concerned stress on older
farmers. A request was made that older farmers whose
farms had been destocked should be entitled to
Department of Social Security benefits while they are
waiting for stock to be put back. Of course that is a
matter for the federal government. I was also told that a
number of groups across the state had requested
information under the Freedom of Information Act but
that their requests had been denied on a range of
tenuous grounds. A government that is doing
everything by the book should have nothing to hide and
nothing to fear.
The groups also complained about the decline in
service provision. We know all about that. A classic
example - it was not the only time I heard this, and it
is typical of the stories I have heard around the state -
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was when DNRE advised a farmer to develop an
alternative farm plan, saying that he should grow hay.
So the farmer got rid of all the stock, borrowed money,
spent $20 000, $30 000 or $40 000 on the tractor and
hay-making plant, and produced 2000 big round bales
of hay - only to receive a phone call from DNRE
saying, 'Sorry, we gave you the wrong advice. We
cannot let you sell that hay; it might infect other
properties'. In any other circumstance in any other
industry that individual would be able to sue the
government for negligence, incompetence and
appallingly bad advice.
The farmer had done nothing wrong. The government
rushed through legislation, so he looked to the future.
He consulted DNRE, was told to develop an alternative
farm plan and borrowed money to do it, only to be told,
'Sorry, you can't sell your hay'. That is only one of
many stories I have heard
I also heard from meeting with groups across the state
that farmers whose livestock had tested positive were
sometimes told they could sell livestock and sometimes
that they could not. Again - no plan, no guidelines, no
consistency. Experience demonstrates that this
government has learnt the hard way in dealing with
livestock diseases, which unfortunately has been at the
expense of Victorian farmers and the livestock industry.
I can only hope that with this bill- which the
opposition supports because it takes a commonsense
approach - we do not see the sort of bungling that has
occurred with the introduction of new technology in
places such as the Land Titles Office in Ballarat,
Intergraph and Onelink or with the introduction of other
livestock control schemes such as the Ovine Johne's
program.
With those caveats, including the caveat that the
government takes good advice not just from its
departmental advisers but also from private
veterinarians, I indicate that the opposition is happy to
support the legislation and the amendments moved
today.
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - I am pleased to
support the Livestock Disease Control (Amendment)
Bill and to hear that the opposition also supports it and
sees it as a piece of legislation that is needed.
The bill not only provides for the use of new
technology but also - I think, importantly - supports
Victoria's good, clean food image. It provides for an
identification scheme for cattle that will enable them to
be tracked so that only disease-free cattle from certain
properties will be in certain areas, ensuring that cattle
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do not endanger and bring diseases into areas where the
diseases did not previously occur.
If one lives in a country area one sees the devastating
effect some stock diseases can have on a community.
Only last year my local community in the Goulbum
Valley suffered the effects of anthrax disease. Although
the department did a tremendous job and the farmers
and people in the area did all they could, there was no
way of knowing just where the next anthrax outbreak
would occur or why one property had anthrax and the
one next door did not.
The outbreak of anthrax had a devastating effect on the
community in many ways. A farmer would not talk to
his neighbour in the street ifhis property had been
affected by the farm next door. The whole area was
closed down and the transport of stock in and out of the
area was sorely affected. A school principal at Tatura
told me schoolchildren were saying to one another,
'Your property is dirty; it has disease on it'. Eventually
no more properties were reported to be newly affected
by anthrax. The Goulbum Valley is very resilient and is
again rolling on. I am sure we have allleamt a lot from
the outbreak of anthrax and about how we might handle
the problem in the future.
The bill deals principally with Johne's disease. It is a
frustrating disease for farmers because they do not
know if their animals are affected. Until a post-mortem
is conducted a farmer does not know whether what is
happening to an animal is the result of Johne's disease.
It is a contagious bacterial disease of the intestinal tract
that most commonly occurs in ruminants such as cattle
and sheep. It was first discovered in 1885 by a German
veterinarian, H. A. Johne. In cattle the disease is
referred to as bovine Johne's disease and in sheep as
ovine Johne's disease.
Johne's disease is a wasting disease. An animal affected
by the disease cannot properly absorb nutrients no
matter how well it feeds. Throughout the slow
progression of the infection there are no visible sign of
the disease. Only at the clinical stage of the disease which normally occurs in adult animals - does an
animal suffer weight loss, diarrhoea and inevitable
death, because the disease is incurable. By the time
signs of the illness are visible many of the livestock on
a property may be infected. It is sad that the future
livelihood of so many property owners has been so
badly affected.
The other day a farmer from the Katandra west area,
which is just outside my electorate, told me how the
disease was affecting the sale of beasts from his
property in the New South Wales market. The sad part
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about the problem is that because a beast with the
disease has been on his property he cannot sell in New
South Wales, the location of much of his market, yet
the property next door, simply because it has not been
tested, can sell beasts in that state. Those beasts could
have the disease, but because they have not been tested
no-one will ever know. The situation is causing
problems between property owners and a lot of
heartache in the area.
I was interested to note a statement by the former
federal Minister for Primary Industries and Energy,
John Anderson, that Victoria was leading Australia in
Johne's disease. The disease was initially detected in
Australia on a New South Wales property in 1980 and
it was not until November 1995 that it was diagnosed
on Victorian farms. The state government has been
urging a national approach in controlling Johne's
disease and has sought support and decisive action from
other states on the adoption of a similar eradication
program. It is good that the program will have national
significance, and the fact that all states will be involved
will be good for the industry.
The Agriculture and Resource Council of Australia and
New Zealand, or ARMCANZ, agreed in July 1998 to
the recommendation of the Australian Animal Health
Council, the Sheepmeat Council of Australia and the
Wool Council of Australia that a Johne's control
program be funded. It was proposed that funding
responsibilities would be shared between the state and
commonwealth governments and the national and state
sheep industries. It was estimated that a levy of about
1 cent per sheep sold would be required to fund the
Victorian sheep industry's commitment to the national
ovine Johne's disease control program.
It is proposed that the Sheep and Goat Compensation

Fund, set up in 1994 by the original legislation, will be
the mechanism designated to collect the moneys
necessary for the sheep and goat industry to participate
in the program. The bill will allow for the collection of
an extra 3 cents per head, 1 cent of which will go to the
national program. The national program will enable an
increase in the level of surveillance for Victorian flocks
so far as ovine Johne's disease is concerned and
provide funds for further research, especially for
improved diagnostic tests.
The bill also provides for a widening of the provisions
concerning persons who can operate to assist owners to
pay stamp duty on sales of cattle, sheep and goats.
Unless owners of cattle, sheep and goats pay all eligible
stamp duty on their sales of livestock they are ineligtble
to receive compensation for animals that are required to
be destroyed. The widening of the provisions
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concerning persons who may act as approved agents on
the sale or purchase of livestock will provide a greater
opportunity for ensuring that livestock owners pay their
stamp duty and for the introduction of industry changes,
such as an increase in direct sales of stock to
processors.
The national approach is a good thing and will go a
long way to helping eradicate the disease. This
approach will benefit Victoria against other countries in
which the disease has such a hold that it cannot be
eradicated.
The bill also deals with the occurrence of other diseases
in Victoria such as fire blight. Following the massive
problems caused in my electorate by the outbreak of
anthrax in the farming community, the fruit industry
suffered from an outbreak of fire blight. I am pleased
the issue is being dealt with in the bill because last year
in Victoria fire blight was rife throughout the food
industry and it became necessary to deal with honey
bees that were potentially contaminated with the fire
blight agent. The Plant Health and Plant Products Act is
being amended to ensure that contaminated bees will be
dealt with under that act for disease control purposes.
The bill does not deal only with livestock.
The outbreaks of:fire blight and anthrax hit my
electorate hard However, it is a very resilient
community and people have been working together to
ensure that the Goulburn Valley continues to provide
food for export to the rest of the world The food bowl
of Victoria is alive and well. We have had good rains
and I am sure that with the support of the government
the area will continue to provide good, clean food for
the rest of the world
I am pleased to support the bill. I assure the house that
the government is doing its best in Victoria to eradicate
livestock diseases from the state.
Mr CAMERON (Bendigo West) - My
contnbution to the debate on the Livestock Disease
Control (Amendment) Bill will be brief. Agriculture
plays a significant role in Victoria's economy and the
livestock component alone makes a significant
contribution. All the large agricultural industries - the
dairy industry, the wool and textile industry and the
meat and the meat preparation industries - are
significant. Export of livestock is a considerable money
earner for Victoria and the nation.
It is extremely important, whether in an international or
domestic market, that people have confidence in the
product. There must be consumer confidence because
consumers do the purchasing. If the consumers do not
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have confidence in a product it will impact significantly
on rural industries.
The amendment in the bill sets the ball in motion for a
permanent identification scheme that will apply initially
to cattle. It is an example of high technology reaching
livestock. Clause 4 of the bill provides that tags,
marking or branding devices intended for identifying
livestock for the purposes of the scheme must have the
written authorisation of the Secretary of the department
The reason for that is that although the states will
administer the scheme it will have to comply with
national standards, but obviously those standards will
be very high. If high standards are not maintained
Victoria's industries will be left behind those of the rest
of the world That is part of the reason it was sought to
introduce the scheme across Australia
The tracking approach is becoming more common
around the world, and Victorian industries have had to
embrace it. Given the significant investment in rural
industries it is natural to set about putting in place a
scheme to use tracking devices in livestock.
Food safety is a significant issue and today there is
greater concern among consumers about food safety.
There is more emphasis on that aspect than there has
been in the past That is why it is so important to be on
top oflivestock diseases by both controlling and
preventing them. These tracking devices are part of that
system that can isolate problems so that they do not
spread to the remainder of the relevant industry.
On the issue of livestock disease control the
government can do more. One has only to look at what
occurred with the regional veterinary laboratories to see
an example of the government putting its privatisation
mania in the way of appropriate livestock disease
control responses. Naturally much of the work that was
done by the veterinary laboratories was routine, but it is
through routine work that things are found that can
head off major problems in certain industries.
Mr Brumby inteIjected

Mr CAMERON - As the Leader of the
Opposition points out, Bendigo had a great veterinary
laboratory with great staff, but the government's
privatisation mania certainly put an end to that. It is an
example of privatisation mania actively working
against a country community.
Clause 12 of the bill makes some changes to the control
of bees by amending the Plant Health and Plant
Products Act. The changes were made in response to
the fire blight scare in Victoria. One has only to look at
the effect that the fire blight scare had on fruit-growing
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areas such as the Harcourt Valley near Castlemaine or
the Goulbum Valley to understand that it effectively
froze the industry and caused an enormous setback.
Fortunately the industry has re-established itself.
Nevertheless, it demonstrates that there must be
excellent responses, and the amendment in the bill,
although small, aims, as stated in the explanatory
memorandum:
.. , to allow action to be taken to prevent the spread of fire
blight ... by the destruction and control of the movement of
bees, honey, hives et cetera contaminated with fire blight
within a declared area.

The amendment will ensure that appropriate action can
be taken under the act in relation to bees and honey
products or beekeeping equipment
Despite the amendment being small it is designed to
cover, wherever possible, problems that may arise in
the future if there is another fire blight scare. Whether it
applies to fire blight or quality meat and the ability to
isolate problems quickly, the legislation is part of a
program of developing good, effective schemes. The
opposition and the government want these schemes to
come into effect. The meat arrangements are designed
by industry at a national level and the various schemes
are implemented throughout the nation by various
governments.

In his second-reading speech the minister referred to an
initial injection by the government towards the
establishment of the scheme, although the amount of
the funding and for how long it will be provided is
unclear. It may be appropriate for the minister to clarify
those issues when he sums up at the conclusion of the
debate.
I support the comments of the Leader of the
Opposition, who made a very detailed speech, and I
support the way the scheme will apply to the state. I
wish the scheme well and hope it will bring about the
benefits to rural industries that we all hope for.

Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I begin my
contnbution with a rebuttal. The Leader of the
Opposition, in his usual way, was candid in his
criticism of the retorts that we exchanged during a
discussion about 18 months ago about the
government's decision to tackle head-on the major
problem of ovine Johne's disease. That shows the
honourable member's complete lack of understanding
of the need to tackle the disease. That is what raised my
ire when he spoke in the debate 18 months ago. The
honourable member still has it wrong.
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I accept that the government has changed the level of
compensation; it has upped the ante by 80 per cent on
all compensation paid on livestock that has to be
slaughtered. I accept that the costs are far greater than
was initially estimated, but to say that is a good reason
for not approaching the disease in the way we have
approached it indicates that the Leader of the
Opposition has not come up with any other positive
alternatives.
In the few words that the Leader of the Opposition had
to say towards the end of his speech he talked about
hundreds of properties being affected.
Eighty-six properties are affected There are hundreds
of properties and flocks under supervision, which is
what has to happen, because when a property is
affected it is logical to examine and keep the
neighbouring properties under supervision. However, it
does not mean that the properties are affected or that
activity is restricted on those properties or that the sale
of sheep from them is restricted It is necessary to keep
them under close supervision.
If! were the owner of a property adjoining a property
that had an affected flock I would be worried But in
addition I would be terrified of the sort of thing being
suggested by the Leader of the Opposition, under which
I might have no freedom of operation with my own
flock.

The Leader of the Opposition criticised the department
about farmers getting conflicting advice. All
departmental staff have been given the same advice on
this issue to give to clients. Advice does change over
time, of course, as our knowledge of the disease and the
best way to handle it changes, but to suggest that
conflicting advice is given on the same day to the same
people is nonsensical. Changes are effected and advice
from the department changes accordingly, and so it
should. Things change as the department recognises the
way the disease develops and the best way to control it.
The Leader of the Opposition gave another example in
which the advice given to a farmer was that ifhe
destocked his property of sheep he could cut hay well, of course he could! - but then he was told he
would not be able to sell that hay. That is not correct
The hay could be sold to a cattle property. Ovine
Johne's disease is not transferable to cattle, so the hay
can legitimately be sold to a cattle property and the
income from that hay can be attributed to the person
who has lost his income from the sale of sheep. I
believe, therefore, that the basic advice is still sound
All of us feel enonnous sympathy for someone who has
lost livestock and income. I make mention of
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Mr Graeme Pannenter of Broadford. This man had a
flock of fine royal merino sheep which he had spent

many years of his life developing. He boUght one ram,
which unfortunately brought the disease into his flock.
As a consequence he lost the entire flock. To suggest
that we not tackle this disease would be to admit that
many more like Graeme Parmenter will be affected We
must tackle this disease head-on.
I believe, as the honourable member for Shepparton
said, that we are leading Australia in two areas: in the
identification of affected livestock and in the treatment
of ovine Johne's disease. The saddest thing about the
attack made by the Leader of the Opposition is that he
did not present an alternative. That is serious. When
someone is as critical as that, an alternative must be put
up. I heard no alternative in that speech.

The bill does a few different things. Clause 3 amends
the definition of an exotic disease to include a condition
oflivestock such as ovine Johne's disease that is not
recognised under the current definition. Under clause 4
it becomes the responsibility of the secretary to give
authorisation for any tagging, branding or marking
device, which will mean unifonnity in the identification
process.
The marking systems range from brands, tags and
computer chips to any other device that can be used. As
the process is developed it will bring about a degree of
automation and simplicity and a reduction in
identification costs. Victoria is leading Australia in that
regard
Clause 6 provides for approved agents to complete not
only a record of sale but also a record of purchase. The
following clauses ensure that stamp duty is collected so
that compensation is available for farmers and stock
owners who have slaughtered animals suffering from
notifiable diseases. Many of the clauses ensure that the
maximum levy is gained so that the fund will be
adequate to meet the increasing demand on the
livestock industry that will undoubtedly result from
ovine Johne's. It is early days at this stage to estimate
how widespread the disease will be or the extent of
compensation that will be required
Clause 13 amends the Stamps Act to apply a flat rate of
stamp duty to the sale of cattle over the hooks on a
weight sale basis. The stamp duty on the sale of sheep
will increase from 9 cents to 12 cents. The stamp duty
on the sale of cattle will be 5 cents per $20 of sale price
to a maximum of$5. For carcasses it will be 90 cents
for those weighing less than 250 kilograms and $1.30
for those weighing more than 250 kilograms. At a time
of industry hardship, and that is particularly so in the
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sheep and cattle industries, no-one wants to see cost
increases. However, to safeguard the industry and
individuals in the industry the cost increases are
responsible and appropriate.
The government is forthright in attempting to handle
these diseases and to provide the proper compensation
to those affected. The amendment to the Livestock
Disease Control Act to charge additional fees on
livestock owners is appropriate.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - The bill deals with an
important part of the Victorian economy. It is not
swprising that Parliament has dealt with livestock
disease control legislation on 39 occasions since the last
centwy because the ability to safeguard that part of the
Victorian economy depends on clean, disease-free
agriculture.

To understand how important it is one need only think
back to the outbreak of mad cow disease in the UK and
what it meant not only for Britain's herd and the
industry but also the way it was used by other nations to
quickly put up barriers to the importation of British
cattle. As we look towards greater globalisation and the
reduction of tariff barriers and those types of controls,
post-Uruguay and post the renegotiation of GATT, one
of the things that is emerging is that nations are using
measures such as disease control and banning stock that
potentially may carry diseases into their herds as a
means of controlling importation.

In the past we have had problems that have had a great
impact on Australian primary industries because of
either diseases or pesticide residues, and we do not
want to get caught again. It is important to be able to
track the cattle from, if you like, birth to processing.
Information is the key. Electronic devices can capture
information at the processing point Equality and
certification are vital to our ability not only to have a
clean industry but to ensure it is safeguarded in terms of
world trade.
This important amendment has been brought about by
an agreement between the commonwealth, state,
territory and New Zealand governments, but Victoria is
ultimately responsible for the integrity of the system
and also the manufacture of the devices that give us the
ability to capture information.
This is an important example of information technology
providing a level of comparative advantage to an
existing industry. If we go back to 1855 when the first
livestock disease control legislation went through the
Legislative Council, we see some continuity of
legislation to safeguard the industry, but we have to
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modernise it because of changes in trade and
technology. This enabling element of information
technology is important to the industry we seek to
safeguard This industry is vital to Victoria, and we
have to safeguard it and ensure that quality assurance
and certification allow the entry of Victorian product
into other markets. To a large extent, those other
markets will set many of the quality controls we have to
match. Because we are an exporter of cattle, sheep and
lamb products it is critical that we get it right.
The opposition is pleased to support the bill and the use
of electronic devices to control diseases and ensure that
we can track the herd and maintain a strong knowledge
base about it. We have to utilise information technology
to give the maximum benefit to our industry and to
safeguard its security in the domestic market and the
confidence consumers have in our cattle and sheep
products, but in particular to protect our ability to
export.
Other amendments made by the bill deal with
responding quickly to situations that can affect our
agricultural industries. An example of the sort of impact
our industries can suffer is the fire blight issue, which
caused a lot of damage to our fruit industry - far more
because of the need to set up quarantine controls and
the potential loss of markets than because of any actual
pest damage. That illustrates how our export markets
can be affected by the fear other countries have of
importing something like fire blight and demonstrates
the need for us to be able to respond quickly. Adequate
controls are a major part of responding quickly to
safeguard the clean agriculture that will be the hallmark
of Victorian and Australian trade as this country seeks
to become a major producer of agricultural goods for
the world Australia is well on the way to providing
those safeguards and mechanisms and is using
technology to put Australia at the cutting edge.
In summary, the amendment is small but important in
the overall goal of defending agriculture and the farm
produce of Australia It aims to increase the knowledge
base and ensure that the country's products are quality
assured and certified as being suitable for domestic and
export trade.

Mr TREASURE (Gippsland East) - I support the
Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Bill. The
legislation assists the Australian livestock industry and
recognises its importance to the economy. Victoria
accounts for some 30 per cent of total livestock
slaughtering and export and the bill further recognises
the importance of the state's share of the international
market.
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is made for the introduction of a permanent
identification scheme for cattle that will become more
important as time passes. The importance of overseas
buyers having confidence in a quality product is
paramount. Australia competes globally with producers
for the world markets and that requires up-to-date
technology. The bill goes a long way towards providing
for electronic identification - now quite simple
technically - to be introduced into the beef industry.
Australia produces some 80 per cent more agriCUltural
product than it consumes. Local consumption is
approximately 20 per cent which makes us vulnerable
to the variations in world markets and emphasises the
need for more careful recording. Although DNA testing
is becoming a possibility, as yet it is not seen in the
carcass market. More testing of that kind, particularly in
the specialty carcass market, will happen in the years to
come but overall the legislation provides for electronic
tagging. That system will be a major influence on the
quality control of product leaving Victoria and
ultimately Australia
Over the years Victoria has demonstrated its national
leadership in quality and disease control. The Leader of
the Opposition criticised the ovine Johne's disease
control program but as the honourable member for
Benambra said, the opposition offered no alternative
except to sit on our hands and do nothing. Successive
governments have never managed Victoria's livestock
industry in that way and it is certainly not the reason
Victoria is in its current position. I remember the
criticism a few years ago when compulsory testing
commenced for tuberculosis and bovine brucellosis.
The tests became part of a national scheme and that
disease was eliminated from the Australian herd
bringing great benefit to both the Australian producer
and the public at large.
Ovine Johne's disease must be recognised and similarly
treated. It is easy for markets to become fickle and for
potential markets to make connections between
Crohn's disease in humans and ovine and bovine
Johne's disease and use that as an excuse to avoid
Australian product
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the honourable members for Shepparton, Bendigo
West, Benambra, Gippsland East and Coburg for their
contributions in the debate.
The bill is of vital importance in the government's
endeavours to achieve improvements in the handling of
stock in Victoria It will certainly be of benefit. The
government is well aware that local consumers are
concerned about ensuring that the food they purchase is
of a high quality, and the same applies in the
international market. It is particularly important to have
quality assurance and certification schemes to monitor
the origins of livestock and enable the origins of
diseases and residues in meat products to be tracked
down.
Victoria has been at the forefront and has led Australia
in the introduction of a range of such legislation. The
introduction of permanent identification for cattle is a
Victorian initiative and the tagging process will benefit
the state's beef and dairy producers. Much
Australian-led work has been carried out on handling
problems such as ovine Johne's disease, and that has
been recognised by the industry. At the last
ARMCANZ meeting the former federal Minister for
Primary Industries and Energy, John Anderson, made a
point of commending Victoria's achievements. The rest
of Australia has now become part of a national program
to monitor the extent of ovine Johne's disease. The
government is ensuring that Victoria maintains its
strong clean and green image through a compensation
program to provide assistance for farmers who cull
infected stock.
I particularly commend the honourable members on
this side of the house who contributed in the debate.
They clearly demonstrated greater knowledge and
appreciation of the issues involved than opposition
contributors and did not simply read in parrot fashion
speeches written for them. Although honourable
members on the other side might have barely been able
to read their prepared speeches, they certainly did not
understand what they had read. I wish the bill a speedy
passage.
Motion agreed to.

Machine reading enables owners, abattoir operators,
trucking companies, agents and anyone handling cattle
to trace stock back and the legislation goes a long way
towards establishing procedures. It is important work
because quality assurance must be continued. Australia
will pay a high price if it falls behind in
competitiveness. I commend the bill to the house.

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - I thank the Leader of the Opposition and

Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1 agreed to.
Clause 2
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Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - I move:
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BUILDING (pLUMBING) Bll.L
Introduction andfirst reading

I.

Clause 2, line 2, omit "11 and 12" and insert "5, 12 and 13".

Received from Council.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 3 to 12 agreed to.

Clause 13

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - I move:
2.

Clause 13, line 17, omit "Part" and insert "Heading".

3.

Clause 13, line 21, omit ''Part'' and insert "Heading".

4.

Clause 13, line 25, omit ''Part'' and insert "Heading".

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
New clause

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - I move:
5.

Insert the following new clause to follow clause 4:

"AA.

Payments from the Sheep and Goat
Compensotion Fund
In Section 798(2) of the Livestock
Disease Control Act 1994, after
paragraph (b) insert-

"(c)

from the capital of the Fund or from interest
earned on money from the Fund for
programs and projects for the control or
eradication of disease of sheep or goats.".

New clause agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.04 p.m.

MacKILLOP FAMILY SERVICES BILL
Introduction andfirst reading
Received from Council.
Read first time for Dr NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth
and Community Services) on motion ofMrsHenderson.

Read first time for Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for
Planning and Local Government) on motion of
Mrs Henderson.

EDUCATION (AMEND:MENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 October; motion of
Dr NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth and Community
Services).

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - On balance,
after some consideration, and as something of a
concession, the opposition does not oppose the bill.
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr MILDENHALL - The bill has some pretty
rough edges! Very serious issues are covered in both
the bill and the unusual announcement in the
second-reading speech about the setting up a panel to
review applications for admission to the Program for
Students with Disabilities and Impairments. The house
is considering significant issues relating to both what
religious activities can be included in a secular
education system and the treatment of students with
disabilities. Obviously the Victorian community has a
continuing and abiding interest in both issues.
The bill allows state schools to prepare and conduct
religious pageants, festivals and special events during
school time. It also deletes redundant provisions
regulating education for students with disabilities.
The bill has been introduced following a controversy at
Malvern Primary School in February this year when a
small number of parents protested about the school
allowing for the preparation and conduct of an Easter
pageant at a nearby Anglican church during school
time. The Premier stepped in and announced that he
would legislate to overcome the restrictions in the
Education Act that prevented such activity during class
time. In his inimitable style, when making his
announcement the Premier abused the parents who
were protesting, descnbing them as intolerant, and he
described the current constraints as stupid and
ridiculous.
The Premier called on the objecting parents to
withdraw their children from the school if they were IDot
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happy with them attending the Easter pageant. Such
was his misunderstanding of the complexity and
sensitivity of the issue of what should be included in
secular education and the structure of the act that he
undertook in a public statement to introduce and have
passed legislation within a couple of days.
Three days later, on 24 February, the Minister for
Education contradicted the Premier by saying that no
change to the legislation was necessary. That was
probably part of the ongoing jostling between the
minister and the Premier over the Liberal Party
leadership.
The appearance of the bill demonstrates how wrong the
minister's judgment was when he said that no
legislative changes were necessary and how wrong the
Premier's judgment was when he said that he could
achieve legislative change within a couple of days.
Section 23 of the Education Act allows religious
education to be conducted only on the basis of the
normal class organisation of the school - that is,
restricted to normal class periods of approximately
30 minutes per week. It is to be conducted by an
accredited person or organisation, and parents are able
to approve the exclusion of students from the
activity - that is, it is a voluntary activity. The act
requires that instruction not be conducted by state
school teachers. The bill allows the minister to approve
the preparation and conduct of a pageant, a special
event or celebration of a festival outside the normal
class format.
To what extent will the secular nature of state education
be diluted by the bill? It is one of the three pillars of the
Victorian state system, which provides free, secular and
compulsory education. The proof of the pudding will be
in the eating. As usual, the fine print of policy
guidelines will determine how the provisions of the bill
will work and whether current education values will be
protected. As usual also, the policy guidelines will not
be available until after the bill is passed. It is 'trust me'
legislation!
The minister currently has the power to exempt schools
from restricting religious instruction to the normal class
organisation and it was on that basis that the Malvern
Easter pageant was approved to proceed. I am informed
that the current exemption was intended to apply to
class organisation in small country schools, where
classes had to be brought together for the purposes of
providing religious instruction. The proposed
legislation is specifically targeted at pageants, festivals
and special events with a religious content.
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The 'trust me' approach also relates to how the
legislation will be applied. I have a copy of the existing
guidelines in the Schools of the Future reference guide.
They are precise and set VeI)' clear boundaries. I am
sure the Victorian community would look to the
department and the minister to provide clear and tight
guidelines for this important principle of public
education.

In his summing up the minister should outline to the
house in detail how the amendments will be
implemented. A number of questions need to be
answered. For instance, what level of delegation does
he propose? The wording of the bill suggests that the
minister will have the power to give approval on a
special case-by-case basis, but the bill also allows for
extensive delegation through the Education Department
and perhaps even to school councils. Given the
crowded curricula and the multitude of demands on
school time, what sort of reasonable time limits should
be put on those special events, pageants and festivals?
How many will be allowed to be conducted per year? It
would be feasible for many schools in my community,
in an attempt to reflect the diverse religious and cultural
make-up of the school population, to schedule events
ranging from traditional Christian celebrations to events
such as Vesak, celebrating the birth of Buddha, and
Islamic festivals.

Mr Robinson - Or Gary Ablett's birthday.
Mr MILDENHALL - Gary Ablett's birthday
would not be celebrated in my community! Schools
might have a range of events that they might consider
reasonable to celebrate in their local communities.
What would be considered a reasonable level of
community religious affiliation to justify a festival
reflecting a particular denomination or culture? Will the
trigger for the celebration of a religious event be a
suggested proportion of students in a school
population? Will it be possible that if authority is
delegated to a school council consisting of
representatives of a particular religious denomination or
cultural group for them to seek to assume control of the
council in order to impose a specific religious identity
on an essentially secular school? What constraints are
contained in the bill to prevent that occurring? How
does the minister plan to implement his announcement
at the height of the debate that students not taking part
in a religious activity will receive a genuine alternative
study program?
Recently we have witnessed the ominous appearance of
some ill-advised schools wanting to take up the option
of becoming self-governing schools in the
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government's Schools of the Third Millennium
program. How would the bill relate to schools that were
purportedly self-governing? Would self-governing
schools be required to adhere to the guidelines in the
Schools of the Future reference guide? I ask the
minister to address those important questions in his
summing up.
The community would generally support the bill,
acknowledging the commonsense of allowing students
to participate in religious events. That is the attitude of
the opposition to the bill, which relates to important
matters of public policy centring on the secular nature
of the state education system.
The Age editorial of 24 February probably got the
balance right. The latter part of it says:
A pluralist society such as ours demands more than freedom
of religion and freedom from state-imposed religion. It
requires respect for diversity, opportunity to exercise choice
and tolerance of different faiths. It would be wrong, for
example, for schoolchildren to be compelled to take part in
religious observances against their parents' wishes. The law
makes it clear that such participation must be voluntary. On
the other hand, Australia's Christian heritage cannot be erased
or unduly confined. And such festivals as Christmas and
Easter have in reality become events of popular culture as
much as religious celebrations.
The notion that state schoolchildren whose parents and
teachers so wish should not be allowed to take part in an
inoffensive Easter or Christmas pageant in a church hall
because a few parents object is an affront to commonsense
and reasonable tolerance. If the law is indeed so restrictive as
to make such a free choice and popular event illegal. then the
law is an ass. The government's instincts are right the
regulations - or, if necessary, the law - should be amended
to give individual schools and communities more flexibility in
such cases.
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Liberty is not opposed to religious education in state schools
per se. Comparative religious instruction, which gives equal
weight and value to the different theological viewpoints, can
help foster understanding and respect However, we are
concerned [about], and would oppose, any changes in the
current act, that have either the pmpose, or the result, of
advancing the dominance of one religious view to the
exclusion of all others.

It is a matter of judgment as to whether the government
and the department, via specific guidelines, will restrict
the ability of one religion to dominate at the exclusion
of all others.
The Council for Civil Liberties made some other
comments, but it is fair to say that its view is that it
would oppose any changes, particularly a dilution of the
essentially secular nature of state education.
A joint media release has also been received from the
Australian Council of State School Organisations, a
national body - so this legislation is significant not
only to Victoria; the national body has seen fit to
comment on it - the Victorian Federation of State
School Parent Clubs and the Victorian Council of
School Organisations Inc. Essentially their advice is
that the government should withdraw this legislation.
The media release quotes the president of ACSSO,
Dr Ian Morgan, as saying:
'The problem with the amendment to ... the Victorian ... act
is that it confuses the celebration of cultures with religious
instruction. Such activities are different from worship and
belong within the curriculum area of studies of society and
environment Many members of the community may be
involved but if such activities occur during school instruction
time they should be inclusive, supervised by qualified
teachers, approved by school council and the parents
association, and do not require the amendment of the act

That editorial probably has the balance and the
arguments right.

That is a purist and quite credible point of view which I
believe in normal circumstances would be persuasive.

A number of groups with an important role in state
education have also commented to the opposition on
this legislation, and I will refer to some of them. One
such group is Liberty Victoria, the Victorian Council
for Civil Liberties. After commenting that it believed
education should be free and secular and premised on a
respect for multiculturalism, diversity and tolerance, the
Council for Civil Liberties went on to say:

The media release further states:

The state education system must recognise and reflect the fact
that Victoria has an ethnically diverse srudent population By
and large, the Education Act 1958, with its 30-minute-a-week
and non<OIl1pulsory religious education, provides enough
flexibility to accommodate the interests of the entire
community. Parents who wish their children to be educated
within a particular religious framework are free to choose a
school that offers a religious alternative.

Geraldine Burke from the Victorian Federation of State
School Parent Clubs (VFSSPC) said that the amendment is a
serious threat to the secular nab.Ire of government school
education. Jeanette Wilson from the Victorian Council of
School Organisations (VICCSO) believes that the proposal
must be withdrawn as it significantly diminishes the carefully
devised framework within which religious education is taught
in Victorian schools.

Finally the media release quotes Dr Morgan, the head
of ACSSO, as saying that:
... the Victorian government should engage in
comprehensive community consultation prior to the
introduction of any legislation affecting govenunent schools.
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He does not know the Victorian government as we
know it. That is a big ask. It occurs about as rarely as
royal commissions in this state.
Correspondence has also been received from the
Australian Education Union, a body well known to and
loved by this government. It might surprise the
government - although it would not if it had consulted
and asked for people's views - to hear that the AEU
believes the proposed clauses do not substantially
change the existing situation and therefore it has no
fundamental objection to the legislation. The AEU
states that it is concerned that:
in a multicultural society, education must be, and be seen to
be, inclusive of all children; religious pageants, no matter how
well-intentioned, by their very nature exclude some children.

That is also quite a credible view. It expresses a mild
level of confidence that the government is capable of
getting the policy guidelines and constraints right.
Another comment was received from the Association of
School Councils in Victoria (ASCIV), which also has
no objection to the bill and suggests that the
amendments it contains appear sensible.
I applaud the groups for providing the range of
comments, because many significant groups not only
have an equity in but are also in many ways guardians
of the values of the public education system. With an
issue such as this the government would have been
wise to seek their counsel.
The opposition is taking a calculated risk, one it does
not usually take, that the department will get this one
right - both the balance of rights between the majority
and minority and the constraints required to preserve
the predominantly secular nature of government
schools.
I would have thought that on an issue such as this, one
of the pillars of state education, it was important to get
community consensus and seek wider consultation.

Mr Bracks - Not from this lot!
Mr MILDENHALL - The opposition has come to
expect that those opportunities will not be provided.
However, probably more by accident than through any
decision to consider or consult affected groups, the
government has balanced those rights and
responsibilities reasonably well- although that comes
with the caveat that the policy guidelines could either
totally upset that balance or lock them into place.
The second major component of the bill is the repeal of
the handicapped children's division of the act.
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Mr Elder intetjected.
MrMILDENHALL-Ifyou had been in here
instead of outside feeding yourself you would have
heard that the opposition is not opposing the bill. The
opposition certainly does not oppose the repeal of the
handicapped children's division of the act The repeal is
appropriate because the provision is out of date and has
not been used for well over a decade.
Unusually, the minister announced in his
second-reading speech the establishment of a review
board comprising a panel of experts who will review
funding decisions affecting the Program for Students
with Disabilities and Impairments. That arose from the
review of the program forced on the minister last year
following the controversy surrounding the death of
young Emily Schwab. The inflexibility and coldness of
the guidelines was demonstrated by the failure to cater
for someone like Emily Schwab who, despite her
deteriorating terminal condition, was determined to stay
for as long as she could with her classmates, school
network and social supports. However, she was
assessed as being ineligtble for integration assistance
despite her condition and the accompanying effect on
her mobility and balance.
It was clear to all who observed the episode that there
was a gap between reality and the efficacy of the
guidelines. As a result the department at least had the
good sense to consult Mrs Jenny Schwab in conducting
the review, from which a number of improvements to
the administration of the system have flowed. However,
no wider consultation was carried out.
The critical issue in the disabilities and impairments
program is the tension between the department and
parents, students and schools as the department rations
funds and, because of its resource constraints, is forced
to pick winners and losers in integration support. If the
review had been opened up to comment and
participation, there would have been a debate about the
adequacy of the funding. Neither the community nor
the members of the review panel were invited to
comment on the inadequacy of the government's
funding; so the review avoided the main source of
tension in and controversy about the disabilities and
impairments program.
This year some 600 students with some level of
disability or impairment are missing out on funding. In
the early part of this year 86 appeals were lodged
against a refusal to fund, and by the end of January
some 6 had been upheld Honourable members will
have had parents contacting their offices complaining
about the unfairness of the process, seeking reviews and
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asking for their local members of Parliament to
intervene. The establishment of a review panel is both
timely and welcome.
That is endorsed by the Australian Education Union in
its comments on the bill. The AEU supports the
deletion of the sections relating to handicapped
children. However, it points out that the problem with
the disabilities and impairments program is not a lack
of expertise in selection but a lack of resources for
every student who needs support. It says the experts
and the panel will not make the slightest difference to
the key issue of resourcing levels for students with
disabilities and impairments.
Given the experience we have all had in examining the
details of cases involving funding for disabilities and
impairments, it was no wonder that the review found
evidence of a public perception that the system was
heartless and recommended that the department present
a more human face to the public. The review referred to
parents' perceptions that applications were not handled
sympathetically and fairly.
The review was completed in early January this year.
Of course, it was not made available to the public, so
the opposition had to secure access to it under the
Freedom oflnformation Act The government does not
welcome criticism. It does not take the community into
its confidence, even on issues that involve compassion,
fairness, equity and administrative justice - like
funding for students with disabilities and impairments.
But it was a closed review, and the report would have
remained secret if the opposition had not managed to
secure access to it under freedom of information.
The review recommended the establishment of an
independent review board as soon as possible. In a
memo to the minister on 20 January this year the
secretary to the department, Mr Geoff Spring, said the
same thing, noting that its establishment required
neither legislation nor regulation. He said only a
ministerial decision was needed. An announcement
about the board appeared in the second-reading speech,
10 months later. All it needed was a ministerial
decision, but it popped up as an addendum in a
second-reading speech 10 months later!
As is typical, either the bureaucracy or the minister's

minders got hold of it, so the proposed review panel has
undergone a dramatic and fundamental transformation
over that 10 months. The review recommended that the
panel examine appeals against resource funding
decisions and determine program and resource
allocations. It was to have the final word and make
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independent decisions on program and resource
allocations.
The minister issued a press statement in mid-January,
doing away with any sense of a time line. He did not
want to be bound by any 'as soon as possible' business;
he wanted to take his time. However, he still said the
board should be the final step 'with power to make
decisions in those cases where the normal departmental
processes had been fully utilised'.
The idea was that an application would go through the
department and, if necessary, a final review board
would have a look at it. But by the time the minister
read the second-reading speech the panel had become a
body that would assist and advise the secretary to the
department Both the powers and the independence of
the panel have been significantly wound back. The
principle has been compromised; and given the
department secretary's stranglehold on resources,
disabled students will again be the losers.
Mr Elder interjected.
Mr MILDENHALL - The honourable member
for Ripon claims this is not true. Let us look at some of
the draft policy guidelines and the fine print. The
government is asking the house to approve a trust-me
piece of legislation that could enable anything to
happen.

The government's treatment of students with
disabilities and impairments is a saga with many twists
and turns and the opposition has had to raise many
disgraceful episodes concerning the funding of such
students. The most disgraceful episode of all was the
failed attempt by the government to discriminate
against 18-year-old disabled students in its Futures for
Young Adults program. In the end the government was
given the rounds of the kitchen by the Supreme Court
and the Court of Appeal.
The government's record in this area is not good. It will
claim funding has been increased, but when you look at
the fine print it is clear funding to individuals has not
increased because the cohort of disabled students who
are eligible to seek funding has grown.
On balance the opposition supports the establishment of
the review panel, as it did earlier. However, it is a pity
that the original intent and main purpose of the billan amendment to provide for approvals for the conduct
of pageants, special events and religious festivals in
schools during school time - has been compromised.
Provided the guidelines are satisfactory - we are
taking that matter on trust - the opposition does not
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oppose the bill. We think the bill strikes a balance
between the rights of the majority and the rights of the
minority. The opposition trusts the minister will come
into the chamber to respond in the second-reading
debate and specifically answer my questions about the
details of the guidelines and constraints that will apply
to the approval of the events in question in government
schools.
Mr ELDER (Ripon) - I am pleased to support the
Education (Amendment) Bill. I am also pleased the
honourable member for Footscray and the opposition
support the bill. However, it worries me that the
response of the shadow minister for education and
training was almost schizophrenic. He said he was
supporting the bill, yet in the next breath he said he
really did not want to support it. Time and again in this
chamber he says that the opposition is supporting what
the government is doing but then says, 'The opposition
does not really want to support what the government
has done, but nevertheless it makes good sense. The
advice from the Australian Education Union is not to
support it, but nevertheless we are going to go with it'.
The shadow minister does not know whether he is
inside or outside Parliament. He does not know whether
he is the honourable member for Footscray or a
member of the AEU.

From time to time the Minister for Education has to say
that what the government is doing in education has the
full support of school communities, parents and
ultimately teachers.
Ms Davies inteIjected
Mr ELDER - I hear the independent member for
Gippsland West, a de facto member of the Labor Party,
catcalling from the back stalls. She is a former teacher
and her father was very well regarded as a teacher in '
the education system. It is a pity that some of his
influence did not flow on to her because if it had she
would realise that what the government is proposing in
the bill is first class.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr ELDER - The honourable member for
Williamstown is now entering the debate - the
twice-defeated candidate for Ballarat North. Who
knocked him off on two occasions? It was the
honourable member for Ripon!
Mr Bracks interjected
Mr ELDER - I won by quite a swag. In fact he
jumped ship and decided to come to Melbourne. His
major claim to fame down here was that he was an
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adviser for Joan Kirner and John Cain. That is the sort
of thing you put on your CV if you don't want ajob!
And the honourable member for Footscray is going
down the same track as the former shadow minister for
education, Mal Sandon.
Mr Finn - What happened to him?
Mr ELDER - You may well ask! He was actually
defeated when there was a swing against the
government at the last election. He was defeated
because he continued to run the AEU line - the leftist
view of the Labor Party - and opposed many of the
government's education reforms that made good sense.
As I said earlier, the government actually has the

support of teachers and parents, and that is identified in
the surveys the government undertakes in schools. The
government asks teachers and parents what they think
about the quality of education it is providing at a local
level. Time and again the surveys show that the
government is on the right track in education. It is
overwhelmingly obvious that the opposition should not
get its advice straight from the AEU.
Mr Mndenhall inteIjected.
Mr ELDER - Today I saw the AEU representative
hanging around the door of the honourable member for
Footscray. He had on more badges than an army
colonel, telling everyone he was a member of the AEU.
That is not something you would brag about today. The
union is going so bad it cannot even afford to maintain
the repayments on its premises at Trennery Crescent.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
Ripon is straying from the bill.
Mr ELDER - At the end of the day we have to
determine whether we are a Christian society. There is
no doubt opposition members will say that
overwhelmingly the majority of parents and
students-Mr Maclellan - Opposition members want to put
the bunny back in Easter!

Mr ELDER - Members of the opposition do not
want to put the bunny back in Easter, they want to
pander to the commercial interests surrounding Easter.
They are on about selling more chocolates! Opposition
members have actually sold their souls to the
commercial sector. The truth of the matter is that
Australia is a Christian society, and that society has a
right to celebrate the pageants that have become part of
its custom and folklore. The government believes it
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should maintain the right for people to practise those
pageants in Victorian schools.
The bill amends the Education Act to facilitate the
holding of religious pageants, special events or the
celebration of festivals in schools, which is a noble end
Honourable members will recall that when a parent in a
school tried to stop a pageant being undertaken - a
Christian religious celebration - there was justly and
rightly an overwhelming response from the community
to the effect that as members of a Christian community
people are entitled to follow a custom that has been
handed down from one generation to another. It would
be very sad if we were ever not a Christian society.
Education is about learning and students should learn
about the different cultures, countries, languages and
religions that exist in our communities. Approximately
78 per cent of Australia's population say they are
Christian, but that does not mean they undervalue other
religions such as the Baha' i, Buddhist, Hindu and
Muslim faiths or other religions practised by Chinese,
Japanese, Jewish and other groups in the community.
The government is not undervaluing those religions.
These customs and almost folk laws are entitled to be
undertaken by schools within our society. As I said,
education is about learning and young people are
entitled to learn about different religions and faiths
because this is a Christian country. Any government and hopefully the Labor opposition will never be
elected to government - is entitled to carry out the
wishes of its citizens. We are a culturally diverse
society and have people from many religious
backgrounds. As long as we recognise and value the
other religions in our communities we are a just and
honourable society.
Any element of religious instruction must comply with
section 23 of the Education Act. The problem with that
section is that different classes or grades cannot be
brought together during school hours for the purpose of
preparing or conducting a pageant if the pageant
includes an element of religious instruction. Let's be
quite honest The mere fact a pageant is being
conducted and elements of the pageant are being shown
to children means that there is an instructional element
involved which may include some religious instruction.
Under section 23 of the act that is disallowed
I do not expect the honourable member for Footscray to
understand how schools operate, but when schools have
pageants a number of classes within that school need to
be brought together to celebrate the pageant.
Mr Mildenhall- They want more funds, do they?
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Mr ELDER - The honourable member asks about
more funds. Earlier I heard him say the government
was underfunding schools, but he did not say that in
real terms funding is 4 per cent more now than under
the former government. Opposition members continue
to mislead the house in saying the government is
underfunding education. That is an absolute Labor lie.

Ms Davies interjected.
Mr ELDER - I hear the Independent member
from wherever. If she read her budget papers she would
recognise the government is providing 4 per cent more
funds in real terms for education. We are not blowing
out budgets as did the former Labor government. It
blew its budget in its last two years in government by
more than $120 million, which meant it could not keep
to its budget and had to get $120 million from other
areas of government.
Mr Maclellan interjected
Mr ELDER - They did pay their teachers with the
SEC funds. Getting back to the bill- and I thank you
for directing me in that area, Mr Speaker.

The SPEAKER - Order! I hadn't but I very nearly
did!

Mr ELDER - I could tell by the look in your eyes,
Sir!
The guidelines will set out the basis on which the
preparation for the performance of religious pageants,
special events and the celebration of religious festivals
can take place during school hours. Under previous
provisions those activities could not be undertaken
during school hours. They had to be undertaken at
lunchtime and outside school hours. Honourable
members all believe that is a farce and anyone who
knows how schools operate would understand that
those functions cannot be held outside of school hours.
The guidelines will be developed in consultation with
the Council of Christian Education and other religious
groups. The government has received no outcry from
other religious groups about the conducting of pageants
and religious ceremonies within our schools. The major
opposition has come from a couple of parents of
students in state schools. They are a very small
minority.
The preparation for the conduct of pageants will
involve religious instruction. There is no doubt that in
offering a pageant to a school community instruction
will take place by the mere fact you are running that
activity within the schooL That instruction can take
place on school grounds and during normal school
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hours. However, if a student is involved in the
instruction or activity and his or her parent objects, the
student can be withdrawn. That is the right of any
parent of any student in Victorian schools. It is a
long-held tradition within schools that the government
will support.
If the pageant is held outside the school grounds, the
normal practices and procedures that are in place in
Victorian schools will follow - that is, if the students
have to leave the grounds to take part in the pageant
they will get permission forms from their parents to
enable them to go on the particular excursion.
Any instruction must be by an accredited representative
of a religious body which is approved by the Minister
for Education. The government strongly supports that
Religious instruction must be undertaken by a qualified
person, in the same way that any teacher in state
schools must be appropriately qualified to undertake
instruction.
The other important part of the bill concerns students
with disabilities and impairments. I am proud of the
record of the government in dealing with students with
disabilities and impairments. Victoria is the highest per
capita funding government of students with disabilities
and impairments not only in Australia but of any
country in the world Prior to the coalition being elected
to government a higgledy-piggledy system of funding
for students with disabilities and impairments
existed - for example, different regions were allocated
a proportion of funds on a per capita basis for
distribution to students, depending on their disabilities.
Individual consultative groups which were established
ID each of the different regions formulated their criteria
for the funding of students. Previously there had been
no funding equity - for example, a student in one
region may have been funded at a higher rate than a
student in another region with the same handicap or
disability.
The coalition government attempted to bring in a fairer
and more equitable distnbution of the funds. It
established a system where each student with the same
disability was funded on the same per capita basis. That
was welcomed by most parents, teachers and schools in
:he state education system. The government has chosen
:0 spend the dollars to best meet the needs of those
;tudents.
Under the previous administration there was implied
?ressure placed on many parents to integrate students
into mainstream schools. The government did not
1elieve that was necessarily the right decision. Parents
)f students with disabilities and impairments were
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given the opportunity to put their children into
mainstream schools or into special schools or special
settings that best met their needs. Parents now have a
choice and the government encourages them to exercise
that choice. The government's strategy has been
warmly welcomed by parents. Parents welcomed the
government's initiative that allowed them to find the
best setting for their children. A better distribution of
students has been achieved. Many students stayed in
mainstream schools, but some found that the security
and lower student-teacher ratios and the necessary
backup support services in special schools best met
their needs.
The government reviewed the disability funding and is
now spending more, not less, than the previous
government The government had to make budget cuts
when it first came into office because of the
overspending of the previous government in the area of
education. The previous government put the state in a
position where the debt was not sustainable, and the
incoming government decided to cut back in some
areas. Disability and impairment was one of the special
areas of need within the community and the education
system where the government decided there would be
no cuts.
There has been an increase in funding in this area every
year since the government came into office six years
ago. I am proud of the fact that the government is now
the highest per capita funding government in the world
in the area of disabilities and impairments.
Ms Davies interjected.
Mr ELDER - I am not going to take up the
interjection because the honourable member for
Gippsland West does not know what she is talking
about If she understood what she was talking about she
would know that what she just put to the house is not
correct. I am very pleased with what we are doing. The
government is omitting the term 'handicapped children'
because that term is no longer appropriate. It is outdated
and is not viewed by the community as a term that can
be appropriately used today. 'Students with disabilities
and impairments' is a more appropriate term and allows
for the wide range of students who fit within the
programs that we offer.

The government has brought choice back into the area.
It has confirmed that we live in a Christian community
and that education is about teaching school students
about different religious faiths. The government has
also determined in the bill that the people who
undertake that instruction must be adequately qualified
to do so.
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I commend the bill to the house. I am pleased that the
opposition supports it and that commonsense has once
again prevailed in the house.
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and the families. It must be remembered that both types
of school are necessary.

Mr Elder - The government allows choice.
Ms CAMPBELL (pascoe Vale) - I support the
bill, particularly the repeal of division 2 of part IV of
the Education Act The repeal of division 2 will impact
positively on students with a disability. The opposition
welcomes the term 'children with a disability' as
opposed to the term 'handicapped', which needs to be
removed from eveI)' piece of legislation in the state, not
just the Education Act. It is probably one of the few
times in the house where both sides agree.
It is important to recognise that people who have
disabilities need support to reach their full potential so
they are no longer regarded as being disabled. That is a
positive move in the community compared with the
situation at the time I was growing up when children
with disabilities were removed from the mainstream of
society and put into an environment that many thought
was appropriate. With today's social policy we know
there are better ways of dealing with people with
disabilities than those that operated in the 1960s and
1970s.

Social policy on both sides of politics is one of
inclusiveness for those with disabilities. During the
1960s and 1970s children were removed from the
mainstream schools and put into special schools. There
was a time when no type of education was offered to
children with disabilities and their families cared for
them as long as possible. There was no community
willingness through funding or social policy to support
their full development
I strongly encourage the government to increase
funding to match the rhetoric. While the honourable
member for Ripon states that the government proudly
holds to a strong financial commitment to students with
disabilities, I would go further and say that there would
be bipartisan support for any increase in funding, and
there should be an increase in funding for the children
who require integration support to reach their full
potential.
It is important to note that there will be an ongoing need
for special schools for children with disabilities who are
unable to participate in the normal state primary and
high school system. I attended the Christmas awards at
the Montague school in South Melbourne, and the point
that was made by some ~dents and a number of the
parents who spoke with me was that the special services
provided by schools like Montague, and in my
electorate the northern district branch of the Spastic
Society, were valued and met the needs of the children

Ms CAMPBELL - I will take up the inteIjection
from the honourable member for Ripon. The
government and the opposition support choice, but I
want to bring up a few examples where choice was
denied based on the inability of a student to receive
funding for an integration aide. The program for
students with disabilities and impairments receives
bipartisan support, but as stated by the honourable
member for Footscray, the shadow Minister for
Education, the inflexibility and coldness of the
guidelines are known to all members of Parliament and
certainly to our electorate officers. What is seen as the
inflexibility and coldness of the guidelines is often
based on the fact that there is not enough funding for
integration aides for children who need them. The
guidelines are broad enough to cover most children.
The students have to prove that they are a danger to
themselves or others or that they have severe emotional
difficulties or physical disabilities, including autism and
hearing impairments.

The guidelines are broad enough but a couple of
students from my electorate were missing out.
However, following strong advocacy from me and my
electorate officer, to whom I pay tribute in this regard,
one of those children has received an integration aide
and one has almost received assistance.
The first one I shall talk about is Anthony. He is a
lO-year-old grade 4 student who has repeated grade 4
because he was unable to cope. He was a borderline
student between the normal school system and a special
school. He had applied for an integration aide on a
couple of occasions and was unsuccessful. When I
spoke to his mother she was extremely worried because
her son had not attended school at all during the term.
The student had not been expelled but the school said
that it was unable to cope and would not follow up
when he was not attending school. He was becoming a
recluse and his parents were extremely worried.
Luckily for that family they met someone who was able
to advocate strongly on their behalf It has been made
clear to me that anyone who is not articulate, or strong
in the English language, does not have political
connections or does not know how the bureaucracy
works can be lost in the current system of programs for
students with disabilities and impairments.
In August I wrote to the minister outlining the fad that
Anthony had an attention deficit hyperactive disorder, a
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hearing impairment, an oppositional defiance disorder
(ODD), chronic asthma and allergies. Anthony had
threatened to commit suicide and it was not uncommon
to find him perched in a tree and refusing to come
down. His verbal skills became apparent once he
gained confidence. The family had unsuccessfully
sought an integration aide in 1996, 1997 and 1998. In
my letter I quoted what his mother had said:
My son - and other children like him - cannot afford to
miss out on an education. The longer he is home, the more he
is becoming a recluse. I, like other parents of children with
ADIID, are numb with fear for his safety, and exhausted from
fighting for what should be his right - an education.

I concluded my letter to the minister with the following
statement:
The Victorian community will ensure the Department of
Education and you as minister are not permitted the luxury of
over.;eeing a system which has been stripped of school
support services so that a grade 4 child is denied an education
because, in the absence of an integration aide, his local
schools have safety fears.

That is one case of many with which electorate officers
are familiar. Currently I am trying to get an integration
aide for a 15-year-old boy who left high school because
he could not cope. Now he is in year 8 at a community
school and is unable to cope. He has serious
behavioural problems and has been diagnosed with a
disability that should have been picked up years ago.

His mother wrote to me and said that his current
community school:
... has tried twice for an integration aide and he meets the
criteria ... My husband and I feel that we have done our best
to help Paul and I am very angry that he will not get the help
he desetves at school.

Paul is excluded from schools because they are unable
to cope with him. I suggest that if government decisions
are not based upon providing social justice for people
like Paul and Anthony then the government should be
supporting students who are in need of an integration
aide. It is more cost effective to provide the support
when they are students than, as Anthony's mother said,
picking up the pieces when they are in a psychiatric
hospital or in the prison system. She considers that a
better alternative because she is concerned that her son
will not make it into his 20s because of his problematic
behaviour.
Paul also has support from SKY Mental Health
Services for Kids and Youth. They outline clearly that
an integration aide is essential:
At primary school Paul was not seen as a problem child but
rather than acting out, he acted in (symptoms of depression,
anxiety and low self-esteem). His low cognitive abilities
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(overall borderline range) had been known for many years as
had his problems with peers.

They point out that:
Paul's behavioural disturbance is such that he now weekly
attends individual psychotherapy and group psychotherapy.

Paul has been ruled ineligible for an integration aide. I
shall be taking up that matter with the minister.
Members on both sides of the house realise that
education is about learning. Children with learning and
behavioural difficulties have as much right to learn as
those who are able-bodied and do not have emotional
and psychological disturbances.
I refer to the powers and independence of the proposed
review paneL It would be much stronger if it were
removed from ministerial power. It is important that the
panel be strong, independent and free from political
interference. Current funding arrangements make it
easier for those who have English as a first language
and are articulate, have political connections and know
how the bureaucracy works to access integration
support than for others.
Children who have speech difficulties also require
support. The May 1998 speech pathology statistics
prepared for the Woodlands cluster highlight how
important it is to have not only a program in place but
also adequate funding. The figures show that the case
load of the Woodlands cluster is extremely heavy. The
findings include:
Statistics indicate that one-third of the case load fall within the
severe language category ... Children with severe language,
severe phonology, language/phonology, severe
communication impairment and fluency disorders comprise
69 per cent of the case load. All of these children require
ongoing therapy, however it is impossible for all these
children to be seen (approximately 740 children across all the
case loads).

Concern is expressed about the percentage increases in
the case loads and the waiting lists for the area. It is
important to note that over the past couple of years prep
and year 1 students in the Woodlands cluster have
required speech therapy and speech pathology.
I support the bill in principle but the opposition is
concerned that state education is no longer free, secular
and compulsory.
Members of the opposition agree that children with
disabilities require integration support. We would
support any measures the government wishes to
introduce to increase the funding for those children
because the current funding, although loudly
proclaimed by the government as excellent, is
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considered by the families to be inadequate. At present
too many children are missing out on integration
support and therefore are missing out on an education.
Mr mOMPSON (Sandringham) - Within the
past 12 months or so a number of feature articles have
been published in the Herald Sun about the individuals,
events and activities that may have shaped the past
100 years. The individuals who played a pivotal role
may have included Roosevelt, Churchill and Einstein.
Events may have included the Second World War, the
fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the Iron
Curtain. Some of the famous inventions in the past
100 years may have been adjudged to include
Einstein's work on atomic energy, the development of
the atom bomb, the discovery of antibiotics, the
development of the microchip and, in more recent
times, the wider understanding of gene technology and
engineering. The microchip and scientific discoveries in
relation to genetic engineering will be of great
significance in the next 100 years.

If one went back to look at individuals who shaped the
past 1000 years one would find a list of scientists and
explorers, including Columbus, Da Vinci and Galileo.
Events of great significance in the past 1000 years
would include the invention of the printing press.
If one went back 2000 to 3000 years one would come
across philosophical influences that have shaped the
direction of society in those two or three millennia In
that wider context I address my remarks to the
Education (Amendment) Bill.

A great Victorian, Moira Kelly, spoke at a Rotary
conference in Melbourne last year. She may not be
widely recognised in Victoria these days, although she
received the Weary Dunlop award in her twenties and
was granted an audience with Her Majesty the Queen.
At age 19 that lass, who grew up in North Melbourne
and Carlton, worked in Calcutta, India, with Mother
Teresa She spent time working in Cape Town, then
went to New York where she worked with
AIDS-affected children in an orphanage. Later she went
to Romania where, under the auspices of the Catholic
Church and as a lay worker, she was given
responsibility for looking after an orphanage where, in
her words, she had occasion to nurse 20 to 30 children
who died in her arms as a result of their infection with
AIDS.
Moira Kelly went from Romania to Albania where her
project was to try to liaise with Western orthopaedic
surgeons to enable the transfer, for orthopaedic surgery,
from Albania to Boston in America and to Melbourne
of children who had lost limbs in landmine explosions.
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A former colleague of mine, Dr John Griffiths, had the
responsibility, in company with other surgeons, of
performing orthopaedic surgery on some of those
children in the Cabrini Hospital. Moira had a practical
outlook and her work was underpinned by a wide
philosophical view.
If one returned to the days ofWilliam Wilberforce - a
great British statesman who in 1807 oversaw the
abolition of the slave trade in England and later spent
time working with a group of friends referred to as the
Clapham sect - one would know about his work for
the emancipation of people subjected to slavery. About
a month after Wilberforce's death a significant part of
his lifelong work in the House of Commons and House
of Lords was acknowledged to have come to fiuition
with the passage oflegislation that emancipated slaves
in the British colonies.

Individuals such as those I have mentioned have had a
significant influence on society and have worked for
the common good Their work has been underpinned
by philosophical views. In Victoria the Education Act
of 1872 was underpinned by the principle that
education in this state would be secular, compulsory
and free. The absence oflevied fees or charges related
to a core group of subjects, but from the beginning
charges were levied for tuition in subjects like
languages and some extracurricular educational
activities.
From the outset of the establishment of the education
system the core program was free but certain charges
were levied. Education was secular in the context of
there being within the religions in operation in the early
days of Australia concerns regarding the proselytism or
work of parents who were concerned about the
influence of other religions on the lives of their
children. It was thought important that education be on
a secular basis.
That tradition has continued until today with the
exception that where parents were happy for their
children to receive religious instruction in a school, it
was felt they should have the opportunity to do so. That
was easily effected in a range of communities within
the state where there may have been predominantly
Christian adherents.
Today Australia is a multicultural and pluralist society
with a range of religious values and traditions. It is
appropriate that parents have the right to determine the
nature of the religious education to be received by their
children. Recently I have had occasion, as other
honourable members may have had, to represent the
government - or honourable members opposite, the
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opposition - at a range of multicultural gatherings.
One engagement was to attend a saint's day celebration
at the Romanian Orthodox Church. On another
occasion last year I was introduced to a man who had
suffered as a result ofhis religious beliefs. He had spent
about 16 years in a Romanian prison as a result of his
adherence to the Christian faith. Australians are
fortunate to have freedom of worship, expression,
movement and association. We must value such fine
traditions.
The immediate context of the bill arises from two
particular issues. The first relates to a procedural
widening of the Education Act to overcome
circumstances which arose at Malvern Primary School
when a pageant was held and a challenge that was
within the province of parents to issue revolved around
whether the conduct of a pageant involving several
classes of children was in accordance with the
Education Act. According to the best technical legal
advice available to the education department, section 23
of the act did not allow the bringing together of
different classes or grades during school hours for the
purpose of preparing for or conducting a pageant if the
pageant included an element of religious instruction.
In this case the local cleric had a role in giving some
religious tuition or a type of religious instruction.
Therefore, a dilemma arose as to whether a practical
program with the support of the majority of parents
could proceed or whether, as a result of the act simply
not authorising and empowering such an activity to take
place, it would not be able to occur. The government's
legal advice at the time was that that could not occur in
the absence of a specific amendment to the Education
Act.
The first issue relates to a minor clarification of the
ambit of the act to allow not only individual religious
instruction with the consent of parents but the bringing
together of classes for religious pageants, likewise with
the approval of parents. Should some parents of one
religious denomination be reluctant to expose their
children to religious instruction, they will be at liberty
to tell the school and their children will not be obliged
to attend those classes. The amendment will not
significantly influence one way or the other religious
instruction in schools.

An important aspect of the act is that people who take
religious instruction classes must be approved by both
the denominations to which they subscribe and the
Department of Education. Some fine people in my
electorate undertake religious instruction in local
primary schools. Roslyn Fox is actively involved in the
Uniting Church, Amnesty International and local
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community groups. Roslyn and people like her fulfil
valuable roles.
Peter Northwood, the past president of the Beaumaris
Primary SchooL plays an important role in the life of
his local community. A number of years ago a
significant proportion of the buildings at Beaumaris
Primary School were burnt down. Peter was a leader,
along with other members of the school council, in
working with the local community to re-establish the
school. Local clerics were also involved in ensuring
that the relocation of students and their eventual
transition to the new school buildings were carried out
with a minimum of inconvenience.
According to a press release dated 20 October 1998 the
proposal is opposed by the Australian Council of State
School Organisations. The president of ACSSO, Dr Ian
Morgan, who teaches at Hughes Primary School in the
Australian Capital Territory, says the amendments are
not necessary. However, to say the act does not require
amendment is to ignore the limitation that now prevents
different grades being brought together for religious
instruction. In addition, to say that the amendment is a
threat to the secular nature of government schools fails
to acknowledge that religious instruction is taught in
state schools with parental approval and that that
approval will continue to be required for pageants
involving religious instruction.
I will not comment on other aspects of the bill to the
same extent, other than to say that the act has been
updated to remove references to handicapped children.
It provides for an appeal process and a specialist panel
to assist the secretary to the department to review
funding applications for programs for students with
disabilities and impairments. I understand it will
comprise three persons drawn from a list of seven, each
of whom will be expert in a particular field of disability.
The area is one that most members of Parliament are
well acquainted with. Parents of children with
intellectual or psychiatric disabilities or behavioural
difficulties would have made representations to almost
all of the 88 members of this chamber seeking support
from the government to assist them as they endeavour
to look after their children. Given the available level of
government resources, I doubt that any honourable
member would disagree that assistance to those families
should be rendered to the optimum degree possible.
With those remarks, I am pleased to support the bill.
Ms KOSKY (Altona) - I am pleased to speak in
the debate on the Education (Amendment) Bill. I point
out that the opposition supports the bill, but it does so
with some reticence. The opposition is concerned with
two aspects of the bill, the first of which relates to the
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amendments to the Education Act that will facilitate the
holding of religious pageants, special events or
celebrations held in state schools in school time. The
second relates to the repeal of certain provisions
relating to special education in state schools.
I address my initial comments to the first aspect. Most
Australians celebrate Easter and Christmas, including
those of us who are not religious. I am not religious but
my family partakes in and enjoys celebrating those two
religious events. I recall happy memories of celebrating
Easter and Christmas with my family. They were very
much part of our culture and family tradition and
enabled the family to spend significant time together.
My children also look forward to celebrating certain
religious events, especially Easter and Christmas.
While they enjoy celebrating those events they are also
interested in their religious aspects.
In our multicultural community people celebrate many
events and festivals. They are also introduced into the
school curriculum and are celebrated by the children.
My children's child-care centre recently celebrated the
moon lantern festival, which is a Vietnamese
ceremony. Although it was not necessarily a religious
event, the children enjoyed celebrating as a group and
learning about another culture. The Vietnamese
children enjoyed sharing a significant part of their
culture with their non-Vietnamese friends. I am sure my
children will recall that celebration in the future.

Although many of these events may not be overly
religious when they are celebrated in schools, they
nevertheless commemorate some aspects of religion.
Children who are born into one religion can take part in
celebrations that involve other religions. Although the
focus may not be entirely on the religious event itself,
religion can often come into it. In my experience most
schools are sensitive to the various religious beliefs that
are held in both the school and the broader community.
They are sensitive to the fact that children come from
different religious backgrounds and ensure they feel
included in the school events. Schools make sure that
children from one religious background are not made to
feel different from children from any others.
Many religious events are used to bring children
together across classes as a means of celebrating
throughout the entire school. The bill addresses the
issue of having events celebrated throughout the school,
not just in individual classes.
It is vital that schools remain sensitive to the religious
beliefs of their students and their families and that when
different aspects of religion are celebrated by schools it
is done in such a way that the whole school can
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participate. As mentioned by the honourable member
for Footscray, key aspects of our state system include
the concepts of a secular, free and compulsory
education. Although the opposition supports the bill, it
is important to remember that schools should be secular
and that any activity based around any religion should
be voluntary for all children and sensitive to the
different religions represented in the school. It must not
seek to make any child feel excluded because of his or
her religious beliefs.
My experience with schools is that they are very careful
about the way they introduce multicultural events with
a religious aspect. The difficulty we face in this house
and in the broader community is that many events
celebrated by different cultural groups are linked to
religious beliefs. Christmas and Easter are examples of
this. Many families celebrate those events, yet most do
not go deeply into the religious beliefs behind them.
The events do, nevertheless, touch on belief, and it
would be disappointing if schools were not able to
participate in festivities of that kind
We need to ensure that we are sensitive to different
beliefs and that particular religions are not singled out
for celebration. So, for example, if we celebrate Easter
and Christmas we need also to celebrate events related
to other religions and religious views and to focus not
so much on the religion behind the event as on the
event itself. As I have said, however, that is hard to
achieve all the time.
On 4 February the Age published an interesting

editorial, of which I will read a small section:
A pluralist society such as ours demands more than freedom
of religion and freedom from state-imposed religion. It
requires respect for diversity, opportunity to exercise choice
and tolerance of different faiths. It would be wrong, for
example, for schoolchildren to be compelled to take part in
religious observances against their parents' wishes. The law
makes it clear that such participation must be voluntary.

That encapsulates what I have been saying. The bill
before the house is sensitive to the desire of families,
children and schools to celebrate these events and to the
fact that the state education system should not impose
particular religious beliefs or faiths.
The second aspect of the bill relates to disability. It
amends some outdated provisions relating to special
education in state schools. Previous provisions in the
act referred to handicapped children. It also imposed a
duty upon parents of children with a disability to notify
the minister in writing and to give the minister power to
direct a child to undertake special education.
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I am pleased to say that times have changed
dramatically. I would like to go back into history,
because the government is good at criticising the
former Labor government It does so day in and day out
and makes a meal out of it I acknowledge the fantastic
work done by a former Minister for Education, Robert
Fordham, who was ably assisted by a number of others,
including the former Premier, Joan Kirner, to change
the education of disabled children. They were
earth-shattering changes, and although the government
is reluctant to show any appreciation or support for the
achievements of the previous Labor government, it has
made no changes to the integration of disabled children
and still supports that philosophy.
It is an important philosophy for not only the
integration of disabled children but also the integration
of normal children, who learn that disability is not
something to be shunned or excluded but something to
be supported and assisted by the community. When the
Labor government introduced the integration of
disabled children it acknowledged that resources were
needed. Many parents have taken the opportunity of
introducing their disabled children into mainstream
schools and using the resources to assist that
integration.

In my experience of working with parents of disabled
children I found that many parents who previously
enrolled their children in special schools were not
comfortable about their children attending those
schools. They were also concerned that their children
would be isolated without the necessary resources for
integration. Sadly, some children should not have been
in special schools - -
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school on the basis of what best suits the needs of the
child.
It is disappointing that there are inadequate resources
for the integration of disabled children. Most
honourable members would have received
representations from constituents who are extremely
concerned about the prospect of having their disabled
children attend mainstream schools without the
resources necessary for their children to feel part of the
school and gain the most from the learning
environment The honourable member for Pascoe Vale
has touched upon that issue.

The changes to the act acknowledge that the choice to
integrate disabled children is the way to proceed. The
bill acknowledges, although silently, the fantastic work
done by the previous Labor government to integrate
disabled children into mainstream schools. Victoria was
a world leader. Not only did other schools around
Australia pick up the work done by Victoria to integrate
disabled children into mainstream schools, it was
picked up worldwide.
It is disappointing that the government cannot
acknowledge that fantastic work and always has to be
negative about major changes put into place by the
previous Labor government The implementation of
that policy was not done without a great deal of
perseverance and criticism from some sections of the
community and members of the then opposition who
are now in government However, the Labor
government persevered with the changes and time has
shown that it was the right way to proceed

Ms KOSKY - Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker. It is
disappointing that honourable members are not
listening to a debate on the important issue of disabled
children.

Changes to the act have ensured that it is now up to
date. I am interested to note that discussion is taking
place about the appointment of a panel of experts - I
wonder when the word 'experts' is used, particularly by
this government. It will be interesting to see who is
appointed to that panel to ensure that the terrific work
previously done to integrate disabled children into
mainstream schools continues. Additional resources
need to be attached to the program to ensure that we do
not have just words in an act about integration but that
integration happens right across the board so that all
parents and children can have choices.

The particular child I was referring to should not have
been in a special school but was directed that way
because at that stage the mainstream schooling system
was not keen to take a child who may have needed
additional resources to survive in that system. I am
please.:t to say that under the current system of
integration of disabled children families can now
choose between a special school or a mainstream

In conclusion, I am happy to support the bill, which
includes provisions to facilitate the holding of religious
pageants and other special events in state schools
during school hours. Although there are concerns about
state schools not being overly religious, it is an
appropriate move, and I am confident schools will deal
with the matter in a sensitive way. As I said, it needs to
be done on a voluntary basis and in an inclusive way

Honourable members interjecting.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) - Order!
There is too much audible conversation in the chamber
and it is difficult for Hansard to hear. I ask honourable
members to lower their voices or leave the chamber.
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that is sensitive to and acknowledges all religions
represented in the school.

physical surroundings, its class sizes? A whole range of
opportunities need to be looked at in each case.

The second provision relating to special education in
state schools is timely, and I hope the government will
continue to provide the necessary resources to ensure
integration becomes an absolute reality in state schools
and not, as it is at the moment, an opportunity that is
not adequately resourced.

Once a decision has been made and the right setting has
been chosen for the child an ongoing support program
needs to be put in train so that right through the child's
schooling the appropriate help and support is provided
to the child, to the school and especially to the teachers
so that they can best meet the needs of the child.

Mr DIXON (Dromana) - I too support the bill,
especially clauses 5 to 8, which deal with repealing the
provisions that refer to children as being handicapped.
The current program offered by the government for
children with disabilities and impairments through the
Department of Education is excellent, and the
government is committed to providing the highest
quality educational opportunities for children with
disabilities and impairments. It recognises that the
neighbourhood school- whether it be a regular school
or a special school- is the first place, and in most
cases the best place, to provide excellent educational
opportunities.

There are children with various degrees of disabilities
and impairment problems in our schools. We have a
number of excellent programs for children who have
minor impairments and disabilities. They start with
early intervention programs such as Reading Recovery
and Keys to Life, and later the Making a Difference
program helps children at the critical early stage that
can make a real difference to their future learning.

The initial part of the program recognises that when a
child reaches the age to start school the parents need to
learn what options are available to provide the best
program and opportunities for their child The
government provides in the education system a number
of options from which parents can choose, ranging
from integration into a regular school to attending a
special school, which may best suit a particular child In
some cases a mix of the two is best for the child,
especially where the child might have a profound
disability or impairment, in which case the ordinary
classroom setting for five days a week can be too much
of a challenge for the child and also involve a higher
level of intervention than the classroom teacher and
integration aides can provide. Attending a special
school for two or three days a week can provide the
specialist skills and the ratios of specialist staff that will
enable the child to learn at the rate that is appropriate to
enable him or her to pick up the skills the child needs to
contnbute something to society and to gain some
enjoyment from his or her education.
It is also important that the program chosen for the
child is based on that individual child - not purely on
a disability - because every child is different, no
matter what their impairment. Children with the same
impairment can have different needs because there are
degrees of impairment, and often the impairment or
disability is not alone - the child has a number of
impairments. Programs have to be looked at very
carefully and a series of questions need to be
answered - what has the school got in tenns of its

A number of other resource services are a\ ai !able to
ordinary schools, including visiting teachers for the
deaf and for children with visual impainnents. guidance
officers and social workers. All those programs. visiting
teachers and specialists are there to suppon the
classroom teacher and schools for children with lesser
disabilities. Approximately 2.2 per cent of children
require greater intervention. These children are picked
up in the program for children with disabilities and
impairments. In most cases a disability or Impaument is
recognised well before the child actua)I~' starts
school- the initial committee has sat and worked out
what is best for the child so that the child can begin
primary school with a flying start.
Some children suffer illness that comes uIXm them
suddenly or are injured in an accident 50 that dunng
their school lives they may require hec)\~ mtenention.
The program offered to children these da~ ~ can be
provided for these children, whether the: be lD grade 2,
grade 6 or year 10. The ongoing nature of the
committee that is there to look after and support the
child throughout his or her school y~ IS vcry
important. Representation on that commmce IS also
important. Children are obviously represented by their
parents, who may have someone to work with them and
who can act on their behalf, and the cornnllttee includes
the classroom teacher and the principal or nominee of
the principal, and in some cases the studen t can have
some say about his or her needs in that stud~t' s own
educational setting. That is marvellous.
The work of the group is to first of all understand the
student and then to set the goals applicable to that
student, because those goals are individual. Progress is
planned around that through. the speciahsts ill the
school, the classroom teacher and visltmg services.

ADJOURNMENT
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Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The SPEAKER - Order! The time appointed
under sessional orders for me to interrupt the business
of the house has now arrived.

Distance Education Centre
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Education. I ask that
he investigate the role of a working party that is
working under his auspices on the future of the
Distance Education Centre and the distance component
of the Victorian School of Languages. Will the minister
issue a definitive statement about whether those
institutions are to be privatised?
From documents seen by the opposition it is clear that
the content development and course delivery of the
operations will be tendered out as from next year. An
article published in the Age of 16 October stated that a
proposal was only one option, but it was the only option
being looked at by the working party. This is not a
private sector commercial activity or a profit-making
activity but a classic access program. particularly for
country students and multicultural communities. It is
the type of activity that should have government
participation.
Many people feared that the misguided Schools of the
Third Millennium program would see the privatisation
of the school system, and in this case one of the largest
government schools is to be tendered out next year. The
school is currently funded by a school global budget,
but the working party is planning for that income to be
sought through commercial partners, sponsors and
course delivery - it is planning to make it a
fee-for-service school.
The minister must come clean. Will rural and ethnic
communities be the first unfortunate victims of the
privatisation of the Victorian government school
system? Will the minister clarify the issue and make a
definitive statement to the house?

Under-age smoking
Mr LUPfON (Knox) - I raise a matter for the
Minister for Health in another place through the
Minister for Youth and Community Services. I draw
the minister's attention to the fact that smoking is
allowed at functions attended by under-age children.
Although the owners of the premises lock their
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cigarette-vending machines it is common for people
attending the functions to smoke.
Several parents have expressed concerns about their
children attending such functions, and although
smoking is not encouraged it is certainly not stopped. It
is illegal for people under the age of 18 to purchase
cigarettes, yet nothing is done about smoking at
under-age functions.
I refer to a pamphlet entitled It's the Law, which is put
out by Philip Morris, Rothmans of Pall Mall and
W. D. and H. O. Wills and which indicates that the
legal smoking age in Victoria is 18. How can
organisations allow smoking at under-age functions
when the legal smoking age in Victoria is 18 and the
government is endeavouring to stop the sale of
cigarettes to people under 18 years of age?
I understand that many proprietors of the organisations
in question are concerned with the loss of custom
because some of the children would not want to attend
if they could not smoke. However, I believe the
government has a wider responsibility to the
community in general and to children in particular. If it
is illegal for children under 18 to purchase cigarettes
and smoke we should be doing our best to stop
smoking in under-age facilities.
As a member of the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee I understand that tobacco is one of the
biggest drug problems, yet as a government we are not
doing anything to police and stop under-age smoking at
the venues in question.

Child care: regulations
Ms CAMPBELL (pascoe Vale) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Youth and Community
Services a request to amend the Children's Services
Regulations, particularly the requirement that
volunteers on committees of management of preschools
and community child-care centres provide financial and
health statements. These are intrusive and intimidatory
requirements that do nothing to improve the care and
education of children.

I ask that the minister provide free training on the
regulations to the newly elected committees of
management for the next academic year. It is easier to
be a director of BHP or a member of Parliament than it
is to be a volunteer on a committee of management in
this state's preschools and community child-care
facilities because of the ludicrous introduction of
inappropriate requirements under the new regulations.
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I received a letter from Ann KeUy, president of the
Woady Yaloak Kindergarten, and her secretary,
Michelle Armstrong, supported by Monica Wain, the
directress. They point out that around their kindergarten
and the surrounding Ballarat area huge difficulties are
soon to be faced by committees of management that are
unable to find people willing to serve as volunteers for
next year. Why would anybody want to fill in the
declarations that are required by the new regulations?
As was indicated earlier today, the opposition supports
the removal of any people from our preschools who are
likely to be paedophiles, but it does not support the
requirement in declaration 2 of the health regulations. It
requires people to sign a form stating that they have not
suffered and do not currently suffer from any mental or
physical condition that may impair their ability to
exercise control over the operation of a children's
service. I have been told that if you are sane at the
beginning of your year on a committee of management,
you are certainly not by the end of it.

Declaration 3 requires people to state that they have not
been declared bankrupt and have not been the secretary,
director or public officer of a company that has been
placed under a receiver or official manager. lbat is not
relevant to the duties one would be required to perform
on a committee of management.

East Burwood brickworks site
Mr COLEMAN (Bennettswood) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government, and in his absence the minister at the
table, the brickworks in Middleborough Road, East
Burwood The property was bought by Reddings some
time ago for potential development which did not
proceed. In the interim the buildings on the site have
become derelict and now represent a danger to
surrounding households. On the north side of one
building is the Yooralla kindergarten where recently
people locked themselves in of an evening because of
damage that was being done to the buildings.

Now the front brick fence has been pushed over and the
site has been opened up to anybody who wishes to enter
a large area of some 50 acres. The two administrative
buildings on the site had a substantial amount of glass
in them. That glass has now been pushed out along with
the remaining furniture that was left in the building. I
seek the minister's intervention with the City of
Whitehorse to determine whether the buildings can be
declared derelict and the process of clearing the site can
begin.
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Some two months ago I led a deputation to Reddings in
an effort to have the buildings sealed Some shutters
were put on one of the buildings. The rear
administrative building has been left untouched and still
presents a danger to people in the area. Reddings gave
an undertaking to the deputation that it would do certain
works which to date have not been done. On the basis
that the risk is continuing, I seek from the minister
access to a process that will remove the current
potential for danger. Clearing the site would remove not
only the possibility of danger to the public but also the
graffiti and other unsavoury defacements to a large site
that are particularly offensive to the residents of the
surrounding area.

Preschools: funding
Ms DAVIES (Gippsland West) - I ask the Minister
for Youth and Community Services to set aside his past
somewhat political attitude, consider the genuine
desperation of our kindergarten committees and provide
those overstretched committees with funds for extra
administrative support. A series of letters has flowed
between my office and that of the minister. I am very
much aware of how many dollars he believes he has put
into the system. I am also aware that they do not meet
the needs of those people.

Now that the minister has set very complex tasks for
the committees it is getting much harder to find
volunteers willing and able to fulfil the extra duties. I
quote from a letter written by a genuine and
overstressed parent who is a member of a kindergarten
committee:
... it is an enonnous task for transit volunteers to be running a
business with a tumoverofS163 886. We were busy people
before the kinder year started. It is not what it was five years
ago ... You expect a group of people who have usually never
met to get on - to function as a team - to be competentto wear enormous responsibility - to have the time - also
not to get depressed by the system. Housewives must be the
most ununited, unvoiced group in the state and are giving,
giving, giving all the time, and never paid for it

Today the minister had a meeting with a genuinely
concerned representative from a Wonthaggi
kindergarten. The woman is definitely not politically
motivated. Next week I will table a petition with more
than 5000 signatures of similarly genuine, concerned
and overstretched parents. The minister has an ideal
opportunity to make an announcement at next week's
launch of Treasure Kindergarten Day. I ask the minister
to treasure the efforts of many overstressed, very
concerned kindergarten committee members and
provide them with some funds for extra administrative
support.
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PreschooIs: Horsham
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Youth and Community
Services a matter concerning five kindergartens in the
City of Horsham: Bennett Road Kindergarten, Felstead
Avenue Kindergarten, Natimuk Park Kindergarten,
Mark Road Kindergarten, Roberts Avenue
Kindergarten and Roberts Street Kindergarten, all of
which have raised matters with me and, as I understand
it, with the minister.

Mr Elder inteIjected.
Mr BRACKS - The honourable member for
Ripon asks why they are coming to me. I welcome the
inteJ.jection. The answer is they are coming to me
because the honourable member for Wimmera is
preoccupied; he has other things on his plate.
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr BRACKS - The opposition wants to know
what the honourable member for Ripon has against the
honourable member for Wimmera, and why he is
interjecting.
I raise on behalf of the kindergartens their concerns
about regulation 98 of the Children's Services
Regulations, which requires that voluntary committee
members of kindergartens sit a 2-hour test to examine
their knowledge of regulations. I raise also their
concerns about other new requirements, including
undergoing police checks and proof-of-identity checks
and making declarations about their fmancial,
conviction and charges backgrounds, when in some
cases volunteer kindergarten committee members may
spend only one year involved with kindergartens.
Will the minister provide a report on the workability of
the new arrangements, the monitoring processes in
place to assess the drop-ofI of volunteers, and the
impact on volunteers of running kindergartens in their
own time, when many of them, particularly in country
Victoria, have other significant work and personal
commitments?
The changes were introduced with insufficient planning
and foresight. The minister's department has not
provided proper training, support or explanation for the
introduction of the arrangements. As a result volunteers
have not only the onerous task of having to subject
themselves to the new requirements but often they are
also out of pocket because of the burden of providing
the requisite information and proof of identity.
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If the minister wants to retain the many volunteers
around the state who are running kindergartens in their
own time, he should report to the house on the effects
of the new regulations on volunteers so that we can be
assured that their capacity to run kindergartens in the
future will not be reduced

Echuca: speech pathology services
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I refer the Minister
for Health in another place to the need for the provision
of additional speech pathology services at an Echuca
regional health centre.
Speech disabilities are a major problem. One in seven
Australians - that is, 2.7 million - require speech
pathology assistance and Victoria's figures can be
extrapolated from that. Communication disabilities
affect a large number of children from all
socioeconomic backgrounds. Children with normal IQs
can have developmental problems, and a significant
number of children in Victoria suffer from such
problems. Most communication problems experienced
by children are not in articulation of speech, such as
stammering, stuttering or mispronouncing words, but
rather they experience severe problems in various
aspects of schooling.
If the problems are not dealt with at an early stage,
speech defects can develop and cause misery later in
life. All honourable members will have seen examples
of that. It is most important that defects be dealt with at
an early age. Early intervention is clearly the best
remedy, because it is far more difficult to treat children
who have had to wait. 1bat is the macro scene.
In a letter to me Karen Hagan, the team leader of

Housing, Youth, Family and Children's Services with
the Shire of Campaspe, states:
After much discussion at a recent Campaspe cluster teachers
meeting of the Shire of Campaspe, concerns have been raised

that a strong need for speech therapy for preschool-aged
children is not being met.

The other two local members, Mr Baxter and
Mrs Powell, and I met with the sole speech pathologist
in Echuca and representatives of parents and teachers.
There is no doubt that Echuca has an unmet need, with
21 preschool children currently unable to access speech
pathology services. Will the minister urgently consider
what he can do to provide additional resources for
speech pathology services within the Shire of
Campaspe?

ADJOURNMENT
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Ran: Lalor crossing
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - The matter I
raise for the attention of the Minister for Transport or, if
he tails to come into the house, the minister at the table,

the Minister for Conservation and Land Management,
relates to correspondence that was entered into between
my electorate office and the Public Transport
Corporation more than 12 months ago, on
22 September 1997. I would like the minister to
investigate his response to that letter.
My electorate office wrote to the Public Transport
Corporation reporting complaints from constituents
about the condition of a level crossing adjacent to the
Lalor railway station and pointing out that the breaking
up of the road surface caused difficulties for motorists
who have to cross that busy level crossing in Lalor,
which the railway line divides in half A letter from the
minister responding to my letter says:
The PTC has advised that the level crossing at Lalor station
has been inspected. The crossing has been listed on the PTC's
priority list for upgrading and work is scheduled to be earned
out for May-July next year.

That is, May to July 1998. It is now the end of October,
and nothing has happened. I ask the minister to explain
why the PTC asked him to respond to my letter and
why it has tailed to carry out the necessary works and
upgrades that, according to the minister, were on the
priority list.
It is an important level crossing. It is a small capital
works project, but is important for the people ofLalor.
We expected the PTC to have lived up to the minister's
promise. It has not done so.

One need only look at the budget outcome statement of
1997-98 to realise that the PTC was in trouble in that
financial year. It had to ask the Treasurer for an
additional $3.4. million to pay for the privatisation
expenses; $3.8 million to pay Onelink above and
beyond its contract arrangements for that financial year;
$4.5 million to pay workers who had been sacked as a
result of the privatisation of the bus network; and
$2.3 million to get rid of tram conductors.
One can see that there has been a whole set of
misplaced priorities - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

ALP: Mordialloc signs
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - The matter I raise for
the minister at the table, the Minister for Conservation
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and Land Management, to direct to the Minister for
Transport concerns the illegal placement of signs on
Vicroads property.
On election day at least one of the signs was placed on
the corner of White Street and Nepean Highway,
Mordialloc, so that a pedestrian could not push the
button to get across the highway. The unauthorised
signs were placed there by the Labor Party advertising
the fact that the federal member for Isaacs, Mr Greg
Wilton, was available at the citizens ad\ice bureau
building in Mentone.
My understanding is that the honourable member for
lsaacs has broken two laws, and I seek the minister's
response about whether the member should be
prosecuted. Firstly, interfering with traffic controls
attracts a $600 fine per item; secondly, puning an
advertising display on a road without the pennission of
the authority attracts a $200 fine. According to my
mathematics, which is a bit better than that of Labor
Party members, that amounts to $800, and $800 and
$800 amounts to $1600, which is the flOe the labor
member for Isaacs would have to pay for the placement
of the signs on federal polling day.
An honourable member for Higinbotham Pro\inee in
another place, Or John Ross, and I took colour
photographs of the signs, which I am sure Labor
members will be delighted to look at lat~. I assure the
house we did not touch the signs; in fact. onc of the
signs made it almost impossible to push the bunon to
get across Nepean Highway_
An honourable member inteIjected

Mr LEIGH - You would be killed croSStn2 the
road; that is the problem with all of this The federal
member for Isaacs advises that he is available at the
CAB building in Florence Street, Mentone. so he has
involved the citizens advice bureau in all thiS. We have

complained about the illegal activities of this character
before, but he continues to break the la\\ . On the day
we rang Vicroads on its toll-free number. but ob\iously
Mr Wilton was involved in a lot of these activities and
no-one could get through.
Ifwe are to treat the matter seriously, thiS member of
the federal Parliament who is breaking \ 'Ictorian laws
should be prosecuted. Or Ross, an honour.lble member
for Higinbotham Province in another place. and I are
prepared to testify in court that he did it. We have
photographs, negatives and the lot on what thiS
gentleman did I believe it was an illegal advertisement.
I seek a response from the minister - -
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Oriel Road, Heidelberg West
Mr LANGOON (Ivanhoe) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Transport, who is the
representative of the Mmister for Roads and Ports in
this house, and the Mmister for Housing. It concerns
161 Oriel Road, West Heidelberg, which is currently
the subject of a town planning permit under the
auspices of the Minister for Housing for the
construction of some public housing units. The land is
also part of a road reservation under the auspices of the
Minister for Roads and Ports to enable a deviation of
Oriel Road near Bell Street.

I have written to the Mmister for Roads and Ports about
obtaining funds for the road deviation. Each time the
minister has written back saying the matter has been
considered but that it will not happen this year, and so
on. When the permit application went before the
Banyule City Council earlier this year I wrote to both
the Minister for Roads and Ports and the Mmister for
Housing, informing them of the existence of a letter to
the other minister and saying the land was subject to
both an application for housing development and a road
reservation.
The Minister for Roads and Ports wrote to me on
21 September, saying:
I am advised that both Vicroads and the BanyuJe City Council
continue to support the proposed Oriel Road deviation. It is
therefore necessary to retain the road reservation to enable the
project to proceed.

The Minister for Housing wrote to me on 29 September
on the same issue, and said:
I am advised, however, that due to council's failure to
proceed with the proposed road deviation works, and its
apparent uncertainty with future timing and funding, the
Office of Housing is now seeking fonnal direction through
the plarming pennit process. It seeks to clarify its own right to
develop or, conversely, whether it will receive compensation
from the City of Banyule.

The Minister for Roads and Ports says it will be a road
deviation and the Minister for Housing says she wants
to put houses on it. They appear not to be talking to
each other about this issue. The plans for the deviation
of Oriel Road are important. I ask the Mmister for
Housing to investigate the matter and to cooperate with
the Minister for Roads and Ports to solve the problem
so that the community does not receive conflicting
opinions in letters from two different ministers on the
same issue.
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Wodonga: rural development office
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I raise with
the Minister for Rural Development the loss of the
Wodonga regional office. It is ironic that the Rural City
ofWodonga, which I believe is the greatest city in
Victoria, has lost its regional office. Of all areas of the
state, where do we need one the most? In Wodonga!
Albury-Wodonga is one of the greatest regional centres
in Australia, and Victoria needs that regional office.

I ask the minister to review the decision and to reinstate
the Wodonga regional office. The minister should look
closely at Wangaratta, which is probably half the size of
Wodonga but which has a regional office. It would be
far better to have that office in Wodonga

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Responses
Dr NAPfHINE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) - The honourable member for
Knox raised for the attention of the Minister for Health
concerns about smoking at under-age events. I share the
honourable member's concern and the concern of
parents across Victoria about the matter. I am advised
the Quit program has also had a number of complaints
about under-age events where smoking has been
allowed. These are entertainment events run
specifically for people under the age of 18 where the
organisers have allowed smoking. It is absolutely and
utterly unacceptable. The Minister for Health and
Vichealth and its Quit program would agree with me, as
would most responsible parents.
I assure the honourable member for Knox that the
programs run by and under the auspices of the
Victorian government are smoke free, particularly
under-age events. The Victorian government puts
considerable resources into the Freeza program to
provide high-quality entertainment for people aged
between 14 and 18. The events are run regularly at
45 venues across Victoria. They involve young people
and promote the Victorian music industry by using
Victorian bands. All Freeza events are drug and alcohol
and tobacco and smoke free. Parents can have every
confidence that children who attend Freeza events will
be in a smoke-free environment, that they will not have
to inhale second-hand smoke and that asthmatic
children will not be put at risk.
The Freeza program is enormously successful. In the
past 12 months more than 200 000 young Victorians
have regularly attended Freeza events. Such events held
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in country Victoria regularly attract 300 to 400 young
people. In the metropolitan area Freeza events regularly
attract 800 to 1500 young people, and they have a very
good time in a smoke-free, drug-free and alcohol-free
environment. Similarly, the Blue Light discos are
smoke free. I suggest to the honourable member for
Knox that organisers of under-age events should ensure
that those events are drug, alcohol and smoke free.
People under the age of 18 are not legally allowed to
buy cigarettes in Victoria Cigarettes are a major cause
of ill health and premature death and every effort
should be made to ensure that young people are not
encouraged, supported or in any way involved in
cigarette smoking. The government has taken a lead
role in providing smoke-free entertainment. The former
Minister for Health led Victoria by introducing
legislation to ensure that people under the age of 18
could not legally purchase cigarettes.
The honourable member for Knox has raised a very
important issue. I will pass it on to the Minister for
Health. The government will redouble its efforts to put
pressure on people who operate under-age
entertainment events to ensure those events are smoke
free. The government has no direct powers with respect
to private operators, but it can apply moral pressure to
make sure such events are smoke free in the interests of
the health and safety of young people. I assure you,
Mr Speaker, and the honourable member for Knox, that
any government-funded events provided via the Freeza
and Blue Light disco programs will be strictly enforced
as tobacco-free events.
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale raised with
me issues concerning the Children's Services
Regulations. She raised with me two specific issues
concerning the requirements for financial and health
statements from operators of children's services. The
Children's Services Act and regulations have wide
support in the children's seMces industry - child-care
centres and kindergartens - across the state.
The clear purpose of the legislation is to provide a
legislative framework for ensuring the proper health
and safety of children who attend those services and
reassure parents who leave their children at child-care
centres or kindergartens that their children are being
provided with proper care and education in a safe and
secure environment and have access to
developmentally appropriate programs run by people
who are appropriately qualified.
As an integral part of that program it is important that
the people who manage and run children's services are
fit and proper people, so that parents who leave their
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children in the care of the operators of children's
services can be assured that the children are safe and
secure in that environment It is essential that
appropriate checks are made on the people who run
these services to ensure that parents have absolute
confidence in that regard
The issue for community-based committees of
management as opposed to individual private operators
of services has been raised. I have advised the
community and the industry that I am looking further at
whether there are more appropriate ways to ensure that
the operators of community-based kindergarten and
child-care services are fit and proper than simply
applying the same tests that apply to privately run
child-care centres. The matter is being examined by the
Department of Human Services at the moment. I am
sure the honourable member for Pascoe Vale
appreciates that response.
The honourable member for Gippsland West asked
about kindergartens. The honourable member can be
assured that the kindergarten program is important to
the government. The government is proud of its record
of achievement in the delivery of kindergarten services.
In both 1997 and 1998 there have been record levels of
participation. In 1998, 93 per cent of eligible children
attend kindergarten in Victoria That is the highest level
on record It is higher than the levels of participation
under the previous Labor government and the highest
of any state or territory. It vindicates the government's
belief that Victorian parents working together with this
government are able to deliver high quality
kindergarten services to Victorian children.
I advise the honourable member for Gippsland West
that my recollection is that since 1994 funding for
kindergarten services has increased by 16 per cent. In
this year alone funding for kindergarten services
increased by 4 per cent. Assistance to people with
health care cards was increased by about 12.5 or 13 per
cent to help them gain access to kindergarten services.
I recognise the important role of voluntary committees
of management in the kindergarten program. They are
the backbone of the kindergarten system. We appreciate
their work and their efforts. They are integral to the
provision of high quality kindergarten services. We will
continue to support them through the funding we
provide for children, the services we provide through
kindergartens and the payroll assistance we provide to
kindergarten committees. We will continue to support
them with the children's services officers who are
available to advise kindergarten committees across the
length and breadth of the state.
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In answer to the honourable member for Gippsland
West, yesterday I met with a representative from one of
her local kindergartens, Ms Lee Sorti, who was
introduced to me by the very hardworking member for
that area, the Honourable Ken Smith. We had a very
amicable and fiuitful discussion about kindergarten
funding and services in the Wonthaggi area. I had the
pleasure of enjoying one or two slices of the chocolate
cake Ms Sorti brought me as part of that representation.

Ms Campbell interjected.

Dr NAYfHINE - In response to the interjection of
the honourable member for Pascoe Vale, I did accept it
as a gift and perhaps should declare it here and now.

The honourable member for Williamstown raised
another issue with regard to five kindergartens in
Horsham. I advise the honourable member that the
hardworking and very good local member for that area,
the honourable member for Wimmera, who is also the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, arranged
for me to have a meeting with representatives from the
Horsham kindergarten on 15 October. I had
considerable discussions about the Children's Services
Regulations with the representatives of the Horsham
kindergarten in the minister's Horsham office, which
obviously has not been conveyed to the honourable
member for Williamstown. It was a fruitful and positive
discussion.
The honourable member for Williamstown raised the
issue of operators of kindergartens or children's
services being required to sit tests. That issue has been
dealt with some months ago; there is no such
requirement. The honourable member for
Williamstown is well and truly out of date and is not in
touch with what is happening in the kindergarten world
The honourable member for Rodney, another
wonderful and hardworking local member, raised with
me as the representative of the Minister for Health the
need for speech pathology services through the Echuca
regional health centre. I agree that speech pathology
services are very important in the delivery of health
services in a range of areas, particularly for young
children in an early intervention capacity, children with
disabilities, children with developmental delay and
children who have otherwise normal development but
delayed speech development. It is important to provide
speech pathology as early as possible for those children
so that their education can progress. Similarly speech
pathology is important for people who have had a
stroke or some other brain injury that requires
intervention in their speech and communication skills.
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I am sure the Minister for Health will examine the issue
raised by the honourable member for Rodney to see
whether there are opportunities to expand the speech
pathology services in the Echuca region through the
regional health centre. I will pass the matter on to the
Minister for Health and he will respond in due course.

Mn TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and Land
Management) - The honourable member for
Footscray raised for the attention of the Minister for
Education the review of distance education. Earlier in
the week on radio and in the press the honourable
member suggested that the review was an effort to
privatise education. It was one of those long bows
drawn on a tota1lack of information and factual
material. The current review of distance education
began this year - that is, in 1998. It was set up to
examine current distance education provision in
Victoria and recommendations for future provision are
intended to be made by December this year.
A key objective of the review has been to ensure
enhanced learning opportunities and experiences for
students and a proposed new model for enhanced
distance education provision is currently being
considered. Establishment of the Victorian interactive
learning network will ensure that Victoria remains a
world leader in using learning technologies for the
education of students. Students and teachers will benefit
from high-quality, world-class curriculum materials and
resources and participation in an expanding global
information network.
Victoria is able to provide that new model of distance
education because of the effort that has been made
since the Kennett government came to office in
providing technology, computer education and
equipment to students. The Distance Education Centre,
Victoria and the Victorian School of Languages will
continue their current operation in 1999. All students
currently provided with distance education will be
guaranteed continuing provision. As I said, again the
honourable member for Footscray has raised a matter
based on a lack of facts. Tomorrow he should read
Hansard to get clear his facts about the review of
distance education and its objective.
The honourable member for Bennettswood raised for
the attention of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government the old Reddings brickworks buildings
built some years ago in Middleborough Road,
Burwood The buildings have obviously not been used
for many years and are now in a dangerous derelict
condition and glass windows have been broken through
vandalism. There is a kindergarten next door and the
site has open access. The honourable member is rightly
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concerned about the safety of those entering or going
near the buildings.
The honourable member asked the Minister for
Planning and Local Government to consider what
action can be taken to have the buildings either repaired
or cleared from the land. They should probably be
knocked down and removed because they present a
danger to neighbours and anyone using or going near
the site, particularly the children in the nearby
kindergarten. I will bring that matter to the attention of
the minister and ask that he address the concern of the
honourable member who so ably looks after the
interests of his constituents.
The honourable member for Thomastown raised for the
attention of the Minister for Transport correspondence
dated September 1997 between him and the Public
Transport Corporation about the level crossing near the
Lalor railway station. In its reply to the honourable
member the PTC indicated it had inspected the crossing
and considered its upgrade to be at a priority level. It
indicated that that crossing could be addressed in the
May to July period this year.

Mr Batchelor - Would be addressed.
Mrs TEHAN - I will bring that to the attention of
the minister who, no doubt, will consider the matter and
write to the honourable member for Thomastown. I am
sure the minister will do his best to address the matter.
The honourable member for Mordialloc raised the most
interesting of the adjournment matters tonight. He
brought to the attention of the house a photograph of a
billboard erected by Greg Wilton, the federal member
for Isaacs, notifying the time and place where the
federal member would be available. The comments of
the honourable member for Mordialloc tonight and the
photographs he produced clearly reveal that the
billboard has been erected on a median strip and the
advertisement was stuck across the button used to
activate the lights at a pedestrian crossing on the busy
Nepean Highway. Not only was it probably illegal for a
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billboard to be put on the median strip but it is totally
unsafe and irresponsible for anybody, let alone a federal
member of Parliament, to prevent pedestrians using the
normal safe pedestrian crossing. Citizens need to press
that button to cross the highway.
The honourable member for Mordialloc has sought to
have those billboards removed. He says they are there
not only during election campaigns but also throughout
the year. The photographs speak for themselves. I am
sure the Minister for Roads and Ports in the other place
would acknowledge that the advertisement prevents
people pressing the pedestrian crossing button. I am
sure he will examine that situation, and if the fines the
honourable member for Mordialloc suggested are
applicable, the erection or placement of the signage
could prove to have been an expensive exercise.
Pedestrians on the Nepean Highway will be better
served if the signs are removed.
The honourable member for lvanhoe raised a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Housing and the
Minister for Roads and Ports in the other place. He
referred to two pieces of correspondence he received in
September about Oriel Road in his electorate. The
matter raised is legitimate. I will ask that the ministers
examine what should happen there, whether housing
should be erected or the roadworks be commenced.
Certainly, there seems to be a conflict.
The honourable member for Benambra raised for the
attention of the Minister for Rural Development the fact
that the regional office in Wodonga, an area so ably
represented by the honourable member, has been
removed. Not unexpectedly, the honourable member
asks that the minister reconsider his decision. I am sure,
the request having been put so reasonably and
forcefully by the honourable member for Benambra,
the minister will give his request every consideration.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house stands
adjourned until next day.
House adjourned 10.54 p.m.
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sessional ordm, 714
televising and broadcasting of proceedmgs. 18
Christmas felicitations, 1241
Distinguished visitors, 502,653, 705.909.954. 1049, 1224

Motor vehicles

Law Reform Committee: memberstup. 154

Uninsured repairs, 1106, 1111
Myrtle-Hargreaves streets intersection, Bendigo, 60, 68

N

Narre Warren South primary school. 542, 546

Legislative Assembly report, 1041
Parliamentary Debates, Victorian, report. 1041
Parliamentary Library report, 1041
Parliamentary Services report, 1041
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee membership, 154
Road Safety Committee: memberstup. 154
Parliament House
Wheelchair access, 1201

National Gallery of Victoria

Patriotic Funds Council

Dispute, 698, 70 I
National Road Transport Commission

Annual report, 547
Pattersoo River

Annual report, 502

Wastedwnping, 1103, 1110

Nillumbik, Shire of

Chief exerutive officer, 208, 213
Dismissal, 559
Hurstbridge roadworks, 120 I

Peninsula Health Care Network, 1193. 119~
Pensionen

Goods and services tax, I 103, q 177

Report, 502

o

People Together project, 1195, 1199

Personal explanations

Oriel Road, Heidelberg West, 627, 630
Ouyen
Vanilla slice competition, q 655
Ovine Johne's disease, 1193, 1199

p

Members
Geelong North, 502

Glen Waver\ey, 684
MOlWell, 1208
Ministers
Police and Emergency Se!vices. 24~
Youth and Community Services. 24)
Speaker, The, 465
Planning

PANCH site, 210, 214,11%,1199

Advertising, 467, 471
Eppingquany, 146, 150,1034,103"7

Parentline, q 911

Essendon hospital site, 1035, 1037
Lyndhursttip, q 177,209,214

Parks Victoria

Management, q 971

Pool fence regulations, 1251, 1253
Procedures, 1036, 1037
Sunbwy developments, 539, 545
Tabletop dancing, 208, 214
(See also Local government)
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Plenty Parklands primary school, 786, 790

Poimt King beach, Portsea, 40 I, 538, 545
Polic:e
Central Victoria, 1036, 1039
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Rail

Bendigo workshops, 539, 544
Boronia station, 789
Incident reporting, 467, 473
Lalor crossing, 626, 630
Metropolitan services, q 1140
Narre Warren station, 1247, 1256
Rosanna corridor, 712
Rural services, q 708
Sydenham station, 631
Tinning Street aossing, Brunswick, 209, 212
Warragul passenger service, 1195, 1200

Crime statistics, 1065
Croydon station, 154
Recruitment, q 498
Strength, q 973
Wonthaggi complex, q 423

Premier
Conduct, 246

Remembrance Day, 974, q 1051

Conflict of interest, q 320
Roads

Preschools

Funding, 255, 624, 628, 699, 701, 712,885, 1114
Horsharn, 625, 629

President's Cup, 1035, 1039

Cattle underpasses, 788, 790
Funding,q 501,1201
Grovedale speed limit, 1103,1110
Rowville and District Neighbourhood House, 1192, 1197
(See also individual freeway, highway and road names)

Prisons
Rulings by the Chair

Vietnamese offenders, 88 I, 883
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Annual report, 974

Year 2000 problem report, 1114
Public transport

Automatic ticketing, 696, 70 I, q I 141
Craigiebwn, 1201
Disabled access, q 972
Fines, 787, 790
Infrastructure, q 818
Metcard agencies, 540, 544

Reform. q 910
Scoresby conidor, 878, 882

Publishing industry

Goods and services tax, 21 I, 214

Q
Queen Elizabeth Centre, q 179
Queensdiffharbour, 1249, 1255

R

Goods and services tax, q 176

description of minister, 210
matter must relate to govenunent administration, 2 I 1, 395, ] 252
matter must seek action, 210,466,468, 11 04, 1195
matter not to contain imputations, 1252
ministers' responses, 213, 2 I 5, 1200
reading of speeches, 785
Chair
acknowledgment ot: 1188
addressing, 92, 362, 565, 669, 707, 716, n9, 792, 794,795,816,
817,818,833,868,924,970,1005,1019,1031,1050,1054,
1103, 1115, 1116, 1 ]24,1127,1128, 1142, 1222, 1228
impartiality,271

(See also Rail)

Racing

Accuracy: remarks, 767
Adjournment
admissibility of matter, 209, 882,1251

reflections on, 353, 380, 1173
respect for, 56, 749, 780, 1199
Documents
availability, 708, 835, 912
identification, 551
tabling, 913
First-reading ~planations, 325
Frivolous points of order, 155,211,332,468,572, 791, 837, 1240
~168,384,674, 729, 735, 762
Inaugural speeches, 78, 82
Interjections, 7, 83, 86, 93, 96, 139, 140, 162, 178,248,249,250,
302,304,314,320,342,345,349,375,382,403,424,425,427,
428, 429, 430, 500, 554, 555, 565, 573, 575, 576, 5n, 578, 654,
656,657,717,733,743,780,781,792, 795, 804, 817, 833, 870,
896,909,913,936,957,959,968,969,970,1000,10] 1, 1Ol3,
]049,1050, 1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1081, 1107,1124, 1129,
1134,1135,1151,1182, 1185, 1188, 1196, 1199,1220,1226,
1233
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s

Matter of w-gency, 455

Members
conduct, 2, 69, 71, 285, 347, 354, 363, 384, 412, 423, 427, 1222
conflict of interest, 1218
correct titles, 82, 83, 165,320,498,574, 776, 792, 1228
misrepresentation. 96
no longer to be heard, 781
not to attack Council members, 1194
Motions
admissibility, 749, 750, m, 778, 781
notice of, 254
that the question be now put, 729, 735
Pagers and mobile telephones, 258
Papers
distribution. 17
Privilege, 426, 427
Public gallery
behaviour in, 1124, 1129
clearing, 674
interjections, 667, 670
members not to refer to, 657, 674, 763, 866,999
Questions without notice
admiSSlbility, 179, 1140, 1226
answers
audibility, 177
length, 253, 323, 499,577,657,658, 710, 1053, 1225, 1227
debating, 498, 574, 655,910,969, 1051, 1053, 1139, 1226,1227
not to be broad, 818
not to contain imputations, 422, 1140
on1y one to be asked, 248, 422
supplementary, 3,425,1051,1054
Quorums, 332, 412, 805
Reading of speeches, 1180
Relevance, 4, 28, 37, 54, 55, 56, 57, 82, 83,87,88,90,91,103,
119, l39, 157, 158, 159, 161, 162,214,263,265,267,270,285,
305,309,341,344,345,347,349,352,353,357,362,363,370,
381,406,411,412,423,516,520,528,529,530,581,613,621,
648,668,669,670,671,673,692,693, 725, 727, 728, 733, 738,
758,759, 7f1J, 761, 763, 764, 767, 769, 776, 777, 778, 779, 780,
782,793,796,800,803,804,807,828,834,839,840,841,859,
8f1J, 866, 869, 870, 874, 995, 997, 999,1002, 1008, 1012, 1059,
1080,1089,1184,1185,1187,1215,1216,1232, 1239
Sub judice rule, 671, 672, 673, 973, 1181
Tedious repetition, 784,1239
Unparliamentary and offensive remarks, 71, 72, 75,90,91,109,
247,654,837,1173,1174,1180,1181,1184,1221
Rural Victoria
Rail services, q 708

St John or God Services
Tender, 63, 67
St Joseph's Presbytery, Warragul, 974
St Kilda sea baths, 1103, 1110
Schools and colleges
Finances, 62, 66, 145, 151

Funding, 571
Integration assistance, q 1139
Laptops for Teachers, 699, 701
Maintenance, q 424, q 1052
Member for Footsaay, 61, 65
Newspaper article, 957, 960
Self-governance, q 1226
Sunbury,786, 789
Woodlands cluster, 785, 790
(See also individual school and college names)
Schools or the Third Millennium, q 498, 623, 629
Scoresby freeway
Buffer zones, 878, 882
Environment effects statement, 207, 213
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 13, 255, 503, 974
Redundant and unclear legislation, 13
SidiropouJos, the late Theodore, Esq., 489
Smoke alarms, 697, 70 I, 1195, 1198

South East Water
Water quality, 1032, 1039
Speaker, The
Absence, 1
Sport

International Six-Day Motorcycle Enduro, q 970
Schoolboy cricket carnival, 878, 882
Sport and recreation industry, 809
State revenue

Goods and services tax, q 1, q 3

Sewerage schemes, 563, 566

Women's leadership bursaries, q 178

State Revenue Office
Auditor-General's report, 791
Steel-jawed traps, 547
Strzelecki State Forest, 401 , 631, 1113
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Sun Healthcare Group, q 709, q 912, 1033, 1039, q 1053

Victorian certificate of education
M~age

Sunbury

(15)

students, 60, 64

Victorian Scbool of Languages, 623, 629

Heritage buildings, 786, 789

V/Line Passenger, q 708

Sunbury Road, Bulla, 210, 213
Sunbury Secondary CoUege, 469, 473

(See also Rail)

w

Sunshine Avenue, Keilor, 470, 473
Supreme Court

Wangaratta Festival of Jazz, q 913

Jurisdiction, 561
Swimming pool fences, 1251, 1253

T
TAFE (See Tertiary education and training)
Taylors Lan~WeUington Road intersection, Rowville, 143, 149
Teachers
Conduct, 1104, 1110
LOTE awards, 394, 399
Shortage, q 819, 877, 882,1250,1256
Tertiary education and training
Apprenticeships, q 575
Virtual TAFE campus, q 971

WarraguI Special Developmental SdlooI, 958, 961

Water industry
IIrigation:
fmners'rights, 144, 147
Gippsland, 9
Noojee supply, 146, 148
Rural infrastructure, q 1138
Storages, q 322
(See also individual water authority names)
Watercraft
Registration renewals, 466, 473
Waverley Park
Closure, q 2, 468, 473
Wedderbum

Tobacco

Sewerage system, 69

Franchise fees, 958, 961
Werribee
Torres Strait Islanders (See Aboriginals)

Toxic Wlme dump, 396, 398

TuUamarine Freeway

West Gate Freeway

Gateway, 1248, 1252
Noise controls, 8

Noise controls, 153
West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority, 1113

u

WestaOex (Australia) Pty Lld, 697, 701

WestaU Road, Springvale
Under-age smoking, 623, 627

Proposed overpass, 788, 790

Uniting Church

Wbiteborse, City of

Flemington, q 321,465,466,470,471

v

DIy areas, 61, 68

Wodonga

Rural development office, 627, 630
Vicroads
WestaJI Road overpass, 788, 790
(See also Roads)
Victoria
~tprivatisation,q707

Economic management, q 499, q 815

Women
Action plan, q 1225
Latrobe Valley services, 880, 883
Rural bursaries, q 178, q 1228
Wonthaggi
Police complex, q 423
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Workcover

MEMBERS

Common-law access, q 501
Premimns, 144, 151
Safety inspectors. q 252

ANDRIANOPOULOS, Mr (Mill Park)

Sale office, q 251

y

Adjoornment

Hellenic Antiquities Museum, 1105
Plenty Parklands primaIy school, 786
Youth

Bills

Health bus service, 212, 215
Housing Access and Support program, 64, 67
Risk and protective factors, q 573

Licensing and Tnbunal (Amendment) Bill, 1078
LocaI Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 932
Condolences

z

Theodore Sidiropoulos. Esq., 493
R~,37,520,

Zoological Parks and Gardens Board

738,1221,1222

(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

Chief executive officer, q 972
ANDRIGHETIO, Mr (Narracan)
Adjournment
WarraguI Special Developmental School, 958

Water: Noojee supply, 146
Bills
Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1090
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 363
Rail Corporations (Further Amendment) Bill, 1157
Petitions
Late-tenn abortions, 254
St Joseph's Presbytery, Warragul, 974
Questions without notice

International Six-Day Motorcycle Enduro, 970

Water: storages, 322
ASHLEY, Mr (Bayswater)
BiDs

LocaI Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 936
MacKillop Family Services Bill, 871
Questions without notice
Housing: Kensington estate, 425
TAFE: virtuaI campus, 971

BATCHELOR, Mr (Thomastown)
Adjournment

Buses: Altona. 147
Legionnaire's disease, 1194, 1249
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Planning: advertising, 467
Public transport: automatic ticketing, 696
Rail: Lalor crossing, 626
Bills

Land (Further Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 392
Liquor Control Refoon Bill, 917
Melbowne City Link (Amendment) Bill, 578, 1219
Melbowne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill, 763
Rail Corporations (Further Amendment) Bil~ 580, 721, 1143
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 130
Road Safety (Driving Instructors) Bill, 43,597
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 861
Transport (Amendment) Bil~ 325, 830
Business of the house

Christmas felicitations, 1244
Program, 258, 715
Televising and broadcasting of proceedings, 18
Points of order, 3,17, 158, 160,214,468,658,671,672, 708, 749,
758,837,1221,1239
Questions without notice

Roads: funding, 501
WOIkcover
common-law access, 501
safety inspectors, 252

BRUMBY, Mr (Broadmeadows) (Leader of the Opposition)
Adjournment

Melbomne Market Authority: chairperson, 955
Schools: finances, 145
Bills

Arts Acts (Amendment) Bil~ 262
Electricity Industzy Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1163
Gas Indust:Iy Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1186
Land Tides Validation (Amendment) Bill, 1115
Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Bill, 598
Local Government (Amendment) Bill. 36
Local Govenunent (Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill, 994
Melbomne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill, 950
Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 274
Business of the bouse

Public transport: automatic ticketing, 1141

BRACKS, Mr (Williamstown)
Adjournment

Preschools: Horsham, 625
Tobacco franchise fees, 958
W orl<cover: premiums, 144
Audhor~end:govenunentfinan~
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Adjownment, 155
Christmas felicitations, 1242
Program, 717,979
Right of reply, 21
Televising and broadcasting of proceedings, 19
Condolences
Theodore Sidiropoulos, Esq., 489
Gas: Longford explosion, 297

1042
Grievances

Bills

Accident Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 633
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 141
Local Govenunent (Governance and Melton) Bill, 937
Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 279
State Taxation (Fwtber Amendment) Bill, 732, 1159
Superannuation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 324, 632
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 523

Gas: Longford explosion, 308

Melbowne Market Authority: chairperson, 552
Minister for Police and Emergency Services: pecuniary interests,
551
Melbourne Market Authority, 791

Memben: conflict of interest, 246
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, 245, 246
Partiament
Staffretirement, 914

Petitions
Housing: rent increase, 10

Petitions

Preschools: funding, 712
Points of order, 82
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Annual report, 974
Year 2000 problem, 1114
Questions without notice

Gas: Longford explosion, 322
Gas industry: privatisation, 323

Points of order, 4,157, 158,426,427,574,656, 1050, 1054, 1140,
1184,1226
Questions without notice

Crown Casino
bidding process, 967
tax concessions, 705, 1049
tendering process, 1138
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Gas
Longford ice blockage, 250
Longford safety inspections, 251
Gas industry: tender process, 706
GST
City Link tolls, 92
hospitals, 5
state revenue, I, 3
Melbourne Market Authority
chairperson, 572, 574, 655, 815, 818
management, 909, 911
Minister for Police and Emergency Services
Harvest Grain, 175
pecuniary interests, 246, 248, 318, 319,422,423,425, 495, 496,
500,1224
Premier: conflict of interest, 320

Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 526
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (Repeal) Bill, 334
Petitions

Bendigo casino, 974
Points of order, 729

CAMPBELL, Ms (P~ Vale)
Adjournment

Ballarat Community Ugal Service, 1104
Child care: regulations, 62, 623
Latrobe Valley: women's services, 880
Preschools: funding, 699
Rowville and District Neighbourhood House, 1192
Tu11amarine Freeway: Gateway, 1248
Woodlands school cluster, 785

BURKE, Ms (Prahran)
Bills
Adjournment

Smoke alarms, 697
Youth health bus, 212
BiUs
Land (Fmtber Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 390

Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 39
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 930
Local Government (Nillwnbik Shire Council) Bill, 671
Melbowne City Link (Amendment) Bill, 1236
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 349
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 537
Points of order, 37
Questions without notice

Flemington church demolition, 321

CAMERON, Mr (Bendigo West)
Adjournment

Bendigo: emergency services conununications, 143
Dunolly sewerage system, 957
Ovine Johne's disease, 1193
Police: central Victoria, 1036
Rail: Bendigo workshops, 539
Schoolboy cricket carnival, 878
Bills
Appeal Costs Bill, 768

Bail (Amendment) Bill, 864
Land (Further Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 390
Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1087
Legal Practice (Amendment) Bill, 388
Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Bill, 603
National Parks (Amendment) Bill, 58

Accident Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 647
Education (Amendment) Bill, 616
Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 828
Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1092
Legal Practice (Amendment) Bill, 387
MacKillop Family Services Bill, 872
Melbourne City Link (Amendment) Bill, 1237
Road Safety (Driving Instructors) Bill, 48
Gas: Longford explosion, 312
Grievances

Child care: regulations, 548
Petitions

Cemeteries and crematoria, 1041
Children: sexual assault, 10, 255
Preschools: funding, 255, 885, 1114
Points of order, 179,874, 1185, 1238

Questions without notice

Adoption: records, 711
GST: adult learning, 179

CARLI, Mr (Cobmg)
Adjournment

Rail: Tinning Street crossing, Brunswick, 209
Bills
Appeal Costs Bill, 769

Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) (Amendment) Bill, 127
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 850
Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Bill, 606
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 939
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Melbourne City Link (Amendment) Bill, 1234
Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 282
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 346
Rail Caporations (Further Amendment) Bill, 725, 1148
Petitions

Mornington public car park, 13
Steel-jawed traps, 547
Points of order, 212

CLARK, Mr (Box Hill)
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Sunbury Road, Bulla, 213
Rail
Bendigo workshops, 544
Taylors Lane-Wellington Road intersection, Rowville, 149
Tinning Street crossing, Brunswick, 212
Bills

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 1206
Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) (Amendment) Bill, 130
Rail Corporations (Further Amendment) Bill, 720, 728, 979, 1157
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 133, 134, 135, 136
Road Safety (Driving Instructors) Bill, 597, 598

Auditor~eral:

government finances, 1057

Bills
Accident Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 640
Electricity Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1169
Gas Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1101
Rail Caporations (Further Amendment) Bill. 1145
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill. 1162
Superannuation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 632
Points of order, 1I81

Road Safety (Fwtber Amendment) Bill, 661
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 325, 461, 841, 843
Natiooal Road Transport Commission, 502
Petitions

Momington public car park, 9
Points of order, 835

Questions without notice
Public transport
automatic ticketing, 1141

COLEMAN, Mr (Bennettswood)
Adjoornment

East Burwood brickworks site, 624
Melbourne Marlcet Authority: chairperson, 696

disabled access, 972
infrastructure, 819
refonn,91O
Rail: metropolitan services, 1140
V fLine Passenger, 708

Bills

Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 345
Business of the boose

Adjournment, 168
Program, 261
Condolences

Theoclore Sidiropoulos, Esq., 492
Petitions

CUNNINGHAM, Mr (Melton)

Bills
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 777, 921
Petitions

Deer Park Community Health Setvice, 153
Rulings, 28, 88, 90, 91, 92, 332, 362, 363, 627, 667, 668, 725, 833,
834,835,837, 1019, 1080, 1081, 1116, 1124

Dental Practice Bill, 254
Points of order, 912

COOPER, Mr (Mornington) (Minister for Transport)
Adjournment

Buses
Altona, 149
Rowville-Glen Waveriey, 397
GreensborouglrLower Plenty-Rosanna roads: noise levels, 397
Mornington Peninsula Freeway: emergency telephones, 149
Public transport: Metcard agencies, 544

Scoresby Freeway: EES, 213

(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

DAVIES, Ms (Gippsland West)

Adjournment

Preschools: funding, 624
Rail: WarraguI passenger service, 1195
Schools: finances, 62
Bills

Liquor Control Reform Bill, 903
Local Government (Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill, 673
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 735
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Business of the house

Adjournment, 167
Petitions

Bass Coast: special charge scheme, 153

BLF Custodian, 13
Business of the house

Division list, 154
Distinguisbed visiton, 954

Preschools: funding, 712, 1114
Strzelecki State Forest, 401, 631, 1113
West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority, 1113

Governor's speech

Address-in-reply, 17

Points of order, 160, 161, 162,423, 1200

New member, 1,35

Questions without notice

Parliamentary departments

Parks Victoria: management, 971

Annual reports, 1041

Police: Wonthaggi complex, 423
Resignation of member, I

DEAN, Dr (BetWick)

BiDs

RuIings,2,3,4,7, 17,69,71,72, 75, 78, 82, 93, %.155,157, 158,
159,168,175,177,178,179,285,352,353,354.357.375,380,
381,382, 384, 387, 395,528,529,530,716, 71~. 800. 803, 804,
805,807,874,882,1103,1104,1107,1194

Appeal Costs Bill, 768

Bail (Amendment) Bill, 865

Warrant to swear in memben, 34

Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 848
Crimes, Confiscation and Evidence Acts (Amendment) Bill, 983

(See also Mc:GRAm Mr J. F. (W3ITllambooll and Rulings by the
Chair in SUBJECTS)

Fundraising Appeals Bill, 181
Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1085
Licensing and Tribunal (Amendment) Bill, 1073
Patriotic Fwtds (Amendment) Bill, 860

Printers and Newspapers (Repeal) Bill, 115
Fitzgerald report on corruption, 82
Points of order, 860, 866

DIXON, Mr (Dromana)

Adjournment

Freeza, 879
Mornington Peninsula Freeway: emergen~

trkpholle~.

Smoke alarms, 1195

Watercraft: registration renewals, 466

BiDs
DELAHUNTY, Ms (Northcote)

Adjournment

PANCH site, 210
People Together project, 1195
Public transport: fines, 787

BiDs
Arts Acts (Amendment) Bill, 271

Gas Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1178

Land (Further Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 391
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 934
Planning and Envirorunent (Amendment) Bill, 357
Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill, 589
Frtzgerald report on corruption, 79
Points of order, 1183

Education (Amendment) Bill, 622
MelbomneCricketGrO\md(Amendmenn Bt!:

~tl(.). ~~

Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 5~ I
Petitions
Balnarring gas supply, 1041

Point King beach, Portsea, 40 I
Points of order, 516
Questions without notice
Electricity: winter power bonus, 4

Interact multimedia festival, 577

DOLus, Mr (Richmond)
Adjournment

Bayside: possible government action, I lOt>
Flemington church demolition, 465
DEPUTY SPEAKER, The (Hon. J. F. Mc:Grath)
Absence of Speaker, I

Bills
Building (Plumbing) Bill, 876
Licensing and Tribunal (Amendment) BIll. IWt,

145
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Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 25

Bills

Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 770

Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill, 382

Local Government (Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill, 668, 1003

Local Goverrunent (Amendment) Bill, 28
Local Goverrunent (Governance and Melton) Bill, 777, 920
Local Goverrunent (Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill, 1007
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 356

Petroleum Bill, 293
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 339
Condolences

Theodore Sidiropoulos, Esq., 491
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Points of order, 28,87,88,91,362,363,468,778,779,780,782,
995

Petitions
Momington public car park, 11
Points of order, 28, 177,668,672, 750,968, 1002

Questions without notice

Apprenticeships: programs, 575

Capital gains tax: trusts, 175
Public transport: infrastructure, 818

DOYLE, Mr (Malvern)

Rail: metropolitan services, 1140

Adjournment
Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, 955

8ilIs
Health SeIVices (Further Amendment) Bill, 431
Physiotherapists Registration Bill, 100

GARBUlT, Ms (Bundoora)

Adjournment
Greensborougb-Lower Plenty-Rosanna roads: noise levels, 395

Patterson River. waste dumping, 1103
Point King beach, Portsea, 538
South East Water. water quality, 1032

ELDER, Mr (Ripon)
Bills
Adjournment
Teachers
conduct, 1104
shortage, 1250
Bills

Education (Amendment) Bill, 613
Points of order, 572

Conservation, Forests and Lands (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Bill, 401,418,419
Land (Further Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 389
Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 50
Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 825, 1135
Local Goverrunent (Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill, 1015
MeIbowne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill, 324, 457, 751, 754
National Parks (Amendment) Bill, 53
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 512
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (Repeal) Bill, 336

ELLIOIT, Mrs (Mooroolbark)

Bills
Arts Acts (Amendment) Bill, 264

Grievances
Rural Victoria: sewerage schemes, 563

Melbourne Market Authority, 803

Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill, 592
Petitions
Petitions

Police: Croydon station, 154

Boort sewerage system, 712

Minyip sewerage scheme, 1113
Wedderbum sewerage system, 69

FINN, Mr (fullamarine)

Points of order, 55, 395, 803, 805, 807

Adjournment

Questions without notice

Hwne: Sunbury developments, 539

Melbowne Market Authority: chaiIperson, 709

Mickleharn-Somerton roads, Greenvale, 1034
Moooee Valley: Ascot Vale casement, 397
Sunbury: heritage buildings, 786
SunbuIy Road, Bulla, 210
SunbuIy Secondary College, 469

GILLEIT, Ms (Wembee)

Adjournment
Werribee: toxic waste dump, 396

ALP: federal candidate for Dickson, 254

(22)
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Bills

Accident Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 651, 658
Arts Acts (Amendment) Bill, 270
Conservation, Forests and Lands (Miscellaneous Amendments)
BilI,414
Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill, 375, 382
Crimes, Confiscation and Evidence Acts (Amendment) Bill, 990
Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1090
Local Government (NiIImnbik Shire Council) Bill, 1019

Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 280
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 351
Printers and Newspapers (Repeal) Bill, 114
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 739
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 519
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 840

Melbourne Market Authority, 807

Westaflex (Australia) Pty Ltd, 701
Westall Road overpass, 790
Wood1ands school cluster, 790
Bills

Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill, 380
Education (Amendment) Bill, 325
Gas IndustIy Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1189, 1190. 1191

Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Bill 5~
LocaJ Government (Governance and Melton) Bill. 784
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 886. 890. 891
Melbourne City Link (Amendment) Bill, 663
Business of the house

Adjournment, 155, 1202
Grievances, 257
Program. 24, 257,504,7]4,978
Right of reply, 20

Points of order, 520, 1089, 1184

GUDE, Mr (Hawthorn) (Minister for Education)
Adjournment

Sessional orders, 714
Televising and broadcasting of proceedings. I!Parliamentary committees

Membership, ]54

Arthurs Creek Road, Hurstbridge, 701

Patriotic Funds Council, 547

Audrey Brooks Preschool, 790
Bridges: River Munay, 790

Points of order, 778

Buses: Eltham--Diamond Creek, 701

Questions without notice

Business: milIennimn bug, 701
Corangamite: catchment management authority, 960
Dunolly sewerage system, 961
Eastern Freeway: tolls, 701
Education: consultant, 959
Frankston Special Developmental School, 960
Great Alpine Road, 959
Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, 959
Melbourne Market Authority
CEO,960
chaiIperson, 959
National Gallery: dispute, 70 I
Plenty Parklands primary school, 790
Preschools: funding, 70 I
Public transport
automatic ticketing, 70 I
fines, 790
Roads: cattle underpasses, 790
Schools
finances, 66

Laptops for Teachers, 701
member for Footscray, 65
newspaper article, 960
Smoke alanns, 70 I
Tobacco franchise fees, 961
VCE: mature age students, 64
Warragul Special Developmental School, 961

GST: education, 94
Schools
integration assistance, 1139
maintenance, 424, ] 052
self-governance, ] 226
Schools of the Third Millennium, 498
Teachers: shortage, 8] 9

HAERMEYER, Mr (Yan Yean)

Adjournment

Arthurs Creek Road, Hurstbridge, 698
Federal member for McEwen, 879
Member for Eltham: pecuniary interests, 1251
NilImnbik: CEO, 208
Planning: Eppingquarry, 146, 1034
Bills

Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill. 38,
International Transfer of Prisoners (Victon31 8;:1

~..:

Liquor Control Reform Bill, 324, 455, 741
LocaJ Government (Nillumbik Shire CounCI! I Bd.
Planning and Environment (Amendment) BII:.

6~4. 1009

't> I

Trade M~ent (Administration) (Amendment I Bd:' 366
Grievances

Nillumbik: council dismissal, 559

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Nillumbik Shire Council, 503
Petitions

Craigiebum: public transport, 1201
Hurstbridge roadworks, 120 I
Points of order, 82, 88, 90, 91, 211, 362, 363, 454,749,969,1012,

1218,1251, 1252
Questions without notice

Melbourne Custody Centre, 497
Police: strength, 973

(23)

HONEYWOOD, Mr (Warrandyte) (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training and Minister assisting the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs)
Adjournment
Ballarat Australian Timken, 399

Ballarat High School, 545
Black Rock Primary School, 1039
Bridges: Echuca-Moama, 1039
Essendon youth Accommodation Group, 545
Fairhills High School, 546
Fines: payment, 545
LOTE awards, 399

HAMn.TON, Mr (Morwell)

Micldeham--Somerton roads, Greenvale, 1039

Bills

Myrtle>-Hargreaves streets intersection, Bendigo, 68
Narre Warren South primary school, 546

Electricity Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1173
Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 824, 1126

Office of Housing: IT management, 399
Point King beach, Portsea, 545

Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill, 98, 580

Police: central Victoria, 1039
South East Water: water quality, 1039
Sun Healthcare Group, 1039

Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (Repeal) Bill, 332
Penonal explanations, 1208
Petitions

Goolum Goolum cultural officer, 1041
Points of order, 96, 529

Whitehorse: dry areas, 68

BDIs
Arts Acts (Amendment) Bill, 274

Land (Further Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 392
Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill, 98, 205, 596

HENDERSON, Mrs (Geelong) (Minister for Housing and Minister
responsible for Aboriginal Affairs)
Aboriginal and Torr'eS Strait Islander cbildren

Bringing them home, 1041

Points of order, 580

Questions without notice
A~~:~s,575

Education: adult learning, 97
TAFE: virtual campus, 971

Adjournment

Group Self Build Program, 1109

HULlS, Mr (Niddrie)
Bills

Building (Plumbing) Bill, 608
MacKillop Family Services Bill, 608
Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 1136

LegaI Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1094
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 142
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1163
Questions without notice

GST: pensioners, 177
Housing
Aboriginal, 50 I
departmental targets, 1228
Kensington estate, 425

Adjournment

Crown Casino: tax concessions. 469
Melbowne Market Authority: CEO, 956

BiUs
Appeal Costs Bill, 324, 765
Bail (Amendment) Bill, 863
Classification (Publications. Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) (Amendment) Bill, 121
Conservation, Forests and Lands (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Bill,409,419
Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill, 366, 380, 856, 858
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 844, 854
Crimes, Confiscation and Evidence Acts (Amendment) Bill, 820,
980
Fundraising Appeals Bill, 169,830
Gaming Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 579, 680,1208
Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 1131

LegaI Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1079, 1094

(24)
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Legal Practice (Amendment) Bill, 98, 385
Licensing and TribWlal (Amendment) Bill, 1070
Liquor Control Reform Bill, 898
LocaJ Government (Nillumbik Shire CoWlCil) Bill, 672
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 820, 890, 891
Paniotic FWlds (Amendment) Bill, 858
Printers and Newspapers (Repeal) Bill, 106

Bills
International Transfer of Prisoners (Victoria) Bill, 510
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 527
Petitions
Late-term abortions, 8
Questions without notice

Business of the house

Public transport: disabled access, 972

Adjownment, 163

Schools: integration assistance, 1139
Victoria: economic management, 499

Fitzgerald report on corruption, 69
Melbourne Market Authority, 798

JOHN, Mr (Bendigo East)

Points of order, 119,209,800, II81, 1216

Bills

Questions without notice
Crime: victim assistance, 710
Crown Casino: tax concessions, 575, 653
Melbomne Market Authority
CEO,708
management, 816
Member for Eltham: peamiary interests, 1138, 1139
Zoological Parks and Gardens Board: CEO, 972

Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill, 374
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 535
Federal-State Relations Committee
Australian federalism, 885
Petitions

Myrtle-Hargreaves streets intersection, Bendigo, 60
Questions without notice
Schools: maintenance, 424

JASPER, Mr (M\DTay Valley)
Adjournment
Bridges: River Murray, 786
Floods: north-eastern Victoria, 538
Bills

Liquor Control Reform Bill, 892
Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 2n
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 359
Points of order, 352
Questions without notice
Wangaratta Festival ofJazz, 9 I3
Rulings, 341, 342, 344, 345,776, n7, 778, 779, lOll, 1012, 1013,
1127, 1128, 1129, 1134, 1135

KENNETI, Mr (Bmwood) (Premier, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs and Minister for the Arts)

Adjournment
Hellenic Antiquities Musewn, 1107
Bills
Arts Acts (Amendment) Bill, 97, 191

Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 719, 821,824
Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 97,192
Business of the house
Christmas felicitations, 1241
Commonwealth treaty documents, 502
Condolences

(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

Theodore Sidiropoulos, Esq., 489
Parliament

JENKINs, Mr (Ballarat West)
Adjournment
Ballarat: Australian Timken, 393
Ballarat High School, 541
Corangamite: catchment management authority, 956
Eureka Day, 1194
Lake Wendouree: European carp, 63

Staffretirement, 914
Points of order, 658, 968, 1051, 1054
Questions without notice
Capital gains tax: trusts, 175
Crown Casino: tax concessions, 576, 653, 705, 1050
East Gippsland: flood recovery, 93, 496,705

Employment government policies, 422

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Gas industry

Longford explosion, 247, 319, 322, 495
Longford ice blockage, 250
Longford safety inspections, 251
GST
benefits, 248
City Link toUs, 92
hospitals, 5, 6, 7
state revenue, 1, 3

(25)

Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 41
Local Government (Governance and Melton) BilL 925
Melbotnne Cricket Ground (Amendment) BilL 760
Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill, 593

Grievances
Housing: transitional program, 567

Petitions
West Gate Freeway: noise controls, 153

Hellenic Antiquities Musemn, 967
Inner and Eastern Health Care Network executive: credit card, 968,
969,1052
Mildura Base Hospital, 96, 709, 912
Minister for Police and Emergency Services: pecuniaIy interests,
248
Ouyen: vanilla slice competition, 655
Police: recruitment, 498
Premier. conflict of interest, 320

Questions without notice

GST: pensioners, 177
Housing: departmental targets, 1228

LANGOON, Mr (lvanhoe)
Adjournment

Remembrance Day, 1051

Audrey Brooks Preschool, 789

Sun Healthcare Group, 1054

Oriel Road, Heidelberg West, 627

Wangaratta Festival of Jazz, 913
Waverley Park: closure, 2

Planning: procedures, 1036
Westaflex (Australia) Pty Ltd, 697

Workcover
common-law access, 501
safety inspectors, 252

Kll..GOUR, Mr (Shepparton)

BiDs
Liquor Control Refonn BilL 916
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 940
Local Government (NiUumbik Shire Council) Bill, 1018
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 364
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (RepeaI) Bill, 338

Adjournment
Dairy industry: milk prices, 540

Goulbum Valley Environment Employment Program, 1034
Irrigation: farmers' rights, 144
Bills

Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 1133

Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Bill, 602

Petitions

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 712
Heidelberg drug rehabilitation centre, 154
Heidelberg pedestrian crossing, 153
Rail: Rosanna corridor, 712
Points of order, 362

Business of the house
Program,716
Questions without notice

Gas industry: Longford explosion, 250
Housing: Aboriginal, 50 I

LEAN, Mr (Carrum)
BiUs

Conservation, Forests and Lands (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Bill,409

Transfer of Land (Single Register) BilL 531
Points of order, 516

KOSKY, Ms (AJtona)

Questions without notice
Adjournment

Gas industry: Longford explosion, 247

Office of Housing: IT management, 394
Youth: Housing Access and Support program, 64

LEIGB, Mr (Mordialloc)
Auditor-General: government finances, 1063
Adjournment

Bills

ALP

Education (Amendment) Bill, 619

Cheltenham signs, 395

International Transfer of Prisoners (Victoria) BilL 506

Mordialloc signs, 626

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

(26)
Braeside Park. 1036
Greater Dandenong
landfill, 468
LyndhW'St tip, 209
Mentone Body Corporate Management, 62, 787

ALP: federal candidate for Dickson, 254
BiDs

Business

or the house

Program, 260

Gas: Longford explosion, 257, 304
Personal explanations, 502

Petitions
Golf View Hotel. Geelong, 9

Local Government (Nillumbik Shire Cooncil) Bill, 1014

Home loan schemes, 1113

or order, 777, 782

Fitzgerald report on corruption, 89

Points

Grievances

Questions without notic:e

AMWU state secretazy, 550

Points

Gas industry: interstate pipeline, 424

or order, 71, 75, 88, 155,332,785, 1012
LUPfON, Mr (Knox)

Questions without notice

Greater Dandenong: Lyndhurst tip, 177

LEIGHTON, Mr(Preston)
Adjournment
PANCH site, 1196

Bills
Accident Compensation (Amendment) Bill. 649
Licensing and Tnblmal (Amendment) Bill, 1077
Printers and Newspapers (Repeal) Bin. 108

L~

Mr (Clayton)

Adjournment
LOTE awards, 394

Prisons: Vietnamese offenders, 881
Westall Road overpass, 788
Bills

Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1091
Liquor Control RefCllll BilI. 905
Rail Corpcntions (Further Amendment) Bin. 1156

LONEY, Mr (Gee1ong North)

BiDs
Crimes, Confiscation and Evidence Acts (Amendment) Bill, 986
Electricity IndustIy Acts (Amendment) Bill, 579, 1165
Fundraising Appeals Bill. 182
Gas Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill. 580, 691,1095
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 32
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bin. 325, 782
Petroleum Bill, 286
Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 131
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (Repeal) Bill, 326

Adjournment

Business: millennium bug, 698
Fairhills High School, 542
Knox: SES, 881
Moobulk Creek: platypus protection, 1193
Rail: Boronia station, 789
Swimming pool fences, 1251
Taylors Lane-Wellington Road intersecnon. RCM,IIIe. 143
Under-age smoking, 623

BiUs
Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill. 3~ 1
International Transfer of Prisoners (Victona I BdL ~o
Local Government (Amendment) Bill. 35
Local Government (Governance and Mehoc I BII:. Q~J
Local Government (Nillumbik Shire Councl! I 81 t. 101 i
GrievaDces
Building industry: on-site toilets, 558
Questions without notice
youth: risk and protective factors, 573

McARTBUR, Mr (Monbulk)

Bills
Conservation, Forests and Lands (MiscellarlCllU' Amcndmrents)
Bill, 412
Melbomne Cricket Ground (Amendment I Bd. ~5~. 90C
Petroleum Bill, 291
State Taxatioo (Fwther Amendment) BII 1. - ~ ~
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill. S:J
Business or the house

Program, 718
Melbourne Market Authority, 801

LEGISLATIVE ASSa.1BLY
Points of order, 55, 156, 158,309,363,406,411,412,520,758,
800,1140,1187
Questions without notice

Schools of the Third MiIIennium, 498
Rulings, 119, 161,162,165,209,210,211,213,214,215,314,749,
750, 780,781,782, 784, 839, 840, 841,1215,1216,1218,1232,
1233,1239, 1240
(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

McCALL, Ms (Frankston)
Adjournment
Peninsula Health Care Network, 1193
Bills

Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 851
Fundraising Appeals Bill, 173, 180
Printers and Newspapers (Repeal) Bill, 107
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 1160
Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill, 588
Questions without notice
Environment air quality, 6
Fcrest industry: regulations, 500
Women: action pIan, 1225

(27)

Bentleigh: graffiti, 883
Federal member for McEwen, 882
Fire: education department land, Rye, 1111
Freeza, 882
Knox: SES, 883
Latrobe Valley: women's services, 883
Liquor. purchaser identification, 883
Melbourne Market Authority: management. 883
Mildura: early intervention therapy services, 151
Motor vehicles: uninsured repairs, IIII
Patterson River. waste dumping, 1110
Prisons: Vietnamese offenders, 883
Roads: Grovedale speed limit. 1110
St Kilda sea baths, 1110
Schoolboy cricket carnival, 882
Schools: finances, 151
Scoresby transport corridor, 882
Smoke alarms, 1198
Teachers
conduct. 1110
shortage, 882
Worlccover. premiums, 151
Bills
International Transfer of Prisoners (Victoria) Bill, 511
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 1069
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 1069
Personal explanations, 245

McGll.L, Mrs (Oakleigh)
BiIh

Pariotic Funds (Amendment) Bill, 860
Questions without notice
Gas industry: Port CampbeU storage, 817
In/estment strategic recruitment program, 95

McGRArn, Mr J. F. (Wannambool)
BuSne55 of the bouse

Ciristmas felicitations, 1246

Points of order, 803

Questions without notice
Gas industry: Longford explosion, 252
Melbourne Custody Centre, 497
Melbourne Market Authority: chairperson, 573
Minister for Police and Emergency Services
Harvest Grain, 175
pecuniary interests, 247, 319, 422, 423, 425, 495, 496, 500, 1224
Police
strength, 973
Wonthaggi complex, 423

PetDons
Dental Practice Bill, 10
(Set also DEPUTY SPEAKER, The (Hon. J. F. McGratb»

McLELLAN, Mr (Frankston East)
Adjournment
Frankston Special Developmental School, 956

McGRATB, Mr W. D. (Wimmera) (Minister for Police and
Energency Services and Minister for Corrections)
AdjHlmment
&msdale: emergency services, 397
Balarat Community Legal Service, 1110
Btllarine Highway-Banks Road intersection, Marcus Hill, 1111
Bcndigo: emergency services communications, 151

Bills

Liquor Control Reform Bill, 906
Road Safety (Driving Instructors) Bill, 50
Questions without notice

Police: recruitment. 498

(28)
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MACLELLAN, Mr (pakenham) (Minister for Planning and Local
Govenunent)
Adjournment

ALP: Cheltenham signs, 398
Bayside: possible government action, 1109
Bodies corporate: asset depreciation, 150
City Link: international gateway, 398
Essendon: hospital site, 1037
FJemington church demolition, 470, 471
Greater Dandenong: Iandfill,471
Hwne: Sunbury development, 545
Mentone Body Corporate Management, 67, 789

Lake Wendouree: European carp, 66
Melbourne Marlcet Authority: chairperson, 700
Water: Noojee supply, 148
Bills

Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Bill, 607, 608
Petroleum Bill, 97
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (Repeal) Bill, 97
Business of the house

Christmas felicitations, 1244
Condolences

Theodore Sidiropoulos, Esq., 491

Moonee Valley: Ascot Vale easement, 398
Planning
advertising, 471
Epping quany, 150, 1037
procedures, 1037

Rail: Boronia station, 789
Sunbmy. heritage buildings, 789
Swimming pool fences, 1253
Tullamarine Freeway: gateway, 1252
Werribee: toxic waste dump, 398

Gas industry: Longford explosion, 310
Grievances

Melbourne Market Authority: chairperson, 554
Melbourne Market Authority, 796

Parliament
Staff retirement, 915
Points of order, 791

Bills

Appeal Costs Bill, 764
Building (plumbing) Bill, 695, 877
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 325, 459, 782,
941
Local Government (Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill, 578, 665, 668,
673,1021
Melbowne City Link (Amendment) Bill, 578
Melbowne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill, 762, 763, 764
Planning and Enviromnent (Amendment) Bill, 97
Nillumbik Shire Council, 502
Petitions

Momington public car park, 12
Points of order, 17,54,668, 1221, 1232, 1238, 1239, 1240, 1251

Questions without notice

Building industry: activity, 7
Flemington church demolition, 321
Gas industry: Port Campbell storage, 817
Greater Dandenong: Lyndhurst tip, 177
Local government compulsory competitive tendering, 969

Questions without notice

Crown Casino: tendering process, 1138
Dairy industry: Gas crisis, 253

Inner and Eastern Health Care Network executive: credit card, ,
1227

Melbomne Market Authority
CEO,708
chaiIperson, 574, 656, 709, 815, 818
management, 816,909,911
Member for Eltham: pecuniary interests, 1139, 1140
Water. storages, 322
Watec industry: rural infrastructure, 1138
Women: rural bursaries, 178, 1228

MADDIGAN, Mn (Essendon)
Adjournment

City Link: international gateway, 393
Essendon hospital site, 1035
Essendon Youth Accommodation Group, 542
FJemington chw-ch demolition, 466
GST: books, 211
National Gallery: dispute, 698

McNAMARA, Mr (Benalla) (Deputy Premier and Minister for
Agriculture and Resources)
Adjournment

BiUs
Arts Acts (Amendment) Bill, 265
Gaming Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 681

Dairy industry: milk prices, S44

Health Setvices (Further Amendment) Bill, 436

Floods: north-eastem Victoria, 543

Liquor Control Reform Bill, 895

Irrigation: fanners' rights, 147

Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 928
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Melbowne City Link (Amendment) Bill, 1230
Melbowne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill, 761,945
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 354
Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1029
Rail Corporations (Further Amendment) Bill, 726, 1152
Transport (Amendment) Bill, 838
Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill, 586
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (Repeal) Bill, 335

(29)

Mll..DENHALL, Mr (Footscray)
Adjournment
Distance Education Centre, 623
Education: consultant, 954
Fire: education department land, Rye, 1106
lrabina Special Developmental School, 1196
Teachers: shortage, 877
VCE: m~age students, 60

Petitions

TulIamarine Freeway: noise controls, 8
Points of order, 214, 581, 759,1232

MAUGHAN, Mr (Rodney)

Adjournment
Bridges: Echu~oama, 1033
Echuca: speech pathology services, 625
Roads: cattle underp~ 788
Bills

Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill, 384
Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 1129
Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1028
Grievances

Dairy industry: gas crisis, 567
Life Education Australia, 566
Rural Victoria: sewerage schemes, 566

Auditor-General: government finances, 1055
Bills

Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill, 381
Education (Amendment) Bill, 325, 608
Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 827
Business of the bouse

Program, 718
Fitzgerald report on corruption, 86

Grievances

Schools: funding, 571
Points of order, 87, 88
Questions without notice

GST: education, 94
Teachers: shortage, 819
State education system, 313

Points of order, 759, 761

Questions without notice
Building industry: activity, 7
Public transport: reform, 910
Rulings, 54,411,412, 572, 859, 860,1059, 1180, 1181,1182,1184,
1185,1187,1188
(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

MICALLEF, Mr (Springvale)
Adjournment

Drugs: detox places, 1250
Bills

Accident Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 323, 643
Electricity Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1176
Gas lndustIy Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1183
Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1093
Liquor Control Refonn Bill, 908, 915

NAPTHINE, Dr (portland) (Minister for youth and Community
Services)

Adjournment
B~eeding,

1254

Child care: regulations, 67, 628

Crown Casino: tax concessions, 473
Disability services recognition, 472
Drugs: detox places, 1253
Echuca: speech pathology services, 629
Eumemmerring Secondary College, 213
Greater Dandenong: Lyndhurst tip, 214
GST: books, 214
Legionnaire's disease, 1197, 1253
NilIumbik: CEO, 213
PANCH site, 214
Peninsu1a Health Care Network, 1197
Planning: tabletop dancing, 214
Preschools
funding, 628
Horsham, 629
Rail: incident reporting, 473
Rowville and District Neighbourhood House, 1197

(30)
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St John of God Services: tender, 67
Sunbury Secondary College, 473
Sunshine Avenue, Keilor, 473

Under-age smoking, 627
Watercraft: registtation renewals, 473

Questions without notice

Commonwealth Games 2006, 1225
GST: racing industry, 176
Sport and recreation industry, 814

Waver\ey Park: closure, 473
Youth
health bus, 215
Housing Access and Support program, 67
BiDs

Bail (Amendment) Bill, 867

Education (Amendment) BilL 463
Electricity Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1178
Health Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 98, 201
Liquor Control Reform Bill, 452, 455
MacKiUop Family Services Bill, 693, 867, 875
Melbomne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill, 754
Physiotherapists Registtation BilL 104, 105
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (Repeal) BilL 339
Health Services Commissioner

Annual report, 1114

PATERSON, Mr (South Barwon)
Adjournment

Roads: Grovedale speed limit, 1103
Questions without notice

Employment government policies, 422
Victoria: asset privatisation, 707

PERRIN, Mr (Bulleen)
Bills

Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games)
(Enforcement) (Amendment) Bill, 124
Melbomne City Link (Amendment) Bill, 1229
Road Safety (Driving Instructors) Bill, 46

Transport (Amendment) Bill, 836
Personal explanations, 245
R~,347,349,551,554,555,648,728,729,733,735

Points of order, 82, 179,211, 874
(See also RuJiDgs by the Chair in SUBJECTS)
Questions without notice

Adoption: records, 711
Disability Information Victoria, 973
Family services: Parentline, 911
Gaming: problem gambling, 1142
Gas industry: Longford explosion, 320

GST: adult learning, 179
Queen Elizabeth Centre, 179
youth: risk and protective factors, 573

PERTON, Mr (Doncaster)
Bills

Arts Acts (Amendment) BilL 268
Gas lndustry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1183

Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill, 1088
Printers and Newspapers (Repeal) BilL 110
Law Reform Committee

PANDAZOPOULOS, Mr (Dandenong)
Adjournment

Eumemmerring SecondaIy College, 207
Narre Warren South primary schooL 542
Rail: Narre Warren station, 1247
Waver\ey Park: closure, 468
Bills
Local Government (Amendment) BilL 138

Melbomne Cricket Gromtd (Amendment) BilL 457, 758
Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment) Bill, 579, 1023

Fences Act, 1041
Points of order, 1179, 1180, 1181
RuIiogs, 692, 693, 1002, 1005, 1008,1173,1174
(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

PEULICH, Mn (Bentleigh)
Adjournment

Bentleigh: graffiti, 880
Motor vehicles: uninsured repairs, 1106

Condolences
Questions without notice

Theodore Sidiropoulos, Esq., 493
Family services: Parentline, 911
Points of order, 139, 759

GST: benefits, 248
Hellenic Antiquities Museum, 967
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Rulings, 139, 140,565,743,866,869,870,957,959,1089,1251,
1252
(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

Petroleum Bill, 192
Planning and Envirorunent (Amendment) Bill, 196
Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment) BiIl, 579, 676, 1031
Trade Measurement (Administration) (Amendment) Bill, 365, 366
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (Repeal) Bill, 195

PHILLIPS, Mr (Eltham)

Points of order, 529

Adjournment

Questions without notice

Buses: Eltham-Diamond Creek, 699
Bills
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 42

Commonwealth Games 2006, 1226
GST: racing industry, 177

International Six-Day Motorcycle Encimo, 970

Local Government (NilIumbik Shire Council) Bill, 999

Points of order, 422, 1002
Questions without notice

Gas industry: Longford explosion, 252
Local govennnent: compulSOI)' competitive tendering, 968

RICHARDSON, Mr (Forest Hill)

Bills

Arts Acts (Amendment) Bill, 271
Business of the house
Adjoornment, 159

PLOWMAN, Mr A. F. (Benambra)
Adjournment
Group Self Build Program, 1105

Petitions

Battery cages, 1113
Points of order, 160, 161, 162,271

Wodonga: rural development office, 627
Bills

Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Bill, 604
Melbourne City Link (Amendment) Bill, 1233

Rulings, 55, 56, 57, 103,263,265,267,309, 370,466,468, 828,
936,995,997,999, 1000
(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 281
Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 353
Petitions

Conyong: health services, 153
Points of order, 759, 781

ROBINSON, Mr (Mitcham)
Adjournment

Eastern Freeway: tolls, 700
Public transport: Metcard agencies, 540
Whitehorse: dry areas, 61

Questions without notice

Dairy industry: gas crisis, 253
Gaming: problem gambling, 1142

Bills

Arts Acts (Amendment) Bill, 273
Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill, 376

Rulings, 83, 86, 87,270,271,924,1194,1195,1196,1199,1200
(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECfS)

Fundraising Appeals Bill, 183

International Transfer of Prisoners (Victoria) Bill, 509
Land (Revocation ofResetV3tions) Bill, 51

Liquor Control Reform Bill, 90 I
PLOWMAN, Mr S. J. (Evelyn) (See SPEAKER, The
(Hon. S. J. Plowman»

REYNOLDS, Mr (Gisbome) (Minister for Sport and Minister for
Rural Development)
Bills

Fundraising Appeals Bill, 750
Gaming Acts (Fmther Amendment) Bill, 579, 677,680, 1218
Liquor Control Reform Bill, 324, 749, 918
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Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 137
Local Government (Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill, 1020
Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 284
National Parks (Amendment) Bill, 57
Physiotherapists Registration Bill, 103
Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1030
State Taxation (Fmther Amendment) Bill, 735,1161
Superannuation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 633
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 529
Points of order, 57, 87, 88,285,426,427

(32)
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ROWE, Mr (Cranboume)
Bilk

Crimes, Confiscation and Evidence Acts (Amendment) Bill, 988
Rail Corporations (Further Amendment) Bill, 1154
Petitions

Cadles Road, Camnn Downs, 9
Canum Downs secondary college, 9
Questions without notice

Gas industIy: Longford explosion., 495

Business of the house

Christmas felicitations, 1245

Program, 715
Grievances

Container deposit legislation., 556
Petitions

Late-tenn abortions, 69, 40 I, 1041
Mildura Base Hospital, 791
Points of order, 1008
Questions without notice

RVAN, Mr (Gippsland South)

Mildura Base Hospital, 96, 709

Adjournment

Great Southern Rail Trail, 1248
Bilk

Gaming Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1217
Health Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 440
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 740
Business of the house

Program, 260
Fltzgerald report on corruption, 75
Gas industry: Longford explosion, 306
Melbourne Market Authority, 805

Petitions

SEITl., Mr (Keilor)
Adjournment

Sunshine Avenue, Keilor, 470
Bills

Road Safety (Amendment) Bill, 133
Condolences
Theodore Sidiropoulos, Esq., 494
Petitions

Accident Compensation Act, 631
Drugs: Israeli program, 631
Rail: Sydenham station, 631
Points of order, 1228

Gippsland: irrigation, 9
Rulings, 109,516,621,758,759,760,896

Points of order, 1216
(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

Questions without notice

Gas industIy: Longford explosion, 320
Women: rural bursaries., 1228
Scrutiny of Ads and Regulations Committee
Alert Digest, 13, 255, 503, 974

SHARDEY, Mn (Caulfield)
Adjournment

Breastfeeding, 1252
Planning: tabletop dancing, 208

SAVAGE, Mr (Mildura)

Schools: Laptops for Teachers, 699
Bills

Adjournment

Melbourne Market Authority: management, 880
Mildurn: early intervention therapy services, 144

Liquor Control Reform Bill, 907
Litter (Amendment) Bill, 548

Local Government (Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill, 1013
Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1028
Rail Corporations (Further Amendment) Bill, 729

Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bill, 826
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 927
Melbourne Cricket Ground (Amendment) Bill, 760
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill, 517
Points of order, 139,210,516
Questions without notice

Drugs: court programs, 711
Schools: self-govemance, 1226
Women: rural bursaries, 178
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SMITH, Mr E. R. (Glen Waverley)

Personal explanations, 465

Adjournment

Rulings, 247, 248, 249, 250, 253, 254, 258,302, 304, 305, 320, 323,
325,403,406,422, 423, 424, 425,426,427,428,429,455,498,
499,500,573,574,575,576, 5n, 578, 581,613,654,655,656,
657,658,669,670,671,672,673,674,707,708,710,761,762,
763,764,767,769,785,791,792,793,794,795,796,816,817,
818,909,910,912, 913, 968, 969, 970, 973,1031,1050,1051,
1052, 1053, 1054, 1055, 1115, 1139, 1140, 1142, 1201, 1225,
1226, 1227, 1228

Bodies corporate: asset depreciation, 147
Disability services: recognition, 469
Schools: newspaper article, 957
Bills

International Transfer of Prisoners (Victoria) Bil~ 505
Local Government (Nillumbik Shire Council) BiR 674
Printers and Newspapers (Repeal) Bil~ 119
Business of the house

(See also Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECI'S)

SPRY, Mr (Bellarine)

Program, 258

Grievances

Education: Anglican synod tac;k group, 569
Personal explanations, 684
Petitions

Amcor Ltd, 547

Late-tenn abortions, 8
Points of order, 158
Police: crime statistics, 1065

Questions without notice
Remembrance Day, 1051

SMITH, Mr I. W. (polwarth)
Auditor-General: government finances, 1061

Adjournment

Bellarine Highway-Banks Road intersection, Marcus Hil~ 1105
Queenscliffharbour,1249
Schools: member for Footscray, 61
Bills

Accident Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 646
Electricity Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1175
Gas Industty Acts (Amendment) Bill. 1182
Rail Corporations (Fmtber Amendment) Bill, 1151
Victorian Institute of Marine Sciences (Repeal) Bil~ 330
Questions without notice
Gas industzy: Longford explosion, 319

STEGGALL, Mr (Swan Hill)

BiDs
Land Titles Validation (Amendment) Bil~ 1124

Business of the house

Adjournment, 165

SPEAKER, The (Hon. s. J. P1owman)

MuruaI Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 280
Points of order, 668

Questions without notice
Ouyen: vanilla slice competition, 655

Absence of ministers, 422,705,909,1138,1224
Auditor-General

Automatic ticketing, 1042
State Revenue Office, 791
Business of the house

Christmas felicitations, 1246
Remembrance Day, 974
Condolences

Theodore Sidiropoulos, Esq., 495
Distinguisbed visitors, 502, 653, 705, 909, 1049, 1224
Parliament

Staff retirement, 913

STOCKDALE, Mr (Brighton) (Treasurer and Minister for
Infonnation Technology and Multimedia)
Auditor-General

Government finances, 974,1047
Response by Minister for Finance, 1114
BiDs

Accident Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 323, 446
Bail (Amendment) Bill, 548
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 547
Crimes, Confiscation and Evidence Acts (Amendment) Bill, 891
Electricity Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 579, 580, 687
Gas Industty Acts (Amendment) Bill, 580, 689, 691, 978

Patriotic Funds (Amendment) Bill, 547
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Rail Corporations (Further Amendment) Bill, 580
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 547
State Taxation (Further Amendment) Bill, 324, 730, 732
Superannuation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 323, 324, 450

Conservation. Forests and Lands (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Bill, 98, 201, 416, 419
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 1069, 1203
Land (Further Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 98,199
Land (Revocation of Reservations) Bill. 52

Budget outcome statement, 502

Gas industry: Longford explosion, 301

Melbourne Cricket Ground (Amendment) BilL 324, 456, 457
Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Bill, 286
National Parks (Amendment) Bill, 58, 60

Questions without notice

Planning and Environment (Amendment) Bill, 365

Crown Casino: bidding process, 967

Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 1202

Electricity: winter power bonus, 4

Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 1202

Gas industry
interstate pipeline, 424
Longford explosion, 250
privatisation, 323
tender process, 706

Points of order, 57, 74, 285
Questioos without notice

Enviromnent air quality, 6
Forest industIy: regulations, 500

Interact multimedia festival, 577

Parks Victoria: management, 971

Investment strategic recruitment program, 95

Zoological Parks and Gardens Board: CEO, 972

Minister for Police and Emergency Services: pecuniary interests,
320
Roads: funding, 50 I
Victoria
asset privatisation. 707

economic management, 499, 815

mOMPSON, Mr (Sandringham)

Adjournment
Black Rock Primary SchooL 1035
Liquor: purchaser identification, 882
Rail: incident reporting, 467

TEHAN, Mrs (Seymour) (Minister for Conservation and Land
Management)
Adjournment
ALP: Mordialloc signs, 630
Braeside Park, 1038
Distance Education Centre, 629
East Burwood brickworks site, 629
Eureka Day, 1199
Goulburn Valley Environment Employment Program, 1038

BiUs

Education (Amendment) Bill, 6 18
Printers and Newspapers (Repeal) Bill. 118
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Bill. 532
Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill. 594

Grievances
Supreme Court jwisdiction, 561
Points of order, 466

Great Southern Rail Trail, 1255

Irabina Special Developmental School, I 199
Member for Eltham: pecuniary interests, 1256
Monbulk Creek: platypus protection, 1198

Questions without notice

Disability Information Victoria, 973
Education: adult learning, 97

Oriel Road, Heidelberg West, 630

Ovine Johne's disease, 1199
PANCH site, 1199
People Together project, 1199
Queenscliffharbour,I255
Rail
LaJor crossing, 630
Narre Warren station, 1256
Warragul passenger service, 1200
Teachers: shortage, 1256

Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Redundant and unclear legislation, 13

THWAlTES, Mr (Albert Park)

Adjournment
St John of God Services: tender, 63
St Kilda sea baths, I 103
Sun Healthcare Group, 1033

Wodonga: rural development office, 630
Bills
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 1069

Auditor-General: government finances, 1059
Bills

Bail (Amendment) Bill, 866
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Gas Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill, 692
Health Se!vices (Further Amendment) Bill, 420, 427
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Bill, 778
MacKillop Family Services Bill, 867
Physiotherapists Registration Bill, 99
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Questions without notice

East Gippsland: flood recovery, 93, 4%, 705

WADE, Mn (Kew) (Attorney-General, Minister for Fair Trading
and Minister for Women's Affairs)

Business of the house

Program, 259, 716
Right of reply, 24
Televising and broadcasting of proceedings. 19
Minister for Youth and Community Services, 246
Petitions

Deer Park Community Health Service, 153
Hospitals: pathology services, 120 I
Points of order, 780, 866,910,1181

Bills
Appeal Costs Bill, 324, 458

Bail (Amendment) Bill, 662
Chattel Securities (Amendment) Bill, 579, 686
Consumer Credit (Finance Brokers) Bill, 98, 197,856,857,858
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 659, 852, 854
Crimes, Confiscation and Evidence Acts (Amendment) Bill, 719,
820,993
FWldraising Appeals Bill, 185, 187, 188, 189, 829
Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill, 579, 684
Legal Practice (Amendment) Bill, 98, 198,388

Questions without notice

GS!' hospitals, 6, 7

Inner and Eastern Health Care Network executive: credit card, 968,
969, 1051, 1227

Licensing and TribWl8l (Amendment) Bill, 579, 682, 1079
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 820
Patriotic Funds (Amendment) Bill, 660, 861
Printers and Newspapers (Repeal) Bill, 120

MildIra Base Hospital, 912
Sun rIealthcare Group, 1053

TRA'\NOR, Mr (Ballarat~)

Questions without nome

Crime: victim assistance, 710
Drugs: court programs, 711
Women: action plan, 1225

Bills

lntenationaI Transfer of Prisoners (Victoria) Bill, 509
Petitims

Late-term abortions, 69, 502
Questions without nome

Queen Elizabeth Centre, 179
Schcols: maintenance, 1052

VILne Passenger, 708
Water industry: ruraJ infrastructure, 1138

WELlS, Mr (Wantima)
Adjournment

Buses: Rowville-Glen Waverley, 3%
Scoresby freeway: EES, 207
Scoresby transport corridor, 878
Bills
Victorian College of the Arts (Amendment) Bill, 585
Questions without notice

Sport and recreation industry, 809

Victoria: economic management, 815
Waverley Park: closure, 2

TREASURE, Mr (Gippsland East)
AdjOU"llment

Bainsdale: emergency services, 394

area Alpine Road, 955
Bills

Lan< (Revocation of Reservations) Bill, 51
Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Bill, 606

WILSON, Mn (Dandenong North)
Adjournment

Fines: payment, 541
Bills
Fundraising Appeals Bill, 180
Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1026

Root Safety (Driving Instructors) Bill, 189
T1'3I5ferofLand (Single Register) Bill, 531
Petitims

Bainsdale-Sale bus service, 9
Point! of order, 520

Petitions
Bangholme pedestrian crossing, 8
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Questions on notice answered during period covered by this index

Qn
14
15
16
17
21
22
50
51
57
66
71
81
88
94
97
102
109
110
III
113
114
115
116
119
120
121
124
125
126
370
371
372
373
375
376
378
385
387
388
389
390
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
404

I Portfolio and subject maner
Transport: Greater Geelong boards, commissions and committees
Roads and Ports: Greater Geelong boards, commissions and committees
Housing: Greater Geelong boards, commissions and committees
Aboriginal Affairs: Greater Geelong boards, commissions and committees
Health: Greater Geelong boards, commissions and committees
Aged Care: Greater Geelong boards, commissions and committees
Health: Box Hill Hospital
Health: Box Hill Hospital
Housing: public waiting list
Conservation and Land Management kerbside recycling review
Health: Mitcham ministerial visits
Conservation and Land Management Eco Recycle Victoria
Police and Emergency Services: arson
Health: drug overdoses
youth and Community Services: preschool integration systems programs
Tertiary Education and Training: Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture
Agriculture and Resources: Yana Valley Water Mitcham office
Agriculture and Resources: Yana Valley Water and South Eastern Water
ConseIV3tion and Land Management Point Gellibrand
Roads and Ports: Napier Street, White Hills
Police and Emergency Services: official trave~ Essendon Airport
Treasurer: official travel, Essendon Airport
Agriculture and Resources: official travel, Essendon Airport
Roads and Ports: Mitcham B-double limitations
Roads and Ports: Springvale Road traffic lights
Roads and Ports: KoonWlg Trail
Police and Emergency Services: Mitcham traffic infringement notices
Health: cemetery finances
Housing: public tenants
Roads and Ports: Kororoit Creek Road pedestrian crossing
Police and Emergency Services: official business, 9 April 1998
Roads and Ports: Eastern Freeway lighting
Police and Emergency Services: Mitcham road fatalities
Housing: Mitcham rent increases
Conservation and Land Management Mitcham EPA investigations
Police and Emergency Services: electricity distribution company bushfire mitigation programs
Planning and Local Government Whitehorse demolition orders
Fair Trading: pettolewn product quality monitoring
Agriculture and Resources: Mitcham streamflows
Conservation and Land Management Phillip Island boardwalks
Conservation and Land Management Envirorunent Protection Authority
ConseIV3tion and Land Management DtmolJy office
Health: Bendigo Health Care Group
Transport: Metcard information line
Planning and Local Government Blackbum Shell site
Tertiary Education and Training: Box Hill TAFE
Health: dental legislation review
Transport: suburban rail passengers
Transport minister's automatic ticketing purchases
Transport: minister's Met travel
Treasurer: official travel, Essendon Airport
Agriculture and ResoW'CeS: official travel, Essendon Airport
Attorney-General: official travel, Essendon Airport

I Askedby
MrLoney
MrLoney
MrLoney
MrLoney
MrLoney
MrLoney
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MsCampbell
MrHamilton
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrBracks
MrCameron
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrBracks
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrCameron
MrCameron
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
Mr Robinson
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217
217
963
963
963
475
217
217
703
218
475
218
475
476
219
222
222
223
223
224
224
224
1257
224
225
225
703
476
225
226
704
226
226
227
227
228
228
229
230
231
231
232
479
232
232
232
233
233
234
234
234
1257
234

I
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IQn

I

Portfolio and subject maUer
405 Conservation and Land Management: official travel, Essendon Airport
408 Youth and Community Services: official travel, Essendon Airport
409 Tertiary Education and Training: official travel, Essendon Airport
412 Finance: official travel, Essendon Airport
413 Gaming: official travel, Essendon Airport
414 Youth and Community Services: official travel, Essendon Airport
417 Transport: official travel, Essendon Airport
418 Roads and Ports: official travel, Essendon Airport
419 Housing: official travel, Essendon Airport
420 Planning and Local Government: official travel, Essendon Airport
422 Transport: automatic ticketing
423 Roads and Ports: Eastern Freeway extensions and links
425 Tertiary Education and Training: official duties, 23 April 1998
428 Police and Emergency Services: police costs of waterfront dispute
431 Fair Trading: monitoring of fuel prices
433 Roads and Ports: Victorian Taxi Directorate
435 Agriculture and Resources: South East Water/City West Water services
436 Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water supply interruptions
437 Agriculture and Resources: Regulator-General compliance
438 Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water sewer spills
439 Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water supply interruptions
440 Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water supply interruptions
441 Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water envirorunent consultative group
442 Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water quality complaints
443 Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water water and sewerage mains
444 Roads and Ports: taxi licences
445 Transport: Mitcham automatic ticketing
446 Transport: Anzac Day train services
447 Tertiary Education and Training: official duties, I May 1998
453 Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water development contribution fees
455 Roads and Ports: freeway noise
456 Transport: rail freight and gauge
457 Roads and Ports: Victorian Channels Authority
458 Police and Emergency Services: Mitcham railway station offences
459 Transport: Mitcham automatic ticketing machines
461 Roads and Ports: Vicroads Blackbum office
467 Infonnation technology and multimedia: IT project guidelines
471 Transport: Mitcham railway stations
476 Agriculture and Resources: Mitcham river level and rainfall gauges
477 Transport: automatic ticketing
483 Planning and Local Government Nillwnbik CEO
485 Roads and Ports: TAC advertising budget
495 Agriculture and Resources: Waterways and Drainage Group
496 Agriculture and Resources: ACIL Dried Fruits Board report
497 Transport: metropolitan services
503 Planning and Local Government: Nillumbik inquiry
505 Roads and Ports: Vicroads Blackbum site
523 Transport: VILine Freight employees, Bendigo
556 Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water development contribution fees
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I Askedby
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
Ms Davies
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrCameron
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrCameron
MrRobinson
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236
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480
480
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484
484
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485
485
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240
241
241
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486
486
1257
488
964
488
1258
1259
704
965
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966
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